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Propositions 

 

 

 

1. Oilseed protein and oleosome extracts could be used as versatile ingredients in food 

applications. 

(this thesis) 

 

2. A mechanistic understanding of the functional properties of plant protein extracts is 

necessary to assess the necessity of purification. 

(this thesis) 

 

3. The perception of academia as the Eden of intellectual freedom does not align with the 

interests of the closely collaborating industry. 

 

4. The academic life is a daily tightrope walking above self-criticism. 

 

5. Plant-based foods address the tasting palette of people that can afford a western-

pattern diet. 

 

6. Gender-based discrimination and violence emerges from deeply rooted gender 

stereotypes. 
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1.1 The need for transition from animal- to plant-based ingredients in foods 

The current food supply chain, from production practices to consumption patterns, contributes to 

climate change by producing more than 25% of all anthropogenic green-house gas (GHG) 

emissions1. From the whole food supply chain, livestock production utilizes more than 80% of the 

global agricultural land and 70% of freshwater resources. Moreover, it degrades the ecosystem 

via deforestation and overapplication of fertilizers for crop cultivation intended for livestock  

feed1–4.  

Several studies have suggested that the reduction of the environmental impact of foods is 

generally proportional to the reduction in production/consumption of animal-based foods3. The 

most effective measure to reduce the environmental impact of foods is a change in consumers’ 

dietary patterns towards more plant-based (or flexitarian) diets1,2,5. Moving towards animal-free 

diets can reduce GHG emissions by almost 50%, land use by 76%, freshwater use by 19% and 

changes in the ecosystem by almost 50%1. Therefore, in the last decades, food science aims to 

address how to substitute animal-based products by plant-based products with less environmental 

impact.  

For this reason, different plants are being exploited as potential sources of food ingredients, such 

as proteins and lipids, essential structuring and nutritional ingredients in foods6,7. The first 

challenge in using plant-based ingredients in foods is their extraction from the plant matrix. In plant 

matrices proteins and lipids are enclosed in the cell and coexist with other molecules, such as 

carbohydrates and phenolic compounds. Due to this complexity, the extraction of plant-based 

ingredients is a cumbersome process, as it requires multiple extraction and purification steps and 

high amounts of water and energy to obtain highly purified ingredients8. In addition, the existing 

methods often result in losses of ingredients and low yields9 and can negatively affect the 

functionality of the extracts. Therefore, the current extraction process of plant-based ingredients 

might not be suitable to outcompete the environmental footprint of the production of animal-based 

ingredients8. 

It is therefore necessary to develop or improve the extraction processing technologies to produce 

plant-based ingredients which can assure an environmental gain. A solution can be offered from 

the reduction of the number of applied processing steps in order to reduce the energy and water 

expenditure10 and to minimize ingredient losses9. However, reducing the processing steps will 

result in less purified plant-based ingredients instead of highly purified ingredients, with potentially 

different functionality in food systems.  
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Therefore, one of the focuses of the current research is to determine to which extent less purified 

plant-based ingredients can provide similar functionality to the highly purified ones. Hence, efforts 

are being made to assess different plant protein sources and extraction processing methods to 

establish the relation between processing and functionality of the plant extracts.  

In recent years, from the different available plants, various oilseeds have been increasingly 

exploited as protein sources for food purposes. One of the functional applications of proteins in 

foods is to stabilize free oil in aqueous food systems, forming oil-in-water emulsions. Stabilization 

of oil droplets in foods is necessary to provide structure and desirable sensory attributes in the 

system11. Oilseeds containing both oil (40-50%) and proteins (20-30%) are promising ingredient 

sources for oil-in-water emulsion applications. So far, oilseeds are mainly used to provide the oil 

that is used as raw material to produce emulsion-type foods7. However, due to the high amounts 

of proteins, oilseeds can also provide the proteins needed for stabilizing the emulsions.  

The main oilseed proteins currently been exploited as emulsifiers derive from soybeans11,12. 

Among other oilseeds, rapeseeds (Brassica napus), being the second most important oilseed crop 

globally after soybeans7,13 and containing high amounts of proteins (20 wt%)13, is a rising source 

of sustainable proteins.  

To examine the potential of rapeseed proteins as emulsifiers in food systems, in this thesis we 

aimed to establish the relation between the extraction process and the emulsifying properties of 

rapeseed proteins. This knowledge would allow us to determine the optimal processing conditions 

based on the desired functionality, and allow for a more accurate assessment of the sustainability 

aspects of rapeseed protein extracts. 

1.2 Understanding the oilseed structure before the extraction 

The first factors to be considered for the extraction process of oilseed proteins is 1) the structural 

organization of the molecules inside the cells and 2) the structure of each molecule. The reason 

behind this consideration is that, the cell architecture and the high interconnection between cell 

components, as well as the biochemical differences between oilseed sources, such as the type of 

proteins present, and the presence of lipids, can determine the extraction steps, the extraction 

yields and the functionality of the protein extracts14. Moreover, oilseeds contain phenolic 

compounds which should also be considered for the decision of the extraction process. Phenolic 

compounds are known to create irreversible complexes with proteins during extraction, lowering 

the functionality of plant extracts15.  

Inside the oilseed cell matrix, proteins are stored in protein storage vacuoles16,17 and lipids are 

organized in spherical structures named oleosomes or lipid droplets18. A cryo-SEM image of 
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rapeseed cells, showing the structural organization of proteins and lipids is illustrated in Figure 

1.1.  

Figure 1.1 Cryo-scanning electron microscopy image of rapeseed cells after hydration of the seeds for 24h  

1.2.1 Structure of lipids 

Rapeseeds typically contain 40-50 wt% lipids. The structure of lipids inside the cell, is in the form 

of spherical emulsified oil droplets, called oleosomes or lipid droplets19. In this thesis to refer to the 

natural structure of lipids the term oleosomes will be used.  

In these organelles the triacylglycerols are enclosed in a monolayer of phospholipids and structural 

proteins, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. The phospholipid monolayer composes about 2 wt% of the 

total mass of the oleosomes20. The enclosure of lipids into these structures has been developed 

by nature during evolution to store energy and provide triacylglycerols with extreme physical and 

chemical stability20. Moreover, oleosomes in cells do not only serve as hubs of energy storage but 

their role expands to several dynamic functions that contribute to cell homeostasis19. The main 

contribution is to absorb, accumulate and channel lipids and proteins inside the cells, realizing 

molecular trafficking.  

The size of oleosomes is in the micron or submicron-range and is determined by the number and 

type of phospholipids and proteins that oleosomes acquire in their monolayer during their 

biogenesis from the endoplasmic reticulum19,21. Rapeseed oleosomes have a size of 0.2-5.0 µm 

and are constructed by mainly oleic acid in their lipid core16,22,23 which is surrounded by 

phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylserine (PS) and structural proteins named oleosins, 

caleosins and stereoleosins24. Oleosins are the most abundant oleosome related proteins24 with a 

Rapeseed cell structure

Protein storage vacuoles

Oleosomes/ Lipid droplets

Cell wall
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molecular weight of 15-20 kDa and a hairpin-like structure with a very extended hydrophobic 

domain, which provides them high interfacial activity25,26. 

Considering the structural properties of oleosomes, it important to understand that the storage of 

lipids into these robust and relatively small structures can determine the extraction conditions, 

extraction yields and purity of the oil extracts. 

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the oleosome/lipid droplet structure and structural components 

1.2.2 Structure of proteins  

Oilseeds typically contain two types of storage proteins stored in the protein vacuoles. Storage 

proteins are solely used by the seed for germination27. The main storage proteins are classified by 

the Osborne method into water-soluble albumins and salt-soluble globulins, and have different 

structural and physicochemical properties27. Hence, it is vital to realize that the selected extraction 

process can impact the type of extracted proteins and subsequently the functionality of the protein 

extracts.  

In rapeseeds, two main storage proteins -napins and cruciferins- can be found. In European 

varieties the two proteins appear in a ratio from 0.6 to 2.028. Napins are low molecular weight 

albumins (12-17 kDa) and consist of a small and a large polypeptide chain linked together by two 

inter-chain disulfide bonds16,29. Forty-five percent (45%) of the amino acids of the peptide chain of 

napins are hydrophobic and concentrated mostly on one exposed side of the protein. This 

distribution results in a structure that resembles amphiphilic Janus particles30. Cruciferins are high 

molecular weight (300 kDa) globulins and have a hexameric structure that consists of two trimers. 

Cruciferins have a wide distribution of the hydrophobic domains over their surface and also buried 

in the inner face of the trimers29,31,32. Napins are less susceptible to pH changes and soluble in a 

wide pH range29,33. In contrast, the hexameric structure of cruciferins is more susceptible to pH and 

temperature changes29,34. The structure and distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains 

of napins and cruciferins is given in Figure 1.3. 

Phospholipid

Triacylglycerols 

Protein

Oleosomes
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Figure 1.3 Sketch of napins and cruciferins (trimer and hexamer) structure represented as molecular 

surface, showing the distribution of hydrophobic (red) and hydrophilic (green) domains (Images retrieved 

from the RCSB PDB35,36). 

1.2.3 Structure of phenolic compounds 

Phenolic compounds are secondary metabolites found in plants and their chemical structure 

includes a hydroxyl group bonded to an aromatic ring37. Depending on the extraction conditions, 

for instance the extraction pH, phenolic compounds can form complexes with proteins resulting in 

changes in the structural, functional and nutritional properties of both compounds37. 

Rapeseeds contain around 1-3% phenolic compounds, mainly in the form of sinapic acid38,39. The 

chemical structure of sinapic acid is given in Figure 1.4. During the extraction, at pH values above 

9.5 ionic bonding between proteins and sinapine (the choline ester of sinapic acid) can occur, 

leading to co-extraction of phenolic compounds40. In addition, at pH values above pH 10, oxidation 

of sinapic acid to thomasidioic acid and further to quinones accelerates. The latter can interact 

with proteins, and bind to them covalently41,42. Therefore, the extraction conditions like pH, can 

90 

CruciferinsNapins

Hydrophobic Hydrophilic

Trimer 

Hexamer 

Outer part Inner part 

180 
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affect the coextraction of phenolic compounds and the interactions between proteins and phenolic 

compounds. 

Figure 1.4. Chemical structure of sinapic acid 

1.3 The current extraction process of oilseeds 

Due to the high amounts of lipids stored in oilseeds, the most common extraction process of 

oilseeds focuses on maximizing the lipid extraction yields. During this process, the seeds are first 

flaked to rupture the seed coat and the cells. The seed flakes are heated (77°-100°C) to reduce 

moisture, inactivate enzymes, decrease oil viscosity, increase oil droplet coalescence, and 

facilitate solvent diffusion. Thereafter, the seed flakes are pressed to extract most of the lipids (60 

-70%), resulting in large cake fragments. The remaining oil in the pressed cake is further extracted 

with solvent (i.e. with hexane) to maximize the oil yield. The residual cake after the lipid extraction, 

also referred as meal, is further processed in a de-solventizer/toaster with steam (100°-130°C) to 

remove the solvent and to improve the nutritional quality by removing volatile glucosinolates43,44. 

The resulting protein-rich meal contains around 35-40 wt% proteins on dry matter45 and 1-2 wt% 

oil46. As the natural lipid structure is disrupted during the oil extraction, fragments of the oleosome 

monolayer containing the structural components (i.e. phospholipids and proteins) are also present 

in the protein-rich meal. 

The first pitfall in the commonly applied extraction process of oilseeds is that is an energy intensive 

process as it requires multiple steps, and includes the use of organic solvents, with impact on the 

sustainability of plant-based ingredients. The second drawback concerns the proteins; due to the 

heating and solvent-removal steps applied on the seeds and the meal, proteins denature, which 

impacts the physicochemical and functional properties44. The heating during the de-solventizing 

step is also responsible for Maillard reactions and protein-crosslinking, with negative impact on 

protein solubility46. As a result, lower protein extraction yields are achieved and dark-colored 

protein extracts with low functionality are obtained. To optimize the protein extraction yields from 

Sinapic acid
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the residual cake, high alkaline (pH 11-12) or saline solutions are usually applied. The alkaline 

extraction of proteins is followed by acid precipitation to further separate the different protein 

species (i.e. albumins and globulins) and obtain highly purified protein ingredients28,47.  

Although these extraction conditions might improve the protein extraction yields and purity of the 

protein extracts, there is a lurking risk of further implications on protein structure and functionality. 

The functional properties of rapeseed proteins have been shown to be highly affected by the 

applied extraction and processing conditions44,47. During the extraction of proteins from the meal 

under high alkaline pH conditions, phenolic compounds (i.e. sinapic acid in rapeseeds) are co-

extracted and interact with the proteins through covalent bonds37,48,49. As a result of these 

interactions, the structural properties of the proteins are altered37. The structural changes of 

proteins in turn affect protein functionality, for instance by decreasing the capability of proteins to 

adsorb at an interface and decrease the surface tension15,37. These interactions of proteins with 

phenols under alkaline conditions are also responsible for the dark color of the obtained protein 

extracts44. Additionally, as different types of proteins (i.e. albumins and globulins) with different 

physicochemical properties are present, the use of high alkaline/saline conditions followed by 

precipitation leads to 1) selective extraction of proteins and loss of proteins in the non-precipitated 

fraction 2) partially irreversible aggregation of precipitated proteins with impact on their 

functionality. For example, protein aggregation has shown to reduce the emulsion stability against 

coalescence upon large deformations compared to non-aggregated proteins50. As a consequence 

of all the above processing conditions, the use of many oilseed residual protein meals such as 

rapeseed is currently limited to livestock feed28,43.  

1.4 Reconsidering the current extraction process of oilseeds 

Due to all the above implications of the conventional processing of oilseeds, alternative extraction 

processes should be exploited, with fewer processing steps, lower amount of energy, water and 

losses during extraction, and more focus on the functionality potential of the extracts.  

In the alternative extraction process the de-oiling, heating and organic solvent steps can be omitted 

and proteins and lipids can be simultaneously extracted in water at low alkaline pH conditions 

(pH˂10). After the extraction, proteins from lipids can be further separated by centrifugation. 

Additionally, removal of the seed hulls prior to the extraction, where phenolic compounds are 

mainly concentrated, can be included to limit the amounts of co-extracted phenols in the extracts. 

Dehulling of oilseeds has been previously reported to enhance the quality of the residual meal51. 

In the case of rapeseeds, maintaining the pH below pH 10 during extraction also prevents the 

complexation between the co-extracted phenols and proteins, resulting only in free phenols in the 

protein extracts which can be simply removed by a diafiltration step. This process leads to less 
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purified protein-rich extracts, containing both storage proteins and to oleosome-rich extracts 

containing intact oleosomes. In both extracts, proteins, oleosomes and free phenols can co-exist 

at different ratios.  

The advantage of this method is that fewer processing steps are required, while at the same time 

both protein and lipid natural structures and their carried functionalities are preserved. Another 

benefit of such a method is that, since different molecules with varied functionalities coexist in 

mixtures, they can potentially have a synergy, which can result in ingredients with versatile 

functionalities. Moreover, the retained nativity of the molecules allows a better evaluation of their 

physicochemical properties and of their functionality potential for food applications. A schematic 

overview of all the extraction processing routes of proteins and lipids from rapeseeds is given in 

Figure 1.5. 

 

Figure 1.5 Extraction processing routes of rapeseed proteins and lipids 
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1.5 Assessing the functional properties of less purified oilseed extracts  

When it comes to the functionality of the less purified protein-rich extracts, where albumins and 

globulins co-exist, and free phenols and oleosomes can be also present, a synergistic or 

antagonistic effect between the different molecules can occur. Therefore, a mechanistic 

understanding on the relation between the physicochemical properties with the functional 

properties of each molecule present in these extracts is necessary. Such understanding will allow 

to determine the optimal level of purification needed for the desired functionality, and it is 

thoroughly discussed in this thesis.  

Rapeseed proteins have promising functional properties, such as emulsifying, foaming and gelling 

properties30,34,52–55. As the molecular structure of cruciferins and napins differs, they also exhibit 

distinct functional properties28; Napins, due to their small size and distribution of the hydrophobic 

and hydrophilic domains, are more surface active than cruciferins30,56. Differently, cruciferins can 

form firmer gels (at equal protein concentration) than napins upon heat-induced gelation55,57,58. 

When co-existing in mixtures, depending on the application, the two proteins can cooperate or 

compete.  

Regarding the functionality potential of oleosomes, using aqueous extraction processes 

oleosomes are obtained intact from the seed matrix59–61, which results in a natural oil-in-water 

emulsion. This natural emulsion provides lipid stability against physical and chemical stresses. 

Therefore, intact oleosomes are promising natural replacers of engineered oil droplets, which are 

currently used in emulsion type food applications20. In addition, the ability of oleosomes to traffic 

lipids and other hydrophobic molecules paves the way to exploit oleosomes as emulsifiers or 

carriers of hydrophobic molecules, such as flavors, colors, and nutraceuticals. Understanding the 

physicochemical properties of oleosomes is essential, not only to unlock the functionality potential 

of these organelles, but also to evaluate their effect when present in oilseed protein extracts, intact 

or as fragments of their monolayer.  
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1.6 Thesis aim and outline  

The research described in this thesis had three main objectives: the first research objective was 

to understand the effect of the extraction process on the physicochemical properties of 

rapeseed proteins and oleosomes. The second research objective was to investigate the 

functional properties of rapeseed proteins when present in mixtures with other non-protein 

molecules. The third research objective was to characterize the interfacial properties of 

rapeseed oleosomes and investigate their functionality potential. By combining the insights of 

all chapters, we aim to provide new design rules for the use of rapeseed protein ingredients in food 

systems. These research topics are described in the following chapters. 

In Chapter 2 the effect of the extraction method was investigated, where defatting of the seeds 

is omitted, on the physicochemical properties of rapeseed proteins and oleosomes. The 

chapter describes the extraction method and the reasoning behind the selected extraction 

conditions, the resulting extraction yields and the physicochemical characterization of the obtained 

less purified protein and oleosome extracts.  

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the functional properties of the less purified rapeseed protein extracts 

obtained as described in Chapter 2 are reported. In Chapter 3 the interfacial stabilization 

mechanism of less purified rapeseed protein extracts at oil/water interfaces was investigated at 

neutral pH conditions (pH 7). The aim of this research was to identify the role of each protein 

species (i.e. napins and cruciferins) and of the coexisting non-protein molecules present on droplet 

formation and stabilization. In Chapter 4 the effect of purification on the emulsifying and interfacial 

properties of rapeseed extracts of different protein purities at acidic pH (pH 3.8) was evaluated. 

The outcome about the role of each protein species on the interfacial stabilization mechanism 

found in Chapters 3 and 4 guided the research described in Chapter 5 where the different 

functionalities of each protein species present in the less purified rapeseed protein extract were 

combined to create emulsion-filled gels. The protein extract was used to stabilize both the emulsion 

droplets and the protein matrix. The effect of pH and oil concentration on the structural and 

rheological properties of the emulsion-filled gels were investigated.  

In Chapter 6 the oleosome monolayer properties and the potential functional properties of 

oleosomes are discussed. As described in Chapter 6, by combining light scattering techniques, 

dilatational interfacial rheology and advanced microscopy techniques with molecular dynamic 

simulations, we evaluated the effect of oleosome monolayer density (number of molecules per 

area), lateral interactions and dilatability on the ability of oleosomes to absorb and release lipids. 
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In Chapter 7 an overview of the main findings and conclusions from the previous chapters is 

provided. In this chapter the emerging changes in the current extraction processes are discussed, 

providing general guidelines for the extraction of functional food ingredients from oilseeds and an 

outlook and future perspective.  
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Chapter 2 

Extraction process and physicochemical properties of rapeseed 

proteins and oleosomes  
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Abstract 

Oilseeds represent a sustainable source of oils and proteins that can replace those of animal 

origin. However, the extraction of oil and proteins from oilseeds currently requires multiple steps 

and is plagued by undesired reactions occurring during the extraction, which limits valorization. In 

this paper, we describe a successful method for the simple simultaneous extraction of proteins 

and oil (as intact oleosomes). Non-defatted dehulled rapeseeds served as oilseed model. First, an 

aqueous extraction step at pH 9.0 was performed resulting in a protein-oleosome extract, with 

extraction yields of 78.8 ± 0.2 wt% and 82.8 ± 0.4 wt% of proteins and oleosomes, respectively. 

Further separation resulted in a protein-rich and an oleosome-rich mixture. The oleosomes were 

recovered as high oil volume oil-in-water emulsion, while simple filtration of the protein-rich mixture 

led to a highly soluble (81.4 ± 1.9 wt%) protein concentrate. Following this extraction method, 

complexation between proteins and phenolic compounds was prevented, a clear advantage over 

the existing methods. These findings emphasize the importance of designing new processes for 

the extraction of oilseed proteins and oleosomes that could initiate their use in food systems. 
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2.1 Introduction 

In view of the environmental issues and moral dilemmas associated with the production of animal-

derived foods, replacing them with plant-based foods is in the spotlight, as producing the latter is 

less problematic1. Oilseeds, such as soybeans, sunflower seeds, and rapeseeds, are among the 

most promising plant-based food sources since they contain oil and proteins, both of which are 

essential food-structuring ingredients and nutrients6. Their valorization is therefore essential for a 

sustainable future. 

A commonly used approach in oilseed valorization is an oil extraction process that involves 

pressing and use of organic solvents to maximize the oil yield. However, different problems arise 

when using these extraction processes. This type of oil extraction disrupts the oil carriers in the 

seed (oleosomes), thereby wasting a valuable resource. When extracted intact, oleosomes can 

serve as a dispersed oil phase (natural emulsion) with high physicochemical stability compared to 

engineered emulsions62,63. Moreover, due to their high physicochemical stability, they can also 

serve as carriers of sensitive molecules or diagnostics20. Besides losing the functionality of 

oleosomes, the defatting process has a negative impact on the physicochemical properties of the 

remaining proteins. Heating during pressing and the use of organic solvents promote undesired 

reactions among proteins as well as between proteins and phenols40. This has a negative impact 

on protein extraction yields64 and on properties like solubility65, interfacial tension and emulsifying 

ability37,66. As a result, the extraction of plant proteins remains challenging, which is one of the main 

causes of the present underutilization of the proteins in oilseeds13,67.  

Some researchers have proposed the extraction of proteins after defatting under highly alkaline 

(pH 11-12) or saline conditions29,64,68,69. Neither of these proposed approaches eliminates the 

defatting step. In fact, the use of highly alkaline conditions promotes even more protein-phenol 

complexation, with an increasingly negative effect on the physicochemical properties of the 

proteins, including solubility37,70. The use of saline conditions to improve protein extraction requires 

extra processing steps to remove salts from the end product and results in a saline wastewater 

stream with a high environmental impact.  

Hence, there is a need for an alternative approach to oil and protein extraction from oilseeds71. In 

this research, by skipping the defatting step we aimed for the simultaneous extraction of 

oleosomes and proteins in one fraction under mild conditions (water, low temperature, near-neutral 

pH), followed by a separation step to obtain an oleosome-rich and a protein-rich fraction. In this 

paper, we report on an exploration of this alternative extraction approach, using rapeseeds as a 

typical oil- and protein-containing resource. The same approach could likely be applied to other 

oilseeds. 
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Rapeseeds were chosen as a potential oleosome and protein source as they contain about 40 

wt% oil and 21 wt% protein72. The main storage proteins of rapeseeds are 11S globulins called 

cruciferins and 2S albumins called napins13,67, which differ in structure, isoelectric point, and 

solubility29,33. These proteins are located in membrane-bound and highly specialized 

compartments called protein bodies13. 

Rapeseed proteins have superior functional properties compared with soybean proteins and 

similar functional properties as dairy proteins73. Still, the use of rapeseed proteins in foods is limited 

by the presence of undesirable compounds like glucosinolates, phytates, and phenols, which have 

a negative impact on the functional properties of proteins37,70. Although many studies have reported 

on the effects of phenolic compounds on protein properties37,40,70,74, only a few looked at their 

elimination during protein extraction40,75, in order to increase the usability of these proteins76. 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Materials  

We used untreated Alizze rapeseeds. All chemicals were of analytical grade and were purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). 

2.2.2 Extraction process 

A pin mill (DLFM, Bühler GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany) was used to break the seeds in half of 

their size (~ 3 mm) and facilitate the removal of hulls. The hulls were eliminated with the use of a 

fluid bed dryer (Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany) connected to a vacuum cleaner (Turbo XL, BÜFA 

Cleaning Systems GmbH & Co, Oldenburg, Germany). After dehulling, 150 g of rapeseed particles 

were dispersed in deionized water at a ratio of 1:8 (w/w) and kept at room temperature for 4 h 

under continuous head stirring (EUROSTAR 60 digital, IKA, Staufen, Germany). The pH of the 

dispersion was maintained at 9.0 by the addition of a few drops of NaOH (0.5 M). The dispersion 

was subsequently blended for 2 min at maximum speed with a kitchen blender (HR2093, Philips, 

Netherlands). The slurry was filtered with a twin-screw press (Angelia 7500, Angel Juicer, 

Naarden, The Netherlands). The obtained liquid phase was adjusted to pH 9.0 and centrifuged 

(10000 g, 30 min, 4oC) (Sorvall Legend XFR, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The 

obtained cream layer (oleosome-rich), serum (protein-rich mixture (RPM)) and pellet (fiber-rich) 

were collected separately. The RPM was further concentrated by ultrafiltration and then diluted 1:1 

with NaCl (0.08 M) to avoid protein precipitation. The mixture was pumped through two coupled 

diafiltration cassettes (cut-off 5 kDa; membrane area 0.2 m2) (Hydrosart, Sartorius, Göttingen, 

Germany) for 6 cycles until a transparent filtrate was obtained. In the last cycle only, deionized 

water was used to remove any remaining salt. The retentate constituted the rapeseed protein 
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concentrate (RPC). Finally, the protein samples (RPM and RPC) were freeze-dried (Alpha 2-4 LD 

plus, Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany). 

We calculated the weight-based extraction yields of proteins and oleosomes in the protein-

oleosome extract from the remaining protein content and oil content in the solid residue after screw 

pressing by using: 

 

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100 − 100 ∗ ( 
𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑒

𝑔 𝑜𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑
)
∗

 

(2.1) 

*The same equation was applied for the oleosome yields, with “oleosomes“ instead of “proteins”. 

We calculated the yields in the other fractions (i.e. oleosome-rich, protein-rich and protein 

concentrate) on dry-matter weight by using: 

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100 ∗ ( 
𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝑔 𝑜𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑
)
∗

 

(2.2) 

*The same equation, with “oleosomes“ instead of “proteins”, was applied for the oleosome yields 

in the oleosome-rich mixture.  

All the experiments and subsequent analyses were performed in triplicates.  

2.2.3 Physicochemical characterization of rapeseed extracts 

Composition analysis 

We determined the protein content of the seeds and of the different protein fractions obtained with 

the Dumas method (FlashEA 1112 Series, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, US). 

Samples of known mass were combusted at a high temperature in the range of 800-900°C in the 

presence of oxygen. D-methionine (≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) was used as a 

standard for the calibration curve and as control. Cellulose (Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) 

served as blank. A nitrogen–protein conversion factor of 5.7 was used to calculate the protein 

content by using:  

𝑃𝐶 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100  ( 
𝑁𝐶  5.7

𝑀
)  

(2.3) 

Here PC is the protein content, NC is the nitrogen content, and M is the mass of the dry sample.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
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We determined the oil content (OC) of the seeds and of the mixtures on a dry-matter weight basis. 

The oil was extracted for 7 h, by Soxhlet extraction with petroleum ether as a solvent. We used 1 

g of dried material and calculated the oil content after extraction by using: 

𝑂𝐶 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100  ( 
𝑀0

𝑀
)  

  (2.4) 

where Mo [g] is the mass of the extracted oil and M [g] the initial sample mass.  

The moisture content of the samples was determined by drying a sample (1 g) at 60°C in an oven 

(Memmert, Memmert GmbH & Co.KG, Schwabach, Germany) until stable weight (24 h). We 

defined the moisture content as g of water per g of wet material. 

The concentration of phenolic compounds was determined with the aid of the Folin-Ciocalteu 

reagent. The reduction (at alkaline pH) by the phenolic compounds of phosphomolybdate and 

phosphotungstate present in the reagent resulted in a color change. The concentration of blue-

green reaction product was determined based on the absorbance of the solution at 725 nm. We 

used a tannin solution (0.0-0.1 mg/mL in water) to obtain a calibration curve.  

Protein solubility  

The solubility of the protein mixture (RPM) and the concentrate (RPC) was measured at a range 

of pH (pH 3-11). Dispersions standardized at 0.5 wt% protein content were prepared in deionized 

water; the pH was adjusted using 0.5 M NaOH or HCl and the dispersions were stirred at room 

temperature for 4 h with a magnetic stirrer at 300 rpm (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, 

Germany). After that, the dispersions were centrifuged at 10000 g for 30 mins at 20°C (Sorvall 

Legend XFR, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and we obtained a pellet, a clear 

serum and a tiny layer of oleosomes at the surface. We reported as soluble, the fractions that were 

present at the clear serum. We calculated the protein solubility as g of proteins present in the 

serum per g of proteins present in the initial dispersion.  

Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

The protein profile of the seeds and the molecular mixtures was determined with sodium dodecyl 

sulphate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) under reducing and non-reducing 

conditions. Each sample was mixed with a buffer (NuPAGE® LDS, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the 

Netherlands) to achieve a protein concentration of 1.0 mg/mL. For reducing conditions, 

dethiothreitol (DTT) was used as a reducing agent (NuPAGE® Sample Reducing Agent, 

ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands). 10.0 µL of protein marker (PageRuler™ Prestained 
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Protein Ladder, 10 to 180 kDa, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) and 20 µL of the 

sample were loaded onto the gel (NuPAGE® Novex® 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel, ThermoFisher, 

Landsmeer, the Netherlands). MES running buffer (NuPAGE® MES SDS Running Buffer, 

ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) was added to the buffer chamber. The gel was 

washed with water and stained (Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 Staining Solution, Bio-Rad 

Laboratories B.V., Lunteren, the Netherlands) overnight under gentle shaking.  

Gel permeation size exclusion chromatography 

Protein profile analysis of the rapeseed protein concentrate was undertaken before and after 

diafiltration by using gel permeation size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (AKTA FPLC System, 

Amersham Biosciences, Little Chalfont, UK). The system was connected to a Superdex 200 

10/300 GL column and a UV detector (λ = 280 nm). The sample was dissolved in a mixture of 

Tris/HCl (20 mM) at pH 8 and NaCl (0.2 M) for 30 min and centrifuged at 16000 g. The supernatant 

was filtered through a membrane with a pore size of 0.22 µm; the flow was 0.4 mL/min.  

Protein secondary structure 

Far-UV circular dichroism (CD) (185-265 nm) was used to determine the secondary structure of 

the proteins present in the rapeseed protein mixture and concentrate (J815 CD spectrometer, 

JASCO Benelux B.V.) Cruciferins and napins were recovered from the Superdex 200 10/300 GL 

column and diluted in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.5 to a protein concentration of 0.1 mg/mL 

and analyzed in a 1.0 mm cuvette. The recorded spectra for each sample were calculated after 

subtraction of the buffer spectrum. We calculated the percentages (%) of each structure by using 

online CD structure prediction software as described elsewhere77. 

ζ-potential measurements 

To measure the charge of the proteins present in rapeseed protein mixture under different pH 

conditions, titration was performed by using a ZS Nanosizer (Malvern Instruments, Ltd, 

Worcestershire, U.K.). The sample was prepared by dispersing the protein mixture (RPM) or 

protein concentrate (RPC) in deionized water to a final protein concentration of 0.03 wt%. The 

equilibration time was set to 120 s and the temperature to 25°C. The ζ-potential of the sample was 

measured at a pH ranging from 2 to 12, by adjusting it with HCl (0.5 M) or NaOH (0.1 or 0.5 M). 

Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the oleosomes was determined by laser diffraction (Malvern 

Instruments, Ltd, Worcestershire, UK) after dilution of the oleosome-rich mixture with deionized 
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water at a ratio of 1:100. To investigate the presence of aggregated oleosomes and determine 

their actual size, we added 1.0 wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) to the sample in a ratio of 1:1. 

The used refractive index was 1.47. Measurements are reported as the surface (d3,2 = Σnidi

3/Σnidi

2) 

and volume (d4,3 = Σnidi

4/Σnidi

3) mean diameter where ni is the number of droplets with a diameter 

of di. Besides, to determine the effect of storage proteins on the particle size of oleosomes, two 

washing steps were applied to the oleosome-rich mixture by diluting with deionized water in a ratio 

1:5 (w/w) and centrifuging at 10000 g for 30 min. The process was repeated two times and the 

final sample was diluted as described above for particle size measurements.  

The particle size of the protein dispersions (RPM, RPC) at different pH values (3-11) was 

measured with dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Nano sizer ZS (Malvern Instruments, Ltd, 

Worcestershire, U.K). The protein content was standardized to 0.001 wt% into deionized water, 

the pH was adjusted and the dispersions were stirred for 4 h at 20oC with a magnetic stirrer at 300 

rpm (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany) before measurement. A refractive 

index of 1.45 was chosen for the proteins. The results were given as mean number particle size 

diameter (nm).  

2.2.4 Microscopy 

Light microscopy (LM) 

Light microcopy (Leica DMi8, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) was used to visualize the 

oleosomes after extraction. The samples were diluted at 1:100 in deionized water. Images were 

taken at 40x magnification, with an oil immersion objective.  

Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM)  

Cryo-SEM was used for imaging of solids after screw pressing, of oleosome-rich mixtures, and of 

the protein concentrate. The samples were frozen by placing a tiny volume of each sample (one 

droplet / one seed) on top of a rivet and plunge-freezing in melting ethane. The sample was cryo-

planed (at -110°C) with a cryo-ultramicrotome (Leica Ultracut UCT EM FC7) to obtain a freshly 

prepared cross-section. The sections were made at decreasing thicknesses down to 20 nm, and 

down to a speed of 1 mm/sec. The rivet was mounted onto the SEM holder and transferred into a 

Gatan Alto2500 preparation chamber. To reveal the microstructures under the planed surface, the 

temperature of the sample was increased to -90°C to remove a thin layer of ice by sublimation. 

The sample was sputter-coated with platinum (30 sec) for a better SEM contrast and to prevent 

charging by the electron beam, then imaged in a Zeiss Auriga field-emission SEM at -125°C and 

an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. We used two secondary electron detectors. The Everhart-Thornley 
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detector in the microscope chamber provides images with high topographical contrast. The in-lens 

detector provides high edge contrast, which in the case of our study produced a quasi-

compositional contrast (oil and other non-aqueous structures: black; other materials: white and 

grey). 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

Cu grids (400 mesh, with carbon support film) were first cleaned with a glow discharger for 20 

seconds (10-1 Tor). 10 µl of sample diluted in deionized water (1:100) was put on the Cu grids. 

The grids were dried by blotting with filter paper. The samples were then stained with 10 µl of 2.0 

% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). We dried the grids again by 

blotting with filter paper and imaged them with a JEOL JEM 1400 plus TEM (Jeol USA, Peabody, 

MA, USA), operating at 120 kV. 

2.3 Results and discussion  

2.3.1 Release of proteins and oleosomes from rapeseed cells 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the proposed extraction method, in which proteins and oleosomes are first 

extracted as one protein-oleosome fraction (Figure 2.1A) and then further separated into an 

oleosome-rich (Figure 2.1B) and a protein-rich mixture (Figure 2.1C). 

Figure 2.1 Extraction process of rapeseed protein-rich mixture (RPM), rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC) 

and oleosome-rich mixture. Images of cryo-SEM of solids after extraction (left) and of RPC in deionized 

water (right). CW: cell wall, OL: oleosomes, PB: protein bodies. Scale bar: 10 µm and 2 µm respectively. 

To avoid contamination of the samples with phenols originating from the hulls40, the rapeseeds 

were dehulled before any further processing. The protein and oil content of the obtained rapeseed 

particles was 18.7±0.6 wt% and 41.9 ± 0.9 wt%, respectively, which is similar to values reported 

in literature78.  
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The dehulled seeds were first soaked in aqueous media to allow the softening of the cells and 

ease further diffusion of proteins and oleosomes from the seed cells into the solvent after disruption 

of the cells60,69,79. To facilitate this, electrostatic repulsion between the molecules should be 

induced71. This can be achieved by adjusting the pH of the solvent far from the isoelectric points 

(IEP) of the proteins and oleosomes. The IEP of oleosomes occurs around pH 580, and the IEPs 

of rapeseeds proteins are pH 7 for cruciferins and pH 11 for napins13. As we intended to extract all 

proteins and oleosomes simultaneously at near-neutral pH values, we adjusted the pH of the 

solvent to 9.0.  

Previous studies on rapeseed protein extraction have used pH values above 1047,65,68,79. However, 

such highly alkaline environments induce oxidation of phenols to aldehydes, ketones and 

carboxylic acids, which can subsequently polymerize or covalently bind to proteins40. The pH 

values that promote these interactions depend on the type of phenols present. For example, in 

sunflower seeds, chlorogenic acid is present, which oxidizes and covalently binds to proteins at 

pH 9.081. Oxidation of sinapic acid in rapeseeds to thomasidioic acid and further to quinones 

accelerates at pH values above 1041,42. In addition, ionic bonding between proteins and sinapine 

(the choline ester of sinapic acid) occurs at pH values above 9.5, leading to co-extraction of 

phenolic compounds40.  

Another parameter that influences the extraction yields of proteins and oleosomes is the solid-to-

solvent ratio, with higher amounts of solvent leading to higher extraction yields68,69,79. A ratio of 1:18 

(5.0 w/v% solids) is commonly used65,73,82. However, to make the extraction more environmentally 

sustainable, it is important to use the minimum amount of solvent that leads to sufficient extraction 

yields. On the basis of previously published reports on oleosome83 and protein extraction68 as well 

as of preliminary internal data, a solid: solvent ratio of 1:8 was used.  

This extraction procedure resulted in a protein-oleosome extract (Figure 2.1A) that contained  

78.8 ± 0.2 wt% of the proteins and 82.8 ± 0.4 wt% of the oleosomes initially present in the dehulled 

seeds. The extraction yield of proteins was higher than values reported in other studies (28-

50%)47,65,68,73. We ascribe the difference to the fact that in the other studies, proteins were extracted 

from defatted rapeseeds and at highly alkaline pH conditions (pH > 10), which stresses the 

negative impact that defatting processes have on protein solubility and subsequent extraction 

yields13,46,65. The oleosome extraction yield reported here was the same or higher compared to 

what was reported in comparable studies on oleosome extraction from other oilseeds. For 

example, oleosomes from soybeans have been extracted at a yield of 65-70 wt%71, while the 

oleosome extraction yield from maize germs was around 78 wt%84.  
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Cryo-SEM analysis was employed to explore the rupture of the cell walls during the extraction. 

The cryo-SEM image in Figure 2.1 (solids) shows the solids remaining after the extraction process. 

Broken, deformed and empty cells were visible. Intact cells were also identified. It is important to 

mention at this point that a 2D image is not representative image of the general status of the seed 

cells after pressing. It is only a cut of the seed and the image is giving information only regarding 

the status of the cells in this surface without knowing what the status is above or under this surface. 

At most of the parts of the cells we analyzed, we mostly identified ruptured cells. However, the 

reason that this image was chosen amongst all the images we had, was to show that despite the 

blending and pressing, some cells seemed to be still intact. The fact that around 80 % yield was 

achieved means that apparently around 20 % of the mass of the cells was not extracted and 

remained in the cells. 

2.3.2 Separation of proteins and oleosomes from the protein-oleosome extract 

Next, we carried out centrifugation of the protein-oleosome extract (Figure 2.1A). This led to 

separation into three phases, namely an oleosome-rich mixture (Figure 2.1B) as a concentrated 

cream at the top, a protein-rich mixture (Figure 2.1C, rapeseed protein mixture or RPM) as a serum 

phase and a fiber-rich mixture as a pellet. The protein-rich mixture was diafiltrated, resulting in a 

protein concentrate (Figure 2.1D, RPC).  

Table 2.1 summarizes the recovery yields and compositions of the obtained mixtures after 

centrifugation and diafiltration. The rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) contained 37.0 ± 1.3 wt% of 

the proteins initially present in the seeds (Figure 2.1C). The composition of its dry mass was  

39.5 ± 0.8 wt% proteins, 11.9 ± 0.5 wt% oil and 6.3 ± 0.1 wt% phenolic compounds.  

Table 2.1 Recovery yields and compositions of obtained mixtures after centrifugation and diafiltration as 

percentage (wt%) of total dry matter. 

 
Recovery yield 

wt% 

Composition wt% 

Protein 
Phenolic 

compounds 
Oil 

Rapeseed protein 

mixture (RPM) 
37.7 ± 1.3 39.5 ± 0.8 6.3 ± 0.1 11.9 ± 0.5 

Rapeseed protein 

concentrate (RPC) 
31.2 ± 1.2 65.1 ± 1.9 2.7 ± 0.1 

15.1 ± 0.9 

Oleosomes 63.3 ± 0.3 7.8 ± 0.2 - 81.8 ± 0.3 

 

Diafiltration of RPM (Figure 2.1C) was applied to remove low-molecular-weight compounds, such 

as free phenolic compounds, inorganic material, and monosaccharides. This step resulted in a 
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rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC) (Figure 2.1D) with 65.1 ± 1.9 wt% and 15.1 ± 0.9 wt% protein 

and oil content respectively, while the phenolic compound content was reduced to 2.7 ± 0.1 wt% 

(Table 2.1).  

After diafiltration, the protein yield in the RPC was 31.2 ± 1.2 wt% of the proteins present in the 

initial seeds (Table 2.1). This value was higher than what has been accomplished in other studies, 

in which defatted meal was used as starting material (15-28%)46,47,65. In most of these studies, 

isoelectric point precipitation was applied65,72,82,85. This probably leads to the selective separation 

of rapeseed proteins due to their different isoelectric points and solubility. In addition, defatting of 

oilseeds prior to protein extraction and isoelectric precipitation can lead to extensive protein-

protein or protein-phenol complexation42, which impacts protein structure and extraction yields. 

To investigate whether the oil present in RPC was in the form of oleosomes or free oil, we 

performed cryo-SEM. The cryo-SEM image in Figure 2.1 reveals intact oleosomes present in the 

concentrate (RPC) rather than free oil. Previous research has shown that oil present in protein 

mixtures in the form of oleosomes does not influence the functional and physicochemical 

properties of the proteins86. Therefore, the obtained protein extract (RPC) can be considered as a 

protein concentrate.  

The oleosome-rich mixture obtained after centrifugation (Figure 2.1B) contained 63.3 ± 0.3 wt% of 

the initial oil in the seed. The mixture had 81.8 ± 0.3 wt% oil and 7.8 ± 0.2 wt% protein content 

expressed on dry matter; see Table 2.1. The recovery yields were similar to those reported for 

maize germ oleosomes recovered at pH 9.0 (64.1%)61 and for oleosomes recovered from different 

oilseeds (60%)87. A similar recovery yield (65%) of soybean oleosomes was obtained in a different 

study, but only after three subsequent extractions of the residues after one-stage extraction88; after 

one-stage extraction the reported oil yields of soybean oleosomes varied between 29-59%89. In 

our study, rapeseed oleosomes were recovered by using only one extraction and centrifugation 

step, minimizing the required processing steps.  

2.3.3 Physicochemical characterization of rapeseed proteins 

To gain insight into the physicochemical properties of RPM and RPC, we determined the ζ-

potential, the solubility, and the protein particle size under a range of pH values (pH 3-11). Besides 

these, the protein profile, the protein composition, and changes at the secondary structure were 

investigated as well. 

Figure 2.2A displays the ζ-potential of the RPM and RPC as a function of pH. The results show 

that at pH values higher than 5 the protein fractions were negatively charged in both cases. A 

similar curve has been previously reported for rapeseed protein extracts68. This indicates that the 
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ζ-potential of the protein mixture and concentrate is dictated by the protein molecules. 

Furthermore, as it was recently published, the effect of the pH on the surface charge of oleosomes 

was expected to follow a similar pattern60,90. 

Figure 2.2 Influence of pH on A) ζ-potential, B) solubility and C) protein particle size of the rapeseed protein 

mixture (RPM) and protein concentrate (RPC). 

Solubility is an essential functional property of the proteins. Figure 2.2B shows that the proteins in 

RPM and RPC have similar solubility patterns at different pH conditions. The solubility of the 

proteins at the extraction conditions (pH 9) was 85.8 ± 0.8 and 81.4 ± 1.9 wt% for RPM and RPC 

respectively. The similar solubility of the RPM and RPC indicated that phenolic compounds present 

in the RPM didn’t interact with proteins and subsequently didn’t significantly affect the solubility of 

the RPM. The slightly higher solubility of RPM in comparison to RPC can be attributed to the 

removal of salts that takes place during diafiltration. The lowest solubility values of both RPM and 

RPC were observed at pH 5 (37 and 34 wt% respectively), where the surface charge reached the 

lowest value and apparently weak electrostatic repulsive forces occurred and aggregates were 

formed (Figure 2.2C). At pH values above 6, the size of the aggregates was constantly at about 
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300 nm. However, at pH values lower than 6, aggregates with a wide size distribution were formed 

for both RPM and RPC (300-600 nm). The formation of relatively bigger aggregates at pH values 

below 6 can be linked with the lower solubility observed in this pH region.  

In most previously published studies, significantly lower protein solubility at pH 9.0 (50-60%) has 

been reported43,46,91,92. This considerable difference is most likely related to the defatting process 

that was applied, inducing extensive protein-protein and protein-phenol interactions that decrease 

protein solubility43,44,46,93,94. Indeed, in a different study on the effect of defatting on protein extraction 

yields, proteins extracted from cold-pressed rapeseed meal had a solubility of 65% at pH 9.0, 

which reduced to 15% when the meal was pre-pressed and toasted in the defatting procedure46. 

These observations highlight the high negative effect of conventional defatting processes on 

protein quality46,95 and explain why other researchers have resorted to the use of a high extraction 

pH or addition of salts to solubilize and extract the proteins64. 

To investigate the protein composition of RPM and RPC, SDS-PAGE analysis was carried out  

(Figure 2.3A). In RPM, under non-reducing conditions (RPM, lane-), cruciferins showed distinct 

dissociation characteristics with six subunits appearing as bands of 20-70 kDa while napins 

appeared as a single band around 17 kDa. Both cruciferins and napins are composed of chains 

linked by disulphide bonds96,97. Under reducing conditions (RPM, lane+), new bands showed at 

20-40 kDa and 5-11 kDa related to cruciferins and napins, respectively, indicating the breaking of 

the disulphide bonds. Oleosins (~15-19 kDa) were also present in the protein mixture. The analysis 

confirmed the successful extraction of both families of storage proteins, by only using a pH far 

enough from their isoelectric points (pH 9.0). No changes in protein composition were reported 

after diafiltration as the protein profile was identical in RPM and RPC (Figure 2.3A). 
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Figure 2.3 A) Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of RPM and RPC under non-reducing (−) and reducing (+) 

conditions. M: protein molecular weight marker, B) Gel permeation size exclusion chromatogram of RPM 

(black dashed line) and RPC (red continuous line), measured at 280 nm, showing cruciferins (i), napins (ii) 

and free phenolic compounds (iii). Inset picture: Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of the proteins under 

reducing conditions, C) Pictures of freeze-dried RPM (left) and RPC (right), D) Chemical structure of sinapic 

acid (left) and its ionized form (right). 

To further explore the composition of RPM and RPC, we carried out gel-permeation size-exclusion 

chromatography. Figure 2.3B displays the chromatogram of RPM and RPC. Their higher molecular 

weight (~300 kDa) caused cruciferins (peak i) to be eluted first, followed by napins (~17 kDa) (peak 

ii). The protein profile of the identified peaks was similar for RPM and RPC and also confirmed by 

SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 2.3B, inset). Phenolic compounds (peak iii) were eluted last. The 

chromatogram shows that the peak assigned to phenolic compounds in RPM disappeared after 

diafiltration, which confirmed that no protein-phenol covalent bonding occurred during the 

extraction process. It is known that when phenolic compounds are covalently bound to proteins, 

their removal can take place through alkaline hydrolysis and /or the use of solvents such as urea40. 

The fact that in our case the protein-phenol complexation was prevented, and efficient removal of 

the phenolic compounds took place with diafiltration is a clear advantage over the previously 

proposed methods.  

It is important to mention at this point that in most earlier studies of rapeseed proteins, the 

researchers obtained dark-colored concentrates, probably due to phenol oxidation and 
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complexation with proteins40,41,72. In this study, as Figure 2.3C shows, RPM had a yellow color. As 

Figure 2.3D shows, both the carboxylic and hydroxyl groups of sinapic acid are ionized at pH > 

9.2, resulting in a yellow color during absorption41. This could explain the yellow color observed in 

RPM since the pH was kept at 9.0 during extraction. However, after diafiltration, the intensity of 

the yellow color was remarkably decreased in RPC (Figure 2.3C) as the phenolic compounds were 

removed. This indicates that during the extraction time (4 h), sinapic acid was still in its monomeric 

form and had not been oxidized41, preventing complexation with the proteins. Alkali-induced 

oxidation of sinapic acid to tomasidioic acid and further to quinones are known to require more 

than 10 h of incubation in a highly alkaline environment (pH > 10)41.  

Interactions between proteins and phenolic compounds alter the intramolecular forces responsible 

for maintaining protein structure, leading to changes in secondary structure81,98. For example, 

covalent bonding of oxidized chlorogenic acid with sunflower proteins led to significant changes in 

the protein secondary structure81. Such changes can affect surface properties, making proteins 

less or more hydrophilic37. Therefore, to get an insight into possible conformational changes in the 

secondary protein structure during the applied processing, far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra 

were obtained (Figure 2.4).  

Figure 2.4 Changes in far-UV CD spectra of napins (black) and cruciferins (grey) in RPM (continuous line) 

and in RPC (dashed line). The inset table shows the secondary structure composition (%) for napins and 

cruciferins in RPM and in RPC. 

The spectra of napins in RPM showed two main peaks at around 208 and 222 nm and a positive 

peak at 193 nm. The presence of the two main peaks corresponds to a predominant α-helix 

structure99. Cruciferins in RPM had less intense peaks at these spectra. 

The inset table (Figure 2.4) shows the compositional analysis (based on UV CD), which found a 

principal α-helix structure for napins in RPM (37.2%) with no significant difference for napins in 
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RPC (37.9%). Cruciferins in RPM had a high percentage of the β-sheet structure (28.2%), but also 

a high percentage of other structures (38.7%), including other types of helix, β-strand, bends and 

unordered or invisible structures. After diafiltration, the composition of cruciferins in RPC also 

remained similar (i.e. 29.4% β-sheet and 38.8% others). This confirmed that no structural changes 

occurred to both proteins during diafiltration and that no complexation between proteins and 

phenolic compounds took place. 

2.3.4 Physicochemical characterization of oleosomes 

Extracting oleosomes in their native form is of high importance since they can then be used as a 

naturally emulsified phase. Thus, aiming to assess the impact of the extraction process on the 

physicochemical properties of the oleosomes, the particle size, the protein profile and the structure 

of the oleosomes were determined.  

Particle size is one of the main parameters that reflect the effect of the extraction process on the 

structural properties of oleosomes. In our experiments, the obtained oleosomes showed a bimodal 

particle size distribution with two peaks of around 0.7 and 25.0 µm (Figure 2.5A, dashed line). The 

oleosomes had a volume mean diameter, d4,3, of 23.3 ± 2.4 µm and a surface area mean diameter, 

d3,2 of 3.0 ± 0.1 µm. These values were higher than what was found (d4,3~5 µm) in another study60. 

We attribute this difference to the relatively high amount of proteins present (Table 2.1), as we did 

not further purify the obtained oleosomes. Storage proteins can interact with the oleosomes’ 

interfacial proteins through electrostatic and hydrophobic forces and act as molecular bridges that 

lead to aggregation (bridging flocculation)100. The presence of oleosome aggregates explains the 

second peak of 25.0 µm observed in Figure 2.5A (dashed line). The protein profile analysis of the 

oleosome-rich mixture (Figure 2.5C) revealed a band at ~19 kDa assigned to oleosins but also 

some bands related to cruciferins and napins. Other researchers have also observed the presence 

of storage proteins in research that used a single washing step of oleosomes80,87. 

Therefore, SDS was added to determine the size of individual oleosomes. SDS is a low molecular 

weight surfactant, which breaks protein hydrophobic interactions101 and, in this case, prevents 

bridging flocculation. The results after the addition of SDS, (Figure 2.5A, continuous line) showed 

a monomodal particle size distribution with a volume mean diameter, d4,3 of 0.7 ± 0.1 µm and a 

surface area mean diameter d3,2 of 0.4 ± 0.1 µm which corresponds to the actual size of the 

oleosomes in the seed structure. This result verifies that the proposed extraction process had no 

impact on the physicochemical properties of oleosomes. Light microscopy (LM) initially showed 

oleosome aggregates, but individual droplets after the addition of SDS (Figure 2.5A). 
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Figure 2.5 A) Particle size distribution as a percentage of volume density of rapeseed oleosomes before 

(dashed line) and after addition of 1.0 wt% SDS (continuous line). Scale bar in light microscopy images: 25 

µm, B) Particle size distribution as a percentage of volume density of rapeseed oleosomes after two 

additional washing steps, C) Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of oleosome-rich mixture under non-reducing 

(−) and reducing (+) conditions. M: protein molecular weight marker. 

In addition, to examine the effect of storage proteins on the aggregation of oleosomes, we applied 

two additional washing steps to remove the proteins. The particle size analysis of the washed 

oleosomes showed a monomodal particle size distribution with a volume mean diameter (d4,3) of 

0.9 ± 0.2 (Figure 2.5B). This outcome also confirmed that the aggregates formed after the first 

centrifugation step were a result of the presence of storage proteins, as after their removal we 

obtained oleosomes in their natural size.  
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Finally, to further investigate the presence and conformation of storage proteins, electron 

microscopy analysis was carried out (Figure 2.6). Cryo-SEM analysis (Figure 2.6A) revealed that 

proteinaceous material was present in the oleosome-rich mixture, causing bridging between the 

oleosome droplets. The presence of extrinsic proteins is beneficial for the structural integrity of 

oleosomes during processing, as they form protective layers that envelop the oleosomes80. We 

also used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 2.6B-C). A contrast stain with affinity 

to proteins was added and we clearly observed dark rings around oleosomes, confirming the high 

local concentration of storage proteins.  

Figure 2.6 A) Cryo-SEM of extracted oleosome-rich mixture. White arrows indicate proteinaceous material 

surrounding the oleosomes. Scale bar: 1 µm, B–C) TEM of extracted oleosomes surrounded by storage 

proteins stained with contrast agent (indicated in black). Scale bar: 500 nm.  

2.4 Conclusions  

We have successfully tested the simultaneous extraction of proteins and oleosomes from 

rapeseeds in few processing steps, as an alternative to the currently used extraction process. 

Without defatting and by following a simple procedure under mild conditions (no organic solvents, 

low temperature, near-neutral pH), we simultaneously extracted storage proteins and intact 

oleosomes in one protein-oleosome extract, with high yields. Further separation of the extract 

resulted in a protein-rich and an oleosome-rich mixture. Diafiltration of the protein-rich mixture 

resulted in the efficient removal of co-extracted phenolic compounds leading to a light-colored 

protein concentrate where all storage proteins were present. Our approach avoided covalent 

interactions between proteins and phenolic compounds that could have altered the secondary 

structure and lowered protein functionality, resulting in a protein concentrate with high solubility. 

Oleosomes were recovered as a naturally dispersed oil phase in their natural structure and size 

proving that the proposed extraction process had no negative impact on either proteins or 

oleosomes. These findings highlight the need for designing alternative processes for the extraction 

of high-quality plant-derived ingredients that will introduce their use in food systems. 
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Chapter 3 

Interfacial stabilization mechanism of less purified rapeseed 

protein extracts at neutral pH conditions (pH 7) 
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Abstract  

Plants offer a vast variety of protein extracts, typically containing multiple species of proteins that 

can serve as building blocks of soft materials, like emulsions. However, the role of each protein 

species concerning the formation of emulsions and interfaces with diverse rheological properties 

is still unknown. Therefore, deciphering the role of the individual proteins in an extract is highly 

relevant, since it determines the optimal level of purification, and hence the sustainability aspects 

of the extract. Here, we will show that when oil/water emulsions were prepared with a rapeseed 

protein extract containing napins and cruciferins (in a mass ratio of 1:1), only napins adsorbed at 

the interface exhibiting a soft solid-like rheological behavior. The dominance of napins at the 

interface was ascribed to their small size (r = 1.7 nm) and its unique Janus-like structure, as 45% 

of the amino acids are hydrophobic and primarily located at one side of the protein. Cruciferins 

with a bigger size (r = 4.4 nm) and a more homogeneous distribution of the hydrophobic domains 

couldn’t reach the interface, but they appear to just weakly interact with the adsorbed layer of 

napins. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Oil-in-water emulsions are soft materials broadly used in a variety of areas, like food, 

pharmaceutical, cosmetic and paint industry102. To stabilize an interface between the two 

immiscible liquids, the adsorption of surface-active molecules is needed. These molecules 

decrease the surface tension and can impart various types of surface rheological behavior 

(viscous, viscoelastic fluid-like or viscoelastic solid-like behavior) to a surface103,104. Some of the 

most commonly used classes of surface-active species are low molecular weight surfactants, 

amphiphilic polymers, colloidal particles.  

To meet the sustainability demands for a circular economy, the use of biobased surface-active 

molecules and preferably of plant origin is essential11,105. Several plant-based surfactants are 

currently used as emulsifiers in commercial applications, especially in food, such as polar lipids11 

and proteins, but these are mostly limited to a small number of specific sources, like soybeans and 

peas12. There are many other protein sources available in plants, that are currently being 

investigated for their potential to be used to design functional interfaces. 

One of the reasons that plant proteins are not yet more widely exploited as emulsifiers, emerges 

from the high molecular complexity of plant matrices106. In seed cells, for example, proteins are 

organized in structures called protein bodies, that coexist with other structures such as 

oleosomes/lipid droplets, polysaccharides, and phenols. The intricacy of plant cells requires 

intensive treatment to extract the proteins, such as pressing, use of organic solvents, and high-

alkaline conditions68,86,106. These extraction steps can induce extensive changes in the protein 

structure, leading to a decrease in the capability of proteins to adsorb at the surface and decrease 

the surface tension66. Another reason that plant proteins are not yet broadly used, is the fact that 

they are always present in complex mixtures of proteins with different functionalities, which are 

difficult to purify12. These bottlenecks can cast doubt on the environmental benefit of substituting 

synthetic and animal-based emulsifiers with purified plant proteins107.  

However, very recent studies have shown that extensive purification of plant proteins can be 

avoided since mildly purified plant protein mixtures are also effective in decreasing the surface 

tension and behave similarly to purified proteins86,108,109. For instance, mildly extracted sunflower 

protein mixtures with 50% protein content have shown similar interfacial and emulsifying properties 

to purified sunflower proteins86. In a different study, native pea flour containing only 20% protein 

also showed similar interfacial properties compared to concentrated pea protein systems (55 wt% 

in protein)109. Additionally, even low protein content (6.3 wt%) in a cellulosic material derived in 

simple steps from leaves, could reduce the surface tension and efficiently stabilize oil-in-water 

interfaces110.  
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Even so, the exact mechanism of interface stabilization is still unknown as the protein mixtures 

contain different species of proteins. The adsorption at the interface of different types of plant 

proteins results in the formation of interfaces with diverse rheological properties11,103 which is very 

relevant for the targeted applications. Thus, it is essential to decode the role of each protein 

species present in these extracts on the interface stabilization mechanism. This knowledge would 

allow us to determine the optimal level of purification based on the desired functionality, and hence 

the sustainability aspects of the plant extracts.  

The diversity in the emulsifying and interfacial properties that plant proteins offer, in combination 

with the abundance of plant feedstock, makes plant protein mixtures promising emulsifiers with 

advanced functionalities. Furthermore, the fact that plant proteins are already interfacially active 

when they are present in a mildly purified mixture, allows us to investigate and exploit the 

properties of unique protein structures that in other cases would be difficult to purify.  

Therefore, in this study we investigated the interfacial and emulsifying properties of a rapeseed 

protein mixture (40 wt% protein) which is mainly composed of two different types of proteins; 

cruciferins and napins in a mass ratio of 1:1. Napins are low molecular weight albumins of around 

17 kDa with a rather unique structure, with 45% of its amino acids being hydrophobic and mainly 

located in one distinct domain36. On the other hand, cruciferins are hexamers with a molecular 

weight of around 300 kDa with the hydrophobic domains widely distributed amongst the protein’s 

surface35. Due to their differences in physicochemical properties, these proteins can differ in their 

interfacial properties, while when present in mixtures, competitive adsorption can occur. So far, 

there are only a few studies on the differences on the interfacial properties of pure napins and 

cruciferins but not when present in native mixtures. Hence, we aimed to understand the 

mechanism of the oil/water interface stabilization when using the protein mixture, by deciphering 

the role of each protein on this stabilization mechanism. 
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3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

The rapeseed protein mixture was extracted from untreated Alize rapeseeds stored at -18oC. All 

chemicals used were of analytical grade and were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO, 

USA). 

All experiments and the subsequent analysis were performed at least in duplicates.  

3.2.2 Extraction process 

The protein mixture was extracted as described in our previous work111. Briefly, dehulled rapeseed 

particles were dispersed in deionized water at a ratio of 1:8 (w/w) and kept at room temperature 

(around 20°C) for 4 h under continuous stirring using a head stirrer (EUROSTAR 60 digital, IKA, 

Staufen, Germany). The pH of the dispersion was maintained at 9.0 during the soaking time using 

NaOH (0.5 M). Afterwards, the dispersion was blended for 2 min at maximum speed with a kitchen 

blender (HR2093, Philips, Netherlands). The slurry was then filtered using a twin-screw press 

(Angelia 7500, Angel Juicer, Naarden, The Netherlands). The filtrate was collected, the pH was 

adjusted to pH 9.0, and centrifuged (10000 g, 30 min, 4°C) (Sorvall Legend XFR, ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). A cream layer (oleosome-rich), a serum (protein mixture (RPM)) 

and a pellet (fiber-rich) were obtained which were collected separately. The protein mixture was 

freeze-dried (Alpha 2–4 LD plus, Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am 

Harz, Germany) and stored at -18°C until further use. 

3.2.3 Isolation of napins 

For the isolation of napins, the extracted protein mixture was first diafiltrated with two coupled 

diafiltration cassettes of 100 kDa cut-off (Hydrosart, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). This step was 

necessary to remove the high molecular weight non-protein compounds as well as cruciferins 

which have a molecular weight of 300 kDa. Then, to remove the low molecular weight compounds, 

the filtrate containing the napins (< 100 kDa) was collected and further concentrated by 

ultrafiltration and then diluted 1:1 with NaCl (0.08 M) to avoid protein precipitation. The mixture 

was pumped through two coupled diafiltration cassettes (cut-off 5 kDa; membrane area 0.2 m2) 

(Hydrosart, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) for 6 cycles until a transparent filtrate was obtained. 

In the last cycle only, deionized water was used to remove any remaining salt. The retentate which 

consisted of napins was freeze-dried and stored at -18°C until further use.  
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3.2.4 Physicochemical characterization of the protein fractions 

Composition analysis 

We determined the protein content (PC) of the protein mixture and the napin isolate on dry-matter 

weight basis using the dumas method (FlashEA 1112 Series, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, US); d-methionine (≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) was used as a 

standard and as a control. Cellulose (Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) served as blank. A 

nitrogen–protein conversion factor of 5.7 (based on amino acid sequence) was used and the 

protein content was calculated using:   

𝑃𝐶 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100  ( 
𝑁𝐶  5.7

𝑀
)  

(3.1) 

Here PC is the protein content, NC is the nitrogen content, and M is the mass of the dry sample.  

The oil content (OC) of the mixtures was calculated on a dry-matter weight basis using Soxhlet 

extraction. The oil was extracted for 7 h with petroleum ether (40-60°C) as a solvent. The oil 

content after extraction was calculated using:  

𝑂𝐶 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100  ( 
𝑀𝑜

𝑀
)  

(3.2) 

where Mo [g] is the mass of the extracted oil and M [g] the initial sample mass.  

The concentration of phenolic compounds was determined using the Folin-Ciocalteu reagent. The 

reduction (at alkaline pH) by the phenolic compounds of phosphomolybdate and phosphotungstate 

present in the reagent resulted in a color change. A dispersion of the protein extract was prepared 

at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. The concentration of the reaction product was determined based 

on the absorbance of the solution at 725 nm. We used tannic acid solution (0.0–0.1 mg/mL in 

water) to obtain a calibration curve.  

To determine the ash content 1 g of the protein extract was placed in an air oven at 550°C for  

24 hrs and the weight loss during calcination was measured. 

The carbohydrate content was determined by subtraction of the protein, oil, phenolic and ash 

content from the total dry mass of the extract.  
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Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

The qualitative and quantitative analysis (protein profile) of the protein fractions and of the 

emulsion interface and continuous phase was carried out using sodium dodecyl sulphate–

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Each sample was mixed with a sample buffer 

(NuPAGE® LDS, Thermo- Fisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) to achieve a final protein 

concentration of 1.0 mg/mL. Then, 10.0 µL of protein marker (PageRuler™ Prestained Protein 

Ladder, 10–180 kDa, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) and 15 µL of the sample were 

loaded onto the gel (NuPAGE® Novex® 4–12% Bis-Tris Gel, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the 

Netherlands). MES running buffer (NuPAGE® MES SDS Running Buffer, ThermoFisher, 

Landsmeer, the Netherlands) was added to the buffer chamber. The gel was washed with water 

and stained (Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 Staining Solution, Bio-Rad Laboratories B.V., 

Lunteren, the Netherlands) for 5 h under gentle shaking. Thereafter, the gel was washed with 

water and destained (destaining solution of 10% ethanol and 7.5% acetic acid in deionized water) 

overnight under gentle shaking.  

The gels were scanned with a GS-900 Calibrated Densitometer (Bio-Rad Laboratories, California, 

US) and the intensity of the bands was analyzed with Image Lab software.  

Particle size and ζ-potential of napin isolate 

The number-based mean diameter and the ζ-potential of the napin isolate at pH 7 were determined 

using a ZS Nanosizer (Malvern Instruments, Ltd, Worcestershire, U.K.). The intensity-based 

diameter was also determined and turned out to be similar to the number-based. The napin isolate 

was dispersed in deionized water in a ratio of 1:100 and the pH was adjusted to 7.0 prior to the 

measurements. The equilibration time was set to 120 s and the temperature to 25°C. 

3.2.5 Emulsion preparation 

The protein mixture was used to stabilize 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsions. The mixture was 

dispersed in deionized water, standardized at different protein concentrations (0.2-1.5 wt%). The 

pH was adjusted to 7.0 and the dispersions were stirred for 3 h at 20° C with a magnetic stirrer at 

300 rpm (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany) to allow hydration and 

solubilization of the proteins. Subsequently, the dispersions were sheared using a disperser (Ultra-

Turrax, IKA®, Staufen, Germany) at 8000 rpm for 30 s. Next, 10.0 wt% rapeseed oil was slowly 

added to the dispersion and sheared for 1 min at 10000 rpm. The formed coarse emulsion was 

further processed with high-pressure homogenizer (GEA®, Niro Soavi NS 1001 L, Parma, Italy)  
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5 times at 250 bars. The emulsions with napin isolate were prepared as described above using 

0.35 wt% napin isolate and 10.0 wt% oil.  

3.2.6 Emulsion characterization 

Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the emulsions was determined by laser diffraction (Malvern 

Instruments, Ltd, Worcestershire, UK) using a refractive index of 1.47 for rapeseed oil. The 

emulsions were diluted with deionized water at a ratio of 1:100. To determine the individual droplet 

size of the emulsions, we added sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) (1.0 wt%) to the sample in a ratio 

of 1:1. The measurements were reported as the surface (d3,2 = Σnidi

3/Σnidi2) and volume  

(d4,3 = Σnidi

4/Σnidi

3) mean diameter where ni is the number of droplets with a diameter of di. 

ζ-potential measurements  

To measure the charge of the emulsions stabilized by the protein mixture under different pH 

conditions, we performed titration using a ZS Nanosizer (Malvern Instruments, Ltd, 

Worcestershire, U.K.). The 10.0 wt% oil emulsion (at 0.7 wt% protein) were diluted with deionized 

water in a ratio of 1:100. The equilibration time was set to 120 s and the temperature to 25°C. The 

ζ-potential of the samples was measured at a pH ranging from 2 to 12.  

3.2.7 Microscopy 

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) 

The structure of the protein mixture and of the emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture or with 

the napin isolate was observed using a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope with a water 

immersion objective at 60x magnification (Leica SP8-SMD microscope, Leica Microsystems, 

Wetzlar, Germany). A 0.1 wt% protein mixture dispersion and 10.0 wt% oil emulsions with 0.7 wt% 

protein concentration or 0.35 wt% napin isolate were stained with fluorescent dyes in a ratio of 

1:200 to visualize the structural components; Nile red was excited at 488 nm and the emission 

was measured between 500 and 600 nm and Fast green was excited at 633 nm and the emission 

was measured between 650-750 nm. The dyes were excited and emitted in a sequential mode 

using a white light laser. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

The emulsions stabilized with 0.7 wt% protein mixture and 0.35 wt% napin were investigated with 

transmission electron microscopy. The emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture were washed 
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three times to remove the unadsorbed and non-interacting proteins by centrifugation at 10000 g 

(30 min, 4°C) in 15 mL tubes at pH 9.0. A cream layer (interface) and a serum phase (continuous 

phase) were obtained. The serum was drained by making holes in the tube. The cream was 

collected and resuspended (1:10 w/w) in deionized water at pH 9.0. The centrifugation step was 

repeated for two more times under the same conditions. After the third centrifugation the cream 

was collected again and analyzed.  

For the sample fixation, dehydration and polymerization: The samples were mixed 1:1 in 3% LMP 

agarose at 40°C. Once this hardened in the fridge the sample/LMP gel was cut into approximately 

1 mm by 1 mm cubes. These cubes were fixated using 2.5% glutaraldehyde (EMS) for 1 hour after 

which they were washed for 3 times with 0.1M phosphate/citrate buffer. The cubes were then 

fixated again, this time with 1% osmium tetroxide (EMS). After this step the samples were washed 

3 times with deionized water. Thereafter dehydration with ethanol was applied, substituting the 

deionized water for 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% ethanol (10 min. for each step). Once 

the samples were in 100% ethanol, this was substituted by Spurr embedding liquid (EMS) in 3 

steps: 2:1, 1:1, 1:2 (ethanol:Spurr, 30 min. per step). Then the sample was left in 100% Spurr for 

1 h. The Spurr was refreshed once more and the sample was left overnight in Spurr. The next day 

one more incubation of 1 h in fresh Spurr was done after which the samples were polymerized for 

8 h at 70°C to harden the Spurr and the samples in it. 

For the sample sectioning and imaging: Once the samples were hardened in the Spurr, they were 

sectioned by first trimming the samples using a Leica EM Rapid (Leica Microsystems, Vienna, 

Austria), after which the sample was sectioned using the Leica Ultramicrotome UC7 Rapid (Leica 

Microsystems, Vienna, Austria), sectioning the sample into 70 nm thin coupes. These coupes were 

collected with formvar film 150 mesh copper TEM grids. The grids containing sample were loaded 

into the JOEL-JEM 1400 Plus-120kV TEM (JEOL, Massachusetts, USA) with an EM-11210SQCH 

specimen quick change holder. The samples were analyzed at spot size 1, at 120kV. 

3.2.8 Interfacial protein composition 

To qualitatively determine the amount of proteins adsorbed at the interface, the prepared 

emulsions were centrifuged at 10000 g (30 min, 4°C) in 15 mL tubes at pH 9.0 to remove any 

unadsrorbed proteins. A cream layer (interface) and a serum phase (continuous phase) were 

obtained. The serum was drained by making holes in the tube. The cream was collected and 

resuspended (1:10 w/w) in deionized water. The centrifugation step was repeated for two more 

times under the same conditions. After the third centrifugation the cream was collected again. The 

protein profile and the intensity of the protein bands were determined with electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE) as described in section 3.2.4.  
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3.2.9 Estimated radius of napins and cruciferins 

We also estimated the spherical radius of napins and cruciferins rp estiim using112 : 

𝑟𝑝 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚 = (3𝑉𝑝/4𝜋)
1

3 [nm] 

(3.3) 

Where Vp is the volume of the protein, equal to 𝑉𝑝 = 
𝑀𝑤

825
 [nm3], and Mw [Da] equals the molecular 

weight of proteins (17 and 300 kDa for napins and cruciferins, respectively).  

3.2.10 Interfacial properties 

Interfacial tension 

The ability of the protein fractions to reduce the interfacial tension of an oil/water interface was 

measured using an automated drop tensiometer (ADT, Tracker, Teclis-instruments, Tassin, 

France). An oil droplet with a surface area of 10.0 mm2 was created at the tip of a rising-drop 

capillary. Stripped rapeseed oil was used. The droplet was immersed in the protein mixture 

dispersion standardized at 0.01 wt% protein content at pH 7.0. Since napins comprise 50% of the 

total protein content of the mixture, the dispersion of the napin isolate was standardized at 0.005 

wt%. The interfacial tension γ was continuously monitored for 3.3 h (12000 s) at 20°C until it 

reached equilibrium.  

Dilatational interfacial rheology  

After the equilibrium state was reached (end of 3.3 h), oscillatory dilatational interfacial rheology 

was used to characterize the interfacial elastic (Ed’) and viscous (Ed’’) moduli as a function of 

frequency and deformation amplitude. For the frequency sweeps, the droplet was subjected to a 

range of oscillation frequencies ω (0.005-0.1 Hz) at constant deformation (5% amplitude). 

Regarding the amplitude sweeps, the droplet was subjected to sinusoidal deformations with an 

amplitude of 5-20% of its original surface area at a constant frequency (0.01 Hz). Each amplitude 

consisted of a series of 5 cycles followed by a rest period of 5 cycles. The interfacial tension and 

area changes were recorded during the oscillations, and the dilatational elastic (Ed’) and viscous 

(Ed’’) moduli were obtained according to:  

𝐸𝑑
′ = Δ𝛾 (

𝛢0
Δ𝛢

) cos𝛿 

(3.4) 

𝐸𝑑
′′ = Δ𝛾 (

𝛢0
Δ𝛢

) sin𝛿 

(3.5) 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Composition and physicochemical properties of the coarse protein mixture 

Dehulled and not-defatted rapeseeds (18.7 ± 0.6 wt% protein and 41.9 ± 0.9 wt% oil)111 were used 

to extract the protein mixture. We extracted the proteins using the method that we have previously 

developed111 to avoid the variability of the rapeseed cake’s processing and the possible effect of 

the non-protein components present in the cake on the functionality of the proteins. The extracted 

protein mixture was composed of 39.7 ± 3.1 wt% protein and 11.5 ± 1.3 wt% oil, 6.2 ± 0.1 wt% 

phenolic compounds and 7.8 ± 0.3 wt% ash content. The carbohydrate content was determined 

by subtraction of the above components from the total mass (34.8 wt%).  

To establish the composition of the protein mixture, electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and confocal 

laser scanning microscopy analysis (CLSM) were used (Figure 3.1). The protein electrophoregram 

(Figure 3.1A) shows the protein species present in the mixture as separated based on their 

molecular weight, under reducing and non-reducing conditions. Both rapeseed storage proteins, 

napins (~17 kDa) and cruciferins (subunits of ~20-70 kDa) were present in the protein mixture111. 

Based on the intensity of the protein bands the mass ratio of napins to cruciferins  

was 1:1. 

Apart from a high amount of proteins, the protein mixture also contained oil, since no defatting was 

applied before the extraction. It has been previously reported that in mildly extracted oilseed 

protein extracts, the oil is present in the form of oleosomes/lipid droplets86,111. To confirm this, 

confocal microscopy was carried out. The CLSM image (Figure 3.1B) shows the dispersion of the 

protein mixture at pH 7.0 stained for the oil (red color) and the proteins (green color). Spherical oil 

droplets of 0.2-3.0 µm and protein clusters were present. The presence of oil droplets and absence 

of free oil confirmed our previously reported observation that oleosomes were present in the 

protein mixture111. The size of the oleosomes corresponded to the native individual size of the 

oleosomes in the rapeseed cell embryos113, proving that they were not damaged during the 

extraction. It has been previously reported that when protein mixtures with oleosomes are 

extracted, storage proteins are forming a film around the oleosomes by interacting with the 

oleosome membrane proteins through hydrophobic and van der Waals attractive forces114. This 

film provides additional protection to the oleosomes against coalescence80 which even withstand 

the drying processing step86.  
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Figure 3.1 A) Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of the protein mixture under non-reducing (NR) and reducing 

(R) conditions. M: protein molecular weight marker, B) CLSM images of the protein mixture dispersion  

(0.1 wt%) at pH 7.0. Proteins are shown with green color (stained with Fast green) and oil with red color 

(stained with Nile red). Oleosomes are indicated with white arrows. Scale bar: 10 µm.  

3.3.2 Emulsions with the protein mixture 

To evaluate the emulsifying properties of the protein mixture, different protein concentrations were 

used (standardized on protein content) to stabilize a 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsion at pH 7.0. 

Figure 3.2A presents the individual droplet size (d4,3) of the emulsions after the addition of SDS, 

as a function of protein concentration at time zero and after storage for 7 days. The droplet size 

decreased with increasing protein concentration and reached a plateau (1.0-1.5 µm) at protein 

concentrations above 0.7 wt% (protein-rich regime). When the protein concentration was below 

0.7 wt%, bigger droplets were formed (2.0-5.0 µm) with higher size variations between samples. 

In the protein-poor regime (< 0.5 wt%) the lower amount of protein, in combination with the weak 

electrostatic repulsion at pH 7 (the ζ-potential of the droplets equals -5 mV) (Figure 3.2B), led to 

more re-coalescence during homogenization, and hence larger droplet sizes115. The values for the 

size of the individual oil droplets reported here at 0.7 wt% protein, were similar to the ones reported 

when dairy proteins (i.e. sodium caseinate) were used at similar protein to oil ratio116. 
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Figure 3.2 A) Individual droplet size (d4,3) (measured after the addition of SDS) of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water 

emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture at different protein concentrations (0.2–1.5 wt%) at pH 7.0 and 

at t0 (continuous line) and 7 days (dotted line, B) ζ-potential of the emulsion (10.0 wt% oil, 0.7 wt% protein) 

at a range of pH, C) CLSM image of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsion at t0 stabilized with the protein mixture 

(0.70 wt% protein) at pH 7.0. The emulsion was stained using Nile red for the oil and Fast Green for the 

proteins.  

To further investigate the microscopic picture of the emulsions we used confocal microscopy. 

Figure 3.2C displays the CLSM image of the 10.0 wt% oil emulsion at the protein-rich regime 

(0.7 wt%) stained for the oil (red color) and the proteins (green color). The image shows clusters 

of aggregated oil droplets (shown as red) of 20-30 µm size with small protein clusters (shown as 

green) between the oil droplets. The presence of aggregated oil droplets is due to weak repulsive 

electrostatic forces present at pH 7 (ζ-potential of emulsion equals to -5 mV) (Figure 3.2B) that 

cannot overcome the attractive Van der Waals interactions. Despite the emulsion droplet 

aggregation, which induces more droplet-droplet interactions, no coalescence of the individual oil 

droplets was observed over time (Figure 3.2A). 

Inspite of the complexity in composition the “impurities” present in the protein extract, like phenols 

and oleosomes, did not affect the emulsifying ability of the proteins. In our previous study we 
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showed that the phenolic compounds present do not interact with the proteins and therefore they 

do not influence their functional properties111. Additionally, the oleosomes and their associated 

membrane components (i.e. proteins and phospholipids) are not expected to have a notable 

impact on the interfacial34 and emulsifying properties of proteins86,117 especially since they are 

present in very low concentration in the amount of extract used for the emulsions. 

As the protein mixture contained initially two types of proteins, cruciferins and napins in a 1:1 mass 

ratio, we investigated whether both types of proteins were absorbed at the oil/water interface of 

the emulsions using electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). For this analysis we chose the emulsion in the 

protein-rich regime (at 0.7 wt% protein) where the droplet size is mainly determined by the settings 

of the homogenizer and not by the amount of proteins present. The electophoregram (Figure 3.3) 

shows the protein profile of the interface and the continuous phase of the 10.0 wt% oil emulsion 

stabilized with 0.7 wt% protein. The results showed that at the oil/water interface almost exclusively 

napins were present, while excess of napins and cruciferins were present at the continuous phase. 

In a different study when separated napins and cruciferins were used to stabilize oil/water 

emulsions, it was reported that napins were more efficient emulsifiers than cruciferins56. However, 

it is the first time that a mixture of napins and cruciferins is used and solely napins were identified 

at the interface.  

Figure 3.3 Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of the interface and continuous phase of the 10.0 wt% oil 

emulsion at 0.7 wt% protein at t0 under non-reducing conditions. M: protein molecular weight marker. 
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The fact that only one type of protein is adsorbed at the interface when a protein mixture is used 

is not common. So far studies on mixtures of different types of proteins (i.e. dairy proteins or egg 

yolk proteins) have mainly reported co-adsorption of the proteins at the interface, although the 

ratios between proteins at the interface typically differ from their ratio in the bulk118–120. 

To confirm whether napins were efficient emulsifiers in the absence of cruciferins, we isolated the 

napins (protein content of 84.0 ± 1.0) (Figure A3.1, Appendix) and used them to stabilize a 10.0 

wt% oil/water emulsion. For comparison with the protein mixture, the same concentration of napins 

as present in the protein mixture was used. 

Figure 3.4A displays the volume-based droplet size distribution of the emulsion (after the addition 

of SDS) stabilized by napins at 0.35 wt% protein concentration. For comparison we also included 

the individual droplet size distribution of the emulsion stabilized by the protein mixture at 0.7 wt% 

protein (of which 0.35 wt% corresponds to napins). The emulsion stabilized with the protein mixture 

showed a monomodal droplet size distribution with an average droplet size (d4,3) of 1.4 ± 0.1 µm. 

The droplet size distribution of the emulsions stabilized by napins was also monomodal with an 

average droplet size (d4,3) of 3.4 ± 0.14 µm. The individual droplet size of the emulsion stabilized 

by napins did not change upon storage over 7 days (data not shown), showing that the 

concentration of napins at the interface was sufficient to form a dense layer that ensured stability 

against coalescence. 

Figure 3.4 A) Individual droplet size distribution as a percentage of volume density after addition of SDS, 

of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsion, pH 7.0, stabilized with the protein extract (0.7 wt% proteins that contained 

0.35 wt% napins) (square symbol) and of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsion, pH 7.0, stabilized with napins 

(0.35 wt%) (circle symbol), and B) CLSM image of the emulsion stabilized with napins stained with Nile red 

for the oil and Fast green for the proteins.  
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Figure 3.4B shows the CLSM image of the emulsions stabilized by napins stained for the oil (red 

color) and the proteins (green color). Droplets aggregates were present (aggregate size of around 

30-50 µm) in the emulsion. The droplet aggregation was assigned to the low charge of the napin 

molecules adsorbed at the interface (-10.7 ± 1.3 mV), which led to weak electrostatic repulsion 

between the oil droplets. No protein clusters were present between the oil droplets, in contrast to 

the emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture (Figure 3.2B). Napins were present as single 

molecules at pH 7.0 (hydrodynamic diameter of 4.7 ± 0.6 nm), thus no napin aggregates were 

formed. 

The individual droplet size as well as the aggregate size of the emulsions stabilized by napins was 

bigger than in the emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture where cruciferins were also present. 

This led to the hypothesis that cruciferins present in the protein mixture had an indirect role in the 

formation of the droplets. Since we observed protein clusters in between the oil droplets in the 

emulsion stabilized with the protein mixture but not in the emulsion stabilized with napins, we 

hypothesized that these protein clusters were cruciferins, that form aggregates due to their 

hydrophobic character. When these cruciferin aggregates are present in the intervening 

continuous phase between the oil droplets, they might increase the local viscosity. This higher 

local viscosity could cause higher shear during homogenization or could impede thin film drainage 

between the colliding droplets121,122 which both eventually could lead to smaller droplet sizes.  
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To understand the arrangement of the proteins at the oil/water interface and continuous phase in 

the emulsions stabilized by the protein mixture or the napin isolate, we used transmission electron 

microscopy. The micrograph (Figure 3.5) shows the emulsion droplets stabilized by RPM (Figure 

3.5A-C) or by the napin isolate (Figure 3.5D-E) at different magnifications. The images showed oil 

droplets with a homogeneous similar interface for both emulsions (Figure 3.5C, F). However, in 

the emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture, high-density dark areas in between the oil 

droplets (Figure 3.5A-C) were also present, which probably corresponded to cruciferin aggregates.  

Figure 3.5 TEM images of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with the protein mixture (0.7 wt% 

proteins) after removal of the unadsorbed proteins (A-C) and of emulsions stabilized with napins (0.35 wt%) 

(D-F). Magnifications: A) x1200, B) x3000, C) x10000, D) x500, E) x2000, F) x12000. 
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3.3.3 The interfacial behavior of single napin molecules and the rapeseed protein 

mixture (RPM) 

Interfacial tension  

The interfacial behavior of the isolated napin molecules and the protein mixture was further 

investigated using oscillating drop tensiometry. Figure 3.6 shows the dynamic interfacial tension 

reduction of the oil/water interface as a function of time for the protein extract (0.01 wt%) or napin 

isolate dispersions (0.005 wt%). The interfacial tension was reduced from ~25 mN/m to a value of 

~9 mN/m in 1.2104 s, for both cases. Both protein systems showed a short lag time of around 1 

sec (Figure 3.6, inset) before a further reduction of the tension occurred. The similar behavior of 

the two protein systems confirmed that cruciferins present in the protein mixture did not co-adsorb 

at the interface and also, did not displace napins over time. In a previous report, cruciferins were 

found to have lower surface activity in comparison to napins, leading to a reduction of the interfacial 

tension only to 15 mN/m52.  

Figure 3.6 Dynamic interfacial tension of protein mixture (squared symbol) and napins (circle symbol) at 

0.01 wt% and 0.005 wt% protein concentration respectively (pH 7.0, 20°C). Inset picture: Dynamic 

interfacial tension reduction in logarithmic scale. 

The surface activity of a protein depends on different parameters such as the charge, molecular 

size and amphiphilicity of a protein, which influence the rate of diffusion towards the interface, and 

adsorption at the interface123. The protein mixture containing both napins and cruciferins, had a 

low ζ-potential (-15 mV) at the pH value of the emulsions (pH 7.0)111. Despite the weak electrostatic 
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repulsive forces large insoluble clusters were not formed and both proteins were soluble at this pH 

(Figure A3.1, Appendix), indicating that the attractive forces between the proteins (hydrophobic, 

dipole) were also weak. 

The diffusion of the protein molecules from the bulk to the interface is the first prerequisite for the 

adsorption of proteins124. According to Einstein’s equation (Equation 3.6), the diffusion coefficient 

of the proteins (D) is proportional to Boltzman’s constant (kb) and temperature (T), while it is 

inversely proportional to the viscosity (η) and the particle radius. Since T and η are constant, the 

difference in diffusion rate of napins and cruciferins was determined only by the difference in radii 

of the molecules125. 

𝐷 =
𝑘𝑏𝑇

6𝜋𝜂𝑟
 

(3.6) 

According to Equation 3.3 (Methods), napins have an estimated radius of restim = 1.7 nm while 

cruciferins in their hexameric form have a radius of restim = 4.4 nm. Therefore, the diffusion 

coefficient of napins is three times larger than that of cruciferins, which allowed them to diffuse 

faster towards the interface.  

After diffusion, the proteins may have to overcome an energy barrier to adsorb126,127. The height of 

the energy barrier and thus the probability to adsorb is related to the structure of the protein and 

the arrangement of the apolar domains at the oil/water interface124,127,128. By looking at the 

molecular structure of napins and cruciferins one can observe significant differences in structure 

and distribution of the hydrophobic domains. Napins are albumins with a molecular weight of 

around 15-17 kDa, having a spherical particle shape while cruciferins are hexameric globulins of 

around 300 kDa29. Cruciferins, in their hexameric form, have the hydrophobic amino acids broadly 

distributed amongst their peptide chains and as is the case with most proteins, are buried inside 

the core35. The intramolecular hydrophobic attractive interactions contribute to a compact protein 

structure by holding two trimers together to form the hexamer structure124. Cruciferins are 

considered to have a three-fold higher surface-exposed hydrophobicity than napins ((S0)
2 347 vs 

104)29. However, 45% of the amino acids of the peptide chain of napins are hydrophobic, and more 

importantly, they are concentrated mostly on one exposed side of the protein36. The structures of 

napins and cruciferins are sketched in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 Sketch of napins and cruciferins (trimer and hexamer) structure represented as molecular 

surface, showing the distribution of hydrophobic (red) and hydrophilic (green) domains. (Images retrieved 

from the RCSB PDB35,36). 

The fact that there are such distinct domains on the protein, one hydrophobic and one hydrophilic, 

make napins resemble amphiphilic Janus particles129. Janus particles possess two distinct surface 

regions with each region having a different affinity for the solvents (i.e. water and oil)130. These two 

distinct surface regions have different wettability129, and as it has been shown previously, lead to 

a higher surface activity than a homogeneous particle130,131.  

Thus, the higher interfacial activity of napins compared to cruciferins could be attributed to two 

main reasons; i) their smaller size which allowed faster diffusion towards the interface and ii) their 

large exposed hydrophobic domain which permitted them to overcome the energy barrier and 

adsorb at the interface. For the above reasons, cruciferins were prevented from co-adsorbing at 

the interface and also, could not displace napins over time.  
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Dilatational interfacial rheology 

To gain a further insight into the rheological properties of the oil/water interface after adsorption of 

napins, and the possible effect of cruciferins on these properties, we employed interfacial 

dilatational rheology. In Figure 3.8A the dilatational moduli (Ed’, Ed’’) of the interface stabilized by 

either the protein mixture or the napin isolate are plotted as a function of increasing oscillation 

frequencies (ω) on a double logarithmic scale. The results showed a higher elastic (Ed’) than 

viscous modulus (Ed’’) in both samples. In both interfaces, the elastic modulus (Ed’) showed a 

minor increase upon increasing frequency while the viscous modulus displayed the contrary 

behavior (minor decrease). This behavior suggests a very minor dependency of the interparticle 

interactions at the interface upon oscillatory frequencies. By fitting a power law model through the 

data of Ed’, an exponent of around 0.1 was found. This, together with the low value for the loss 

tangent (Ed’/ Ed’) for both interfaces, indicate a soft solid-like behavior132.  

The moduli were slightly higher for the interface stabilized by the protein mixture compared to the 

one stabilized by napins. This result points out that the main response at the interface stabilized 

by the protein extract comes from napins, while there is a minor effect of the cruciferins present in 

the bulk which appear to interact with the adsorbed layer of napins. 

To further investigate if any structure that is present at the interface will be affected when the 

amplitude of deformation is increased, we studied the dependency of the moduli on deformation 

amplitude in amplitude sweeps. Figure 3.8B shows the dilatational moduli (Ed’, Ed’’) of the interface 

stabilized by the protein mixture or the napin isolate as a function of amplitude. The elastic modulus 

(Ed’) was higher compared to the viscous (Ed’’) modulus in both samples. Overall, the elastic moduli 

were relatively low compared to interfaces stabilized by other commonly used proteins, like whey 

protein isolate (WPI) (~30 mN/m vs > 40 mN/m)133,134, which implied that the in-plane interactions 

between the adsorbed napin molecules were relatively weak. This response indicates that mainly 

attractive interactions, like van der Waals and hydrogen bonds took place after adsorption. 

Although sulfur-containing amino acids are involved in the structure of napins, the weak in-plane 

interactions at the interface show that it is unlikely that a significant amount of covalent sulfur bonds 

is formed after adsorption. If these bonds were important, a much stiffer response and a stronger 

dependence on strain amplitude would be observed (i.e. a more profound decrease in Ed’ as 

amplitude increases), a common phenomenon for interfaces stabilized by WPI. 
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Figure 3.8 A) Dilatational elastic modulus (Ed’: filled symbol) and viscous modulus (Ed'': hollow symbol) of 

protein mixture (square symbol) and napin isolate (circle symbol) upon frequency sweeps at constant 

dilatational deformation 5%, B) amplitude sweeps at constant oscillatory frequency 0.01 Hz, C) Lissajous 

plots of interface stabilized by the protein mixture (square symbol, black) and by napin isolate (circle symbol, 

green) at 10 and 20% dilatational deformation and oscillation frequency at 0.01 Hz.  

It is important to emphasize that at the interface stabilized by the napin isolate the moduli were 

independent of the amplitude of deformation. On the other hand, when the interface was stabilized 

by the protein mixture, the elastic modulus was somewhat higher at low amplitude and showed a 

minor decrease upon increasing the amplitude of deformation. When the amplitude reached 20%, 

both systems had the same elastic and viscous moduli. The higher modulus at low amplitude 

implies that cruciferins are most likely interacting with the primary layer of napins. The decrease 

of the modulus upon increasing the amplitude shows that this interaction must be weak and is 

completely overcome at larger deformations (20%). Thus, the interactions at interface were 

dominated by napins. This observation, in combination with the fact that we did not see adsorption 

of cruciferins at the interface, allows us to conclude that cruciferins remain in the bulk and most 

likely, they just weakly bind to the napin primary layer.  
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To understand these interactions in more detail, Lissajous plots were used which provide 

information about the behavior of the interfacial network upon extension and compression. Figure 

8C shows the Lissajous plots of the interface stabilized by the protein mixture or napin isolate 

where the surface pressure is plotted against deformation (Figure 3.8C). At low amplitude (10%) 

the plots for both interfaces had a narrow ellipse shape. This shape indicates an almost linear, 

predominantly elastic response of the interface, without noticeable asymmetries, pointing out a 

weak solid structure135. The interface stabilized by the protein mixture showed slightly higher 

surface pressure upon compression (bottom left quadrant of the plot, at ΔA/A0 = -0.1) compared to 

the interface stabilized only by napins (3.1 vs 2.4 mN/m). We assign this difference to the additional 

weak interactions of cruciferins with the adsorbed napins at the interface. At 20% amplitude of 

deformation the response of both the interfaces was similar and showed that the surface pressure 

increased from around 3 mN/m at 10% amplitude to 6 mN/m at 20% amplitude upon compression 

(bottom left quadrant of the plot, at ΔA/A0 = -0.2), showing a minor strain hardening behavior. The 

bottom left part of the ellipse had a pointy tip, indicating that upon compression of the proteins the 

system was jammed. This behavior suggests weak in-plane attractive interactions at the 

interface133. As napins had low charge at pH 7.0 (-10.7 ± 1.3mV), strong electrostatic repulsion 

was prevented and thus, weak in-plane attractive forces occurred. Therefore, the main rheological 

response came from the interactions of napins with the oil phase through its distinct hydrophobic 

domain132. As a result of all the above interactions, a soft-solid like structure of the interface was 

formed. By comparing our Lissajous plots with the ones recently reported for WPI at similar 

amplitude (20%) one can clearly observe that WPI-stabilized interfaces give a plot of wider shape 

at the lower left part133,134. This is a result of yielding of the surface microstructure upon 

compression and the start of the extension, which shows a much stronger structure133,134 than the 

one we report here for the napin-stabilized interface.  

A schematic representation of the interactions occurring at the interface upon increasing the 

amplitude of deformation when RPM is used, is given in Figure 3.9. At low amplitude cruciferins 

interact with the napins at the interface, whereas at higher amplitude these interactions are 

weakened and only in-plane interactions between napins dominate. 
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Figure 3.9 Schematic representation of dynamic interactions of cruciferins with the adsorbed napins  

A) before and B) after compression, when the protein mixture is used to stabilize the interface, showing 

expel of cruciferins at the continuous phase. 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this research we investigated the stabilization mechanism of oil/water interfaces when using a 

rapeseed protein mixture, in which napins and cruciferins co-exist in a 1:1 mass ratio. Our findings 

suggest that when making oil/water emulsions with the protein mixture, competitive adsorption of 

napins occurred at the interface. The higher interfacial activity of napins was attributed to their 

small size (r =1.7 nm) which allowed them to diffuse fast towards the interface. Thereafter, 

adsorption occurred due to their unique Janus-like structure, as 45% of its amino acids are 

hydrophobic and primarily located on the one side of the protein as a distinct domain. Cruciferins 

with bigger size (r = 4.4 nm) and a wider distribution of the hydrophobic amino acids over the 

structure, did not co-adsorb or displace napins from the interface, but they were suggested to be 

present in the continuous phase and interact weakly with the primary layer of adsorbed napins. 

Our results demonstrate the role of individual proteins in complex plant protein extracts that could 

help utilizing rapeseeds or defatted rapeseeds, optimizing their functionality and establish the 

optimal composition with respect to sustainability gains.  
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3.5 Appendix 

Figure A3.1 A) Electrophoregram of napin isolate under reducing conditions, B) Electrophoregram of the 

soluble fraction of the rapeseed protein mixture at pH 7 under non-reducing conditions. M: protein molecular 

weight marker.  
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Chapter 4  

Effect of purification on the emulsifying and interfacial properties 

of rapeseed extracts of different protein purities at acidic pH  

(pH 3.8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This chapter has been submitted as: Ntone, E., Qu, Q., Pyta-Gani., K., Meinders, M., Sagis, 
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Abstract 

Extensive purification of plant proteins is probably not a prerequisite for their emulsifying 

properties, however, details of the interfacial stabilization mechanism of less purified protein 

extracts are not sufficiently known. The less purified plant protein extracts contain non-protein 

compounds, such as phenolic compounds, which can potentially interact with proteins and affect 

their interfacial properties. Here, we show that when oil-in-water emulsions (10.0 wt% oil) at pH 

3.8 are stabilised with a rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) (40 wt% proteins, 6 wt% sinapic acid) at 

different protein concentrations (0.2-1.5 wt%), emulsion droplets of 2.0-0.6 µm are formed and 

large protein aggregates are randomly attached to the droplet interface. By removing sinapic acid 

to produce a rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC) (65 wt% proteins) and use RPC to stabilize 

emulsions, smaller droplets are formed (0.4-0.5 µm) and no large proteins aggregates are present. 

According to our findings, sinapic acid does not impact the interfacial composition of the emulsion 

droplets, as in both RPM- and RPC-stabilized emulsions, primarily napins adsorb at the interface. 

However, sinapic acid affects the secondary interfacial layer formed by cruciferins, by inducing 

cruciferin aggregation, which in turn affects droplet formation and stability. Our findings show that 

sinapic acid affects the emulsification mechanism of rapeseed proteins at acidic pH and 

recommend that plant protein purification might be necessary for the application of plant proteins 

in emulsion food products.  
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4.1 Introduction 

The effect of protein purification on the functionality of plant proteins is currently a topic of intense 

research in food science, both in academia and in industry. To date, several studies using various 

plant protein sources30,34,86,108,109,136–138 have shown that extensive purification of plant proteins is 

not a prerequisite for functionality, such as interfacial and emulsifying properties. Most of these 

studies have postulated that the functionality of less purified protein extracts is linked to the 

avoidance of extensive process-induced alterations in the physicochemical properties of the 

proteins.  

Although the results of the above studies are promising for the use of less purified plant protein 

extracts as emulsifiers in food systems, there is a lack of understanding on the exact emulsification 

mechanism. The multicomponent nature of the less purified protein extracts includes various types 

of proteins co-existing with other non-protein molecules, which under various system conditions 

(e.g. pH) can impact the interactions between the molecules, the adsorption of proteins and the 

interfacial stabilization.  

In our previous research on rapeseed proteins, we showed that at pH 7, a less purified rapeseed 

protein extract (40 wt% protein), containing both storage proteins (napins and cruciferins) and non-

protein molecules (i.e. sinapic acid) can form stable oil-in-water emulsions30. At this pH, napins 

dominate the oil/water interface, due to their small size (r = 1.7 nm) and their concentrated 

hydrophobic domains on one side of the protein structure, resembling ampliphilic Janus particles. 

Cruciferins due to their larger size (r = 4.4 nm) and the wide distribution of their hydrophobic 

domains over their hexameric structure, form a secondary interfacial layer, providing stabilty to the 

emulsion droplets against coalescence30. Under these pH conditions, the free sinapic acid present 

in the protein extracts does not impact the interfacial properties of the proteins30,34.  

However, at pH 3.8, in which emulsion food products like mayonnaise are produced139, the 

emulsification mechanism of the less purified rapeseed protein extracts might differ, as pH can 

affect the interactions between proteins with sinapic acid, and subsequently the interfacial 

properties of the proteins15,37. At acidic pH conditions, the free sinapic acid present in the less 

purified rapeseed protein extracts can bind to proteins through non-covalent bonds37,48,49. The 

protein-phenol interactions can alter protein hydrophobicity, structure and size15,37,140 affecting the 

protein interfacial properties48,141. Hence, it can be suggested that potential interactions of proteins 

with sinapic acid as affected by pH can impact the emulsification mechanism of less purified 

rapeseed protein extracts.  
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This paper aims to establish the emulsifying mechanism of rapeseed protein extracts at pH 3.8. A 

less purified rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) containing 40 wt% proteins and 6 wt% free sinapic 

acid and a rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC) containing 65 wt% proteins, where sinapic acid is 

removed, were used as emulsifiers at pH 3.8. Identifying the potential effect of non-protein 

compounds, such as phenols, on the interfacial stabilization mechanism of proteins at acidic pH, 

is essential to evaluate the necessity of protein purification for structuring plant-based food 

emulsions.  

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Materials  

Untreated Alize rapeseeds were used as raw material to extract the rapeseed protein extracts. 

The seeds were stored at -18°C until use. All chemical reagents were analytical grade and 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Zwijndrecht, Netherlands).  

4.2.2 Extraction of rapeseed proteins  

The rapeseed protein extracts with a different degree of protein purity -rapeseed protein mixture 

(RPM) and rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC)- were extracted using our previously developed 

extraction process111. Briefly, dehulled rapeseed particles were dispersed in deionized water (1:8 

w/w) and kept at room temperature (around 20°C) for 4 h under continuous stirring using a head 

stirrer (EUROSTAR 60 digital, IKA, Staufen, Germany). The pH of the dispersion was maintained 

at 9.0 during the soaking time by adding NaOH (0.5 M). Afterwards, the dispersion was blended 

with a kitchen blender (HR2093, Philips, Netherlands) at maximum speed for 2 min. To separate 

the solids from the liquid phase, the slurry was filtered by using a twin-screw press (Angelia 7500, 

Angel Juicer, Naarden, The Netherlands). The filtrate was filtrated, the pH was re-adjusted to pH 

9.0, and centrifuged (10000 g, 30 min, 4°C) (Sorvall Legend XFR, ThermoFisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA, USA). A cream layer (oleosome-rich), a serum (rapeseed protein mixture (RPM)) 

and a pellet (fiber-rich) were collected. The cream layer was carefully removed with a spatula, and 

the liquid phase (RPM) was filtered through a sieve to remove any floating cream pieces while the 

pellet was discarded. To obtain the rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC), RPM was first 

concentrated by ultrafiltration and then diluted 1:1 (v/v) with NaCl (0.08 M) to avoid protein 

precipitation. Thereafter, it was pumped through two coupled diafiltration cassettes (cut-off 5 kDa; 

membrane area 0.2 m2) (Hydrosart, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) for 6 cycles until a transparent 

filtrate was obtained. The inlet and outlet pressure were adjusted to 1.4 and 0.6 bar, respectively. 

The conversion ratio (CR) was set at 35% (below 40%) to minimize membrane blocking. In the 

last cycle, we used deionized water to remove any remaining salt. Finally, RPM and RPC were 
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freeze-dried (Alpha 2-4 LD plus, Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am 

Harz, Germany) and stored at -18°C until further use. 

4.2.3 Isolation of napins  

Napins were isolated using a previously reported the method30. RPM was first diafiltrated through 

two coupled 100 kDa cut-off diafiltration cassettes (Hydrosart, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) to 

separate cruciferins (300 kDa) and other high molecular weight non-protein compounds. The 

filtrate (< 100 kDa) containing napins was collected and concentrated by ultrafiltation and then 

diluted with NaCl (0.08 M) at a ratio 1:1 to avoid protein precipitation. The diluted filtrate was 

pumped through another diafiltration system (two coupled diafiltration cassettes; 5 kDa cut-off; 

membrane area 0.2 m2) (Hydrosart, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) for 6 cycles to remove small 

molecular weight compounds. In the last cycle we used deionized water to remove the remaining 

salt. The retentate (> 5 kDa) containing napins was freeze-dried (Alpha 2-4 LD plus, Martin Christ 

Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany) and stored at -18°C until further 

use. 

4.2.4 Protein content analysis 

The protein content of all the protein extracts was determined on dry-matter weight basis using the 

Dumas method (FlashEA 1112 Series, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, US). We used 

d-methionine (≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) as a standard and as a control. 

Cellulose (Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) served as blank. A nitrogen–protein conversion 

factor of 5.7 (calculated based on amino acid sequence) was chosen.  

4.2.5 Emulsion preparation 

RPM and RPC were used to stabilize 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsions. The protein extracts were 

dispersed in deionized water, standardized at different protein concentrations (0.2–1.5 wt%). The 

pH was adjusted to 3.8 and the dispersions were stirred for 2 h at room temperature (around  

20° C) with a magnetic stirrer at 300 rpm (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany) 

to ensure hydration and solubilization of the proteins. Subsequently, we applied a pre-

homogenization step, where the dispersions were sheared using a disperser (Ultra-Turrax, IKA®, 

Staufen, Germany) at 8000 rpm for 30 s. Next, 10.0 wt% rapeseed oil was slowly added to the 

dispersion and sheared for 1 min at 10000 rpm. The formed coarse emulsions were further 

processed with high-pressure homogenizer (GEA®, Niro Soavi NS 1001 L, Parma, Italy) 5 times 

at 250 bars.  
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4.2.6 Emulsion characterization 

Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the emulsions was measured with laser light scattering using a 

Mastersizer-2000 (Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, UK). The emulsions were diluted 10x before 

measurement. To determine the individual droplet size 1.0 wt% SDS solution was added to the 

emulsions (1:1 v/v) prior to the measurements. The refractive index was set at 1.47 for rapeseed 

oil and the density at 0.97 g/cc. Measurements are reported as the surface (d3,2 = Σnidi3/Σnidi2) and 

volume (d4,3 = Σnidi4/Σnidi3) mean diameter where ni is the number of droplets with a diameter of 

di.  

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 

The microstructure of the emulsions stabilized by RPM and RPC was visualized using Confocal 

laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) (Leica TCS CP5 X, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). 

Nile red (1 mg/mL in ethanol) and Fast green (1 mg/mL in deionized water) were used to stain the 

oil and protein respectively, at a sample to dye ratio of 1:200. Nile red was excited at 488 nm and 

the emission was captured between 500 and 600 nm and Fast green was excited at 633 nm and 

the emission was captured between 650-750 nm. The dyes were excited and emitted in a 

sequential mode using white light laser. 

Interfacial protein composition  

To qualitatively determine the type of proteins adsorbed at the interface sodium dodecyl sulphate–

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was used. The emulsions (10 g) were centrifuged 

(10000 g, 30 min, 4°C) in 15 mL tubes to remove the unadsrorbed proteins. To eliminate any 

interactions of the non-adsorbed proteins with the interface that could interfere with the results, the 

emulsions were centrifuged at two pH conditions; 1) at pH 3.8 (control) and 2) at pH 9, where the 

repulsive electrostatic forces between protein molecules become larger than at pH 3.8, which 

could eliminate possible interactions of the unadsorbed proteins with the primary layer.  

After centrifugation a cream layer (interface) and a serum phase (continuous phase) were 

obtained. The serum was drained by making holes at the bottom of the tube. The cream was 

collected with a spatula and resuspended (1:10 w/w) in deionized water and stirred (200 rpm, 1h, 

room temperature (around 20°C)) (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany). The 

centrifugation step was repeated one more time under the same conditions and the cream was 

collected and further analyzed with SDS-PAGE. 
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The resulting samples (interface) were mixed with sample buffer (NuPAGE LDS, ThermoFisher, 

Landsmeer, the Netherlands) and deionized water to achieve a final protein concentration of 1.0 

mg/ml. The prepared samples (1 mL) were further heated for 15 min at 70°C in a heating block 

and centrifuged (1 min, 2000 g, 20°C) to remove any insoluble material. Next, the gel (NuPAGE 

Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) was assembled and MES 

running buffer (NuPAGE MES SDS Running Buffer, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) 

was added into the chamber. Ten (10) µl of protein marker (PageRulerTM Prestained Protein 

Ladder, 10-180 kDa, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) and 10 µl of samples were 

loaded onto the gel. The electrophoresis was carried out at 200 V for 30min. The gel was 

subsequently washed with distilled water and stained using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 

Staining Solution (Bio-Rad Laboratories B.V., Lunteren, the Netherlands) for 1 day under a mild 

shaking. Afterwards, the staining solution was discarded, and the gel was washed with distilled 

water and immersed in the destaining solution for 2 days under a mild shaking. 

4.2.7 Interfacial properties  

Interfacial tension  

The interfacial tension of the oil/water interface at pH 3.8 was measured with an automated drop 

tensiometer (ADT, Tracker, Teclis-instruments, Tassin, France). An oil droplet with a surface area 

of 15.0 mm2 was created at the tip of a rising-drop capillary. Stripped rapeseed oil was used. The 

droplet was immersed in the protein dispersion standardized at 0.01 wt% protein content for RPM 

and RPC. As napins composed 50% of the total proteins in the extracts30, the dispersion of the 

napin isolate was standardized at 0.005 wt% proteins. The protein dispersions were filtrated with 

a 0.2 µm filter before measurement to remove any insoluble material which could disturb the 

measurements. The interfacial tension γ was monitored for 2 h at 20°C.  

Dilatational interfacial rheology  

At the end of the interfacial tension measurements, oscillatory interfacial dilatational deformations 

was applied to determine the dilatational elastic moduli (Ed’) and viscous (Ed’’) moduli as a function 

of deformation amplitude. The oil droplet was subjected to sinusoidal deformations at amplitudes 

of 5–30% of its original surface area at a constant frequency (0.01 Hz). Each amplitude consisted 

of a series of 5 cycles followed by 5 cycles of resting period. The changes in area and interfacial 

tension were recorded during the oscillations, and the dilatational elastic (Ed’) and viscous (Ed’’) 

moduli were obtained using: 
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𝐸𝑑
′ = ∆𝛾 (

𝐴0
∆𝐴

) cos 𝛿 

(4.1) 

𝐸𝑑
′′ = ∆𝛾 (

𝐴0
∆𝐴

) sin 𝛿 

 (4.2) 

Where Δγ is the change of interfacial tension at each deformation, A0 is the initial droplet surface 

area (15.0 mm2), ΔA is the change in droplet surface area and δ is the phase shift of the oscillatory 

interfacial tension signal with respect to the oscillating area signal. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Emulsifying properties of the rapeseed protein extracts 

The two rapeseed protein extracts with a different degree of protein purity were extracted using a 

previously developed protocol111. The rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) -recovered as a serum after 

centrifugation-, composed of 39.4 ± 0.4 wt% proteins (on dry matter, as determined from different 

batches extracted for this study). The approximate composition of the non-protein compounds as 

determined from previous studies was 12 wt% oleosomes, 6 wt% phenolic compounds (i.e. sinapic 

acid), 8 wt% ash and 34 wt% carbohydrates. After we diafiltrated RPM and removed the low 

molecular weight compounds, the protein content of the rapeseed protein concentrate (RPC) 

increased to 66.0 ± 3.5 wt%. The oleosome content also increased to 15 wt%, while the phenolic 

compound, ash and carbohydrate content reduced to 2.5 wt%, 2.5 wt% and 14 wt% respectively111. 

Both RPM and RPC contained napins and cruciferins in a mass ratio of approximately 1:1. The 

sinapic acid content in RPM and RPC could probably have been overestimated, as the Folin-

ciocalteau reagent used for the determination of phenols can also interact with aromatic amino 

acids containing phenol rings (i.e. phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine) that both napins and 

cruciferins contain. Using size exclusion chromatography, we previously showed that the phenolic 

compounds in RPM were completely removed after diafiltration111. Thus, we consider that RPC 

contains almost no sinapic acid.  

Next, to assess the impact of composition on the emulsifying properties of the rapeseed protein 

extracts (RPM, RPC) at pH 3.8, 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsions were prepared, standardized at 

different protein concentrations (0.2-1.5 wt%) and the droplet size and microstructure were 

characterized. Droplet size is an important emulsion attribute that reflects 1) the ability of proteins 

to adsorb and stabilize the interface and 2) the impact of the non-protein compounds on the 

interfacial stabilization mechanism and droplet formation. 
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Figure 4.1A shows the individual droplet size, measured after the addition of 1.0 wt% SDS, of 10.0 

wt% oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with RPM or RPC as a function of protein concentration. The 

droplet size of the emulsions stabilized with RPM decreased with increasing protein concentration, 

from 2.0 µm at 0.2 wt% protein concentration to 0.6 µm at 1.5 wt% protein concentration. The 

droplet size of the emulsions stabilized with RPC showed almost no dependency on the protein 

concentration with d3,2 values around 0.4-0.5 µm.  

Figure 4.1 A) Individual droplet size measured after the addition of 1.0 % SDS of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water 

emulsions at pH 3.8 stabilized with RPM (black triangle) or RPC (green square) at different protein 

concentrations (0.2-1.5 wt%), B-C) CLSM images of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with RPM 

(B) or RPC (C) at 0.7 wt% protein concentration. The emulsions are stained with Nile red (shown as red) 

for the oil and Fast green (shown as green) for the proteins, Scale bar: 10 µm. 

To visualize the differences in the microstructure of the emulsions stabilized by RPM and RPC, 

we used confocal microscopy. Figure 4.1B-C shows the CLSM images of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water 

emulsions stabilized by RPM or RPC at 0.7 wt% protein concentration, where the oil is presented 

by red and the proteins by green. The images showed the presence of larger and aggregated 

emulsion droplets in RPM-stabilized emulsions compared to the RPC-stabilized emulsions where 

smaller and less aggregated droplets were present. Protein aggregates were present in both 

emulsions, however, in the RPM-stabilized emulsions, we also observed larger protein aggregates 

that were randomly attached to the oil droplets interface, bridging the droplets. Indeed, the average 

droplet aggregate sizes (d4,3) in RPM-stabilized emulsions ranged from 60-40 µm at 0.2-1.5 wt% 

protein concentrations while in RPC-stabilized emulsions the average droplet aggregate sizes 

(d4,3) ranged from 2.5-1.5 µm at the same protein concentrations (data not shown).  

The protein aggregates present in both RPM and RPC-stabilized emulsions could be related to 

the low solubility of the proteins in both extracts at pH < 5 (protein solubility < 50 %)111. The 

additional larger protein aggregates in RPM-stabilized emulsions could be correlated with the free 

sinapic acid (s.a.) present in RPM. Prior studies have shown that at low pH values, the phenolic 
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hydroxyl groups of phenolic compounds are protonated and non-covalent hydrophobic interactions 

with proteins may occur and be stabilized by hydrogen bonds141,142. Such interactions can 

potentially cause protein structural changes142 and protein cross-linking37 promoting protein 

aggregation140,141,143.  

We, therefore, hypothesized that the sinapic acid present in RPM affects the emulsifying properties 

of the proteins by inducing further protein aggregation. To validate our hypothesis, sinapic acid 

was added to RPC prior to emulsification to reach the same content as present in RPM and made 

emulsions (standardized at 0.7 wt% protein, 10.0 wt% oil). Figure 4.2 shows the CLSM images of 

the emulsions stabilized with RPC before (A) and after (B) the addition of sinapic acid. The CLSM 

images showed that in RPC-stabilized emulsions where sinapic acid was added, larger and 

aggregated oil droplets with larger droplet aggregates in between the droplets appeared. The 

above result confirmed that sinapic acid present in rapeseed extracts can impact the emulsifying 

properties of rapeseed proteins at pH 3.8.  

Figure 4.2 CLSM images of 10.0 wt% oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with A) RPC and B) RPC after the 

addition of sinapic acid (s.a), at 0.7 wt% protein concentration at pH 3.8. The emulsions were stained with 

Nile red (shown as red) for the oil and Fast green (shown as green) for the proteins, Scale bar: 25 µm. 

To further understand the impact of sinapic acid on droplet formation, we investigated in detail the 

mechanism of droplet stabilization. Our first hypothesis was that sinapic acid affects the ability of 

proteins to adsorb at the oil droplet interface in RPM-stabilized emulsions. To test this hypothesis, 

the protein profile at the droplet interface of the RPM- and RPC-stabilized emulsions was analyzed 

using electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). For this analysis, the emulsions were centrifuged twice to 

remove the non-adsorbed proteins. At pH 3.8 in both RPM and RPC dispersions the repulsive 

electrostatic forces between proteins are weak (ζ-potential around 5 mV)111 and attractive forces 

(i.e. hydrophobic and van der Waals forces) between the adsorbed and non-adsorbed proteins 

A B 
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could become dominant144, preventing the washing of the interface. Thus, the emulsions were also 

washed at pH 9 where the repulsive electrostatic forces between proteins is three times larger 

than at pH 3.8 (ζ-potential around –15 mV)111. 

Figure 4.3 shows the electrophoregram of the interface of the RPM and RPC-stabilized emulsions 

washed at pH 3.8 and at pH 9. At pH 3.8 at both RPM and RPC-stabilized interface a protein band 

around 17 kDa associated with napins and protein bands of 30-70 kDa which associate with 

cruciferins13,29 were observed. However, when the interface was washed at pH 9, at both RPM- 

and RPC-stabilized interfaces only napins were present while cruciferins were washed out. This 

outcome shows that the interface stabilized by both RPM and RPC is dominated by napins, while 

cruciferins probably form an additional secondary layer which interacts with napins through non-

covalent bonds. The above stabilization mechanism of the interface is similar to what we observed 

when we used RPM as an emulsifier at pH 730. This result highlights that independent of the pH 

conditions the free sinapic acid present in RPM does not affect the ability of napins to adsorb at 

the interface. The fact that napins dominated the interface can be explained by their small 

molecular size and amphiphilic properties, which contribute to their higher surface activity than 

cruciferins30.  

Figure 4.3 Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of the interface of the 10.0 wt% oil and 0.7 wt% protein RPM- 

and RPC- stabilized emulsions washed with deionized water at A) pH 3.8 and B) pH 9. M: protein molecular 

weight markers. 
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As the free sinapic acid in RPM did not affect the ability of napins to adsorb at the interface at pH 

3.8, we suggest that the larger oil droplets in RPM-stabilized emulsions emerge from the impact 

of sinapic acid on the secondary layer formed by cruciferins. Cruciferins at low pH are reported to 

dissociate from hexamers into trimers29,145,146. Although cruciferin dissociation can also induce 

further protein self-assembly and aggregation29 (as also observed in the emulsions stabilized by 

both RPM and RPC), an equilibrium between trimers and aggregates is probably reached147. This 

partial dissociation into trimers results in exposure of the buried hydrophobic residues of the inner 

face of the cruciferin trimers increasing the surface hydrophobicity of the protein29,145. Due to the 

exposure of hydrophobic residues at low pH, sinapic acid possibly has more binding sites at 

cruciferins37. Additionally, the slightly positive charge of cruciferins at this pH also encourages 

electrostatic interactions with the negatively-charged sinapic acid42. As plant phenols are generally 

small molecules (180-700 Da) and proteins are comparatively very large (14000-350000 Da), it is 

likely that more than one phenol molecule can bind to one protein molecule66. Moreover, the 

sinapic acid molecules can bridge different cruciferin molecules together resulting to further protein 

aggregation. As a result of the sinapic acid-cruciferin interactions, the cruciferin aggregates cannot 

probably form a homogeneous secondary layer around napins and prevent droplet re-coalescence 

during turbulence and shear in the homogenizer122. 

4.3.2 Interfacial properties of the rapeseed protein extracts 

To further study the interfacial properties and lateral interactions on the interfaces stabilized by 

RPM or RPC, we applied interfacial dilatational rheology. To understand the impact of cruciferins 

on the interactions occurring at the interface, pure napins were included in the measurements as 

they were the primary proteins adsorbed at the interface. 

Figure 4.4 displays the interfacial tension reduction using the RPM, RPC and napin isolate after 

12000 seconds. Both RPM and RPC reduced the interfacial tension similarly, from 25 mN/m to 

around 9 mN/m. The interfacial tension decreased only to 13 mN/m when pure napins were used. 

The lower interfacial tension observed in RPM and RPC samples compared to single napins is 

possibly the result of the interaction of napins with the cruciferins present in the bulk in RPM and 

RPC dispersions.  
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Figure 4.4 A) Interfacial tension (γ) after 12000 s of RPM (black) and RPC (green) dispersions at 0.01 wt% 

protein concentration and napins (light blue) dispersion at 0.005 wt% protein concentration at pH 3.8 (20°C). 

The dispersions were filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter prior to measurements, B) Dilatational elastic 

modulus (Ed’: filled symbol) and viscous modulus (Ed’’: hollow symbol) as a function of amplitude of 

deformation at constant oscillatory frequency 0.01 Hz. The colors representing RPM, RPC and napins are 

the same in both panels. 

To gain more insights into the interactions between protein molecules at the oil/water interface, we 

employed interfacial dilatational rheology. In Figure 4.4B we plotted the dilatational moduli of the 

interfaces stabilized by the protein extracts (RPM, RPC and napins) as a function of amplitude of 

deformation. The elastic modulus (Ed’) was much higher than the viscous modulus (Ed”) in all 

protein samples, which implies solid-like viscoelastic behavior. The elastic moduli of napins were 

around 20 mN/m and independent on the amplitude of deformation, which indicates that the 

interfacial microstructure did not change significantly during deformation. This response implies 

weak lateral interactions between napin molecules mainly driven by attractive interactions, such 

as van der Waals and hydrogen bonds after adsorption and no significant formation of covalent 

sulfur bonds. The result was similar to our previous research at pH 730, highlighting that the 

interactions between napins are not strongly influenced by pH changes.  

The elastic moduli (Ed’) of RPM and RPC stabilized interfaces were similar and higher than the 

single napin interface at small amplitudes (Ed’ around 36 mN/m). This outcome suggests that 

cruciferins present in the bulk in RPM and RPC dispersions enhance the lateral interactions of 

napin molecules and result in a stronger viscoelastic interface than a single layer of napins. The 

moduli of the interface at pH 3.8 were higher compared to pH 7 (Ed’ around 36 at pH 3.8 vs Ed’ 

around 28 mN/m at pH 7 at 5% amplitude)30. The differences in the moduli between pH 3.8 and 

pH 7, suggest that at low pH, the dissociation of cruciferin into trimers with increased 

hydrophobicity may allow stronger interactions of cruciferins with the adsorbed layer of napins 

compared to cruciferin hexamers. However, when the amplitude of deformation was increased, 
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the moduli decreased from around 36 mN/m at 5% amplitude to 20 mN/m at 30% amplitude both 

in RPM- and RPC-stabilized interfaces, showing that the interfacial microstructure was weakened. 

To further understand the behavior of the interfacial network upon extension and compression, we 

used Lissajous plots, where the surface pressure is plotted against the area deformation. Figure 

4.5 shows the Lissajous plots of the interface stabilized by the protein extracts (RPM, RPC, 

napins). The Lissajous plots of RPM and RPC-stabilized interfaces were similar and displayed an 

asymmetrically narrow ellipse shape at all amplitudes. At 10% amplitude, upon extension (top right 

part) the ellipse was slightly wide but becomes very narrow -almost a line- upon compression 

(bottom left part). By increasing the amplitude to 20% and 30% the curves start to level off on 

compression as the surface pressure almost does not change by increasing the amplitude (from -

5mN/m to -6 mN/m respectively). This levelling off shows a strain softening behavior which 

suggests that upon compression the interfacial network is jammed, and most-likely the interacting 

cruciferin molecules forming the secondary layer are expelled to the bulk148. A schematic 

representation of the interactions occurring at the interface upon increasing the amplitude of 

deformation when RPM or RPC is used is given in Figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.5 Lissajous plots of the interface stabilized by RPM (black), RPC (green), Napins (light blue) at 

10%, 20% and 30% amplitude of area deformation. 

In comparison, the Lissajous plots of the interface stabilized napins at 10% amplitude showed a 

narrow ellipse shape without noticeable asymmetries. This shape indicates an almost linear, 

predominantly elastic response of the interface, indicating a weak solid structure135. By increasing 

the amplitude of deformation to 20% and 30%, the surface pressure increased from -3 mN/m at 

10% to -8 mN/m at 30%, at maximum compression (lower left corner of the plot). This increase in 

surface pressure can be explained by the increased density of napins on compression (increase 

in protein molecules/area). Additionally, upon compression the slope of the curve increase slightly 

which indicates a weak strain hardening behavior132,133,148. Towards maximum expansion (top right 
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part), the slope of the curve slightly levels off, showing a strain-softening tendency. This behavior 

upon expansion and compression implies an interface with weak in-plane interactions with 

nonlinearities in the response, primarily related to changes in surface density135,148. 

Figure 4.6 Schematic representation of dynamic interactions of cruciferins with the adsorbed napins A) 

before and B) after compression, when the RPM or RPC is used to stabilize the interface, showing expelling 

of cruciferins into the continuous phase. 

The fact that there are no significant differences observed in the interfacial properties of RPM and 

RPC determined by the ADT, in contrast to the emulsion properties can be a result of the 1) limited 

diffusion of large protein aggregates to the interface or even their precipitation during the interfacial 

measurements, 2) the absence of large aggregates in the system due to the necessary filtration 

step taken before the interfacial measurements, 3) the higher surface area created during 

emulsification, where the large cruciferin aggregates possibly have a more drastic effect on droplet 

formation; at these significantly higher surface areas the number of large cruciferin aggregates is 

probably insufficient to form a homogeneous secondary layer which strongly interacts with the 

primary layer of napins and sufficiently cover the created interface. Moreover, as a result of 

turbulence and high shear forces in the homogenizer these weakly bound aggregates could be 

expelled from the interface. As a result, during emulsification, the colliding oil droplets recoalesce, 

and larger emulsion droplets are formed when RPM is used as an emulsifier.  

All the above results from the emulsion and interfacial measurements combined, show that the 

presence of sinapic acid present in RPM does not affect the ability of napins to adsorb at the 

interface, but suggest that sinapic acid affects the secondary layer formation by cruciferins by 

inducing aggregation. A schematic representation of the suggested emulsification mechanism of 

RPM and RPC-stabilized interface is illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

  

A B 
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Figure 4.7 Schematic representation of the suggested stabilization mechanism of A) RPM and B) RPC-

stabilized interface at acidic pH. The size of molecules and the number of cruciferin trimers and sinapic acid 

in each protein aggregate are not to scale. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this research, we investigated the mechanism of interface stabilization when a rapeseed protein 

mixture (RPM) containing 40 wt% proteins and 6 wt% free sinapic acid and a rapeseed protein 

concentrate (RPC) containing 65 wt% proteins in which sinapic acid is removed are used as 

emulsifiers at pH 3.8. The two extracts showed different emulsification properties; Larger emulsion 

droplets and larger protein aggregates randomly attached at the interface of the droplets were 

found in RPM-stabilized emulsions compared to RPC-stabilized emulsions. The presence of 

sinapic acid in RPM does not impact the interfacial composition, with napins being adsorbed at the 

interface. However, sinapic acid in RPM affects the secondary layer formed by cruciferins by 

inducing cruciferin aggregates. This aggregation probably results in a less homogenous secondary 

layer that cannot strongly interact with the primary adsorbed layer of napins and prevent 

recoalescence of the colliding oil droplets during homogenization. Thus, larger oil droplets are 

formed when RPM is used as an emulsifier. We anticipate that our insights into the effect of sinapic 

acid on the emulsification mechanism of less purified rapeseed protein extracts can be used to 

evaluate the need for protein purification for the application of these extracts in emulsion food 

products. 
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Chapter 5 

The complementary functionalities of rapeseeds proteins in 

structuring emulsion-filled gels 
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Abstract 

We investigated the complementary roles of napins and cruciferins present in a rapeseed protein 

mixture (RPM) in structuring emulsion-filled gels (EFGs). The role of napins is to stabilize the 

emulsion droplets, while cruciferins, which were previously found to interact with the adsorbed 

napin interfacial layer, can build the protein gel network around the droplets. The effects of oil 

concentration (0-30 wt%) and pH (5 and 7) on the rheological and microstructural properties of 

EFGs were investigated. In the absence of oil, at pH 5, due to low protein solubility, RPM formed 

a heterogeneous network built of protein aggregates. At pH 7, RPM was more soluble and formed 

a homogeneous network built of strand-like protein structures with higher gel firmness. In the 

presence of emulsion droplets, the gel firmness increased, with a more pronounced reinforcement 

at pH 5 compared to pH 7. The type of gel network did not change by the presence of emulsion 

droplets neither at pH 5 nor at pH 7, as suggested from confocal microscopy and the unchanged 

response to large deformation. This implies that the protein backbone dictated the network 

structure. The higher gel firmness in presence of emulsion droplets, is explained by the fact that 

the emulsion droplets are stiffer than the protein matrix, and interact with the protein matrix, acting 

as protein particles that expand the protein network. This research shows that the presence of two 

different proteins with complementary roles in a less purified protein extract, provides a single 

protein ingredient suitable for structuring food emulsion-filled gels.  
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5.1 Introduction  

Traditionally, plant protein extraction processes focus on high protein purity and yield9, although 

often there is a trade-off between purity and yield14,149. In recent years, more attention has been 

paid to the environmental impact of plant protein extraction -such as energy and water usage- and 

to the effect of protein extraction and purity on functionality8,10,150,151. It has been reported that less 

purified plant protein extracts yield equal or better foaming, emulsifying, and gelling properties 

compared to highly purified plant protein extracts for a variety of plant sources. Examples of such 

plant sources include soy137, peas136,138, chickpeas152, sunflower seeds86 and rapeseeds34. The 

functionality of the less purified plant protein extracts can be ascribed to the different functionalities 

of the proteins in the mixture and the prevention of process-induced protein interactions  

(e.g., leading to aggregation).  

Rapeseeds are a potential source of functional proteins, containing two types of storage proteins, 

named napins and cruciferins. Napins are small molecular weight albumins (15-17 kDa), which 

are soluble in a wide pH range and show high heat stability (with a denaturation temperature  

Td ≥ 100°C)33. The hydrophobic domains of napins are concentrated on one side of the protein, 

reminiscent of a Janus particle30. Cruciferins, are globulins with a high molecular weight (300 kDa) 

and an hexamer structure consisting of two trimers29. The hydrophobic domains of cruciferins are 

widely distributed over the surface, and also buried within the cruciferin trimers29. The hexamer 

structure of cruciferins is more susceptible to structural changes and unfolding upon heating and 

pH changes compared to napins31,33. 

In a previous work, we showed that a less purified rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) with 40 wt% 

protein content and all storage proteins present (napins and cruciferins) -obtained from non-

defatted seeds after aqueous alkaline extraction and subsequent separation of proteins from oil- 

can form stable emulsions at pH 7. Napins were found to govern the interface of the emulsion 

droplets, while cruciferins weakly interacted with the primary adsorbed layer30. Napins exhibit 

higher interfacial activity than cruciferins56, probably due to their architecture30. However, it has 

been reported that cruciferins have better gelling properties, as they form firmer gels than napins 

upon heat-induced gelation55,57,58.  

Considering the emulsifying properties of napins and gelling properties of cruciferins, we anticipate 

the two proteins present in RPM can have complementary functionalities in structuring emulsion-

filled gels (EFGs). Such EFG’s are protein gels with embedded emulsion droplets153. Different 

kinds of food products such as set yoghurt, fresh cheese, puddings, dairy desserts and sausages 

can be categorized as protein emulsion-filled gels154. When RPM is used to structure EFGs, napins 

can stabilize the emulsion droplets, and cruciferins which weakly interact with napins at the 
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interface30, can build the protein gel network, and both proteins interacting at the droplet-matrix 

contact sites.  

Depending on the interactions on the two proteins on droplet-matrix contact sites, EFGs can show 

different rheological characteristics155,156; When the droplet interface interacts with the matrix, as in 

the case of napins with cruciferins30, the droplets can act as active fillers, and potentially reinforce 

the gel structure. Such interactions are often seen in case the droplets are stabilized by 

proteins153,157, whereas surfactant-coated oil droplets usually do not or only weakly interact with the 

protein matrix158–160. Apart from the droplet-matrix interactions, the rheological characteristics of 

EFGs depend on the protein and oil content, and the stiffness of the droplets and the matrix155,156.  

In this work we used the less purified rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) containing napins and 

cruciferins to structure EFGs, which were studied using bulk rheology and confocal microscopy. 

The effect of oil concentration and pH on the rheological properties and microstructure of the EFGs 

was investigated. Exploiting the potential complementary roles of the different proteins present in 

plant extracts, may lead to the employment of protein mixtures with multiple-functions, increasing 

the overall sustainability of plant-based foods.  

5.2 Material and methods 

5.2.1 Materials 

Untreated Alize rapeseeds (stored at -18°C) were used for the extraction of the protein mixture. 

Rapeseed oil was kindly provided by Nutricia Research B.V. All other chemicals were of analytical 

grade and obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). All samples were prepared with 

demineralised water. All samples and subsequent analyses were performed in duplicates. 

5.2.2 Extraction of the rapeseed protein mixture 

The rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) was extracted as described before111. Dehulled rapeseeds 

were soaked in deionized water at a ratio of 1:8 (w/w) at pH 9.0 (adjusted with 0.5 M NaOH 

solution) under continuous stirring with a head stirrer (EUROSTAR 60 digital, IKA, Staufen, 

Germany) at room temperature (~20°C) for 4 h. Afterwards, the dispersion was blended with a 

kitchen blender (HR2093, Philips, Netherlands) for 2 min at maximum speed. To separate the 

solids from the liquid phase, the resulting slurry was filtered using a twin-screw press (Angelia 

7500, Angel Juicer, Naarden, The Netherlands). The filtrate was collected, the pH was adjusted to 

pH 9.0, and centrifuged (10000 g, 30 min, 4°C) (Sorvall Legend XFR, ThermoFisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA, USA). A cream layer (oleosome-rich), a serum (protein mixture (RPM)) and a pellet 

(fibre-rich) were obtained. The serum was freeze-dried (Alpha 2–4 LD plus, Martin Christ 
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Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany) to obtain an RPM powder, which 

was stored at -18°C until further use. 

5.2.3 Characterization of the rapeseed protein mixture 

Protein content 

The protein content of the freeze-dried RPM was determined with the Dumas method (FlashEA 

1112 Series, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, US); d-methionine (≥ 98%, Sigma 

Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) was used as a standard and as a control. Cellulose (Sigma Aldrich, 

Darmstadt, Germany) was used as blank. A nitrogen-protein conversion factor of 5.7 -calculated 

based on amino acid sequence –was used. 

 

Protein profile of supernatant after centrifugation  

The qualitative analysis of the proteins present in the supernatant after removal of large 

aggregates from RPM dispersions at pH 5 or pH 7 was carried out using sodium dodecyl sulphate–

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), to provide a protein profile. First, the RPM was 

dispersed in deionized water (standardized at 0.5 wt% protein content), the pH was adjusted to 

pH 5 or pH 7 using 0.5 M NaOH or HCl and the dispersions were stirred at room temperature for 

2 h with a magnetic stirrer at 300 rpm (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany), 

followed by centrifugation (10000 g, 30 min, 20°C) (Sorvall Legend XFR, ThermoFisher Scientific, 

Waltham, MA, USA). A pellet, a clear serum and a thin cream layer of oleosomes at the surface 

were obtained. The clear serum was carefully separated and mixed with a sample buffer 

(NuPAGE® LDS, Thermo- Fisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) to achieve a final protein 

concentration of 1.0 mg/mL. Then, 10.0 µL of a protein marker (PageRuler™ Prestained Protein 

Ladder, 10–180 kDa, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the Netherlands) and 15 µL of the sample were 

loaded onto the gel (NuPAGE® Novex® 4–12% Bis-Tris Gel, ThermoFisher, Landsmeer, the 

Netherlands). MES running buffer (NuPAGE® MES SDS Running Buffer, ThermoFisher, 

Landsmeer, the Netherlands) was used. The gel was washed with water and stained (Coomassie 

Brilliant Blue R-250 Staining Solution, Bio-Rad Laboratories B.V., Lunteren, the Netherlands) 

overnight under gentle shaking. Thereafter, the gel was washed with demineralized water and 

destained (destaining solution of 10% ethanol and 7.5% acetic acid in deionized water) overnight 

under gentle shaking. Images of the gels were taken using a camera.  
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5.2.4 Preparation of emulsions used in emulsion-filled gels 

To obtain emulsion-filled gels with final concentrations of 10.0, 20.0 and 30.0 wt% oil, emulsions 

of 11.6, 22.7 and 33.5 wt% oil (of total mass) were prepared using RPM. To ensure a similar 

individual droplet size of the emulsion droplets at different oil concentrations, the protein to oil ratio 

was kept at 1:14.3 (w/w) (based on protein content of RPM) as well as the number of passes 

through the homogenizer (N = 5), and the homogenization pressure was adjusted. In Table 5.1 

the homogenization pressures and the protein concentrations used for the different emulsions are 

summarized. The emulsions were prepared as previously reported30. First, RPM was dispersed in 

deionized water (aqueous phase) at the corresponding protein concentration, the pH was adjusted 

to 7.0 and the dispersions were stirred for 2 h at room temperature (~20° C) with a magnetic stirrer 

at 300 rpm (2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany) to allow hydration and 

solubilization of the proteins. Thereafter, a pre-homogenization step was applied using a shear 

homogenizer (Ultra-Turrax, IKA®, Staufen, Germany) set to 8000 rpm for 30 s. Next, the rapeseed 

oil was slowly added to the dispersion and sheared for 1 min at 10000 rpm. The coarse emulsion 

was further processed with a high-pressure homogenizer (GEA®, Niro Soavi NS 1001 L, Parma, 

Italy) for 5 passes.  

After the addition of 1.0 wt% SDS solution to the emulsions at a ratio of 1:1 (v/v), the individual 

droplet size of the emulsions was measured using a Bettersizer S3 Plus (3P Instruments GmbH & 

Co. KG, Odelzhausen I Germany). The individual droplet size expressed as volume 

(d4,3 = Σnidi

4/Σnidi

3) and surface (d3,2 = Σnidi

3/Σnidi

2) mean diameter (where ni is the number of 

droplets with a diameter of di) is also given in Table 5.1.  

Table 5.1 Oil concentration, protein concentration, homogenization pressure (bar) and individual droplet 

size of the emulsions prepared at pH 7 in deionized water, used for the preparation of the emulsion-filled 

gels (±standard deviation). 

 

 

 

 

Oil 

(wt% of total) 

Protein 

concentration 

(wt% of total) 

Homogenization 

pressure (bar) 
d4,3 (µm) d3,2 (µm) 

11.6 0.8 250 1.7 ± 0.0 1.5 ± 0.0 

22.7 1.6 300 1.9 ± 0.5 1.4 ± 0.2 

33.5 2.3 350 2.2 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.1 
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5.2.5 Preparation of emulsion-filled gels 

The emulsion-filled gels (EFGs) containing different oil concentrations (10.0, 20.0 and 30.0 wt% 

of total mass) were prepared by dispersing RPM powder in the emulsions of different oil 

concentrations (prepared as described in section 5.2.4), resulting in protein-enriched emulsions. 

RPM was added to the emulsions to achieve a concentration of 15.0 wt% in the aqueous phase 

of each emulsion system. A reference sample (gel matrix) in which RPM was dispersed in water 

at the same concentration was also prepared. The pH of the systems was adjusted to pH 5 or pH 

7 and the samples were left for 2 h under continuous stirring using a magnetic stirrer at 200 rpm 

(2mag magnetic e motion, 2mag AG, Munich, Germany) to allow hydration and solubilization of 

the added proteins. Thereafter, the samples were stored at 4°C until the next day when the 

rheological tests were performed. 

5.2.6 Microstructural visualization 

To visualize the microstructure of the emulsion-filled gels (EFGs), the protein-enriched emulsions 

were stained with Nile red (1 mg/mL dissolved in ethanol) and Fast green (1 mg/mL dissolved in 

deionized water) at a sample to dye ratio of 1:200 for the oil and protein, respectively. The stained 

samples were transferred to sealed glass chambers (Gene frame 65 µl adhesives, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, United Kingdom). The frames were placed in a water bath (100°C, 15 min). Afterwards, 

the samples were cooled immediately with water to room temperature. The samples were 

visualized using a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope with a water immersion objective at 63x 

magnification (Leica SP8-SMD microscope, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Nile red was 

excited at 488 nm and the emission was measured between 500 and 600 nm and Fast green was 

excited at 633 nm and the emission was measured between 650-750 nm. The dyes were excited 

and emitted in a sequential mode using a white light laser. 

5.2.7 Shear viscosity measurements 

The shear viscosity of the protein dispersions (15.0 wt% RPM) was measured with an MCR302 

rheometer (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). The samples were transferred to a double-gap geometry 

(DG 26.7) The steady-shear viscosities were measured for 2 min, with incrementing shear rates 

of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 s-1 followed by decrementing shear rates of 50, 10, 5, 1, 0.5 and  

0.1 s-1. The temperature was kept constant at 20°C. The experiment was set up in this way to 

determine the shear dependency (e.g. shear-thinning behavior) and to determine whether the 

dispersions showed thixotropy and/or hysteresis.  
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Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (SAOS) rheology 

The samples were studied on their gelling behavior with an MCR302 rheometer (Anton Paar, Graz, 

Austria). The protein-enriched emulsions were transferred to a concentric cylinder (CC-17). A 

sand-blasted geometry was used, to reduce the chance of wall-slip. A solvent-trap was placed on 

top of the cylinder, to prevent solvent evaporation upon heating. The sample was heated from 

20°C to 100°C with a rate of 3°C / min, kept at 100°C for 10 min, and cooled to 20°C with a rate of 

3°C / min. To make sure that no gel maturation took place, the sample was kept at 20°C for another 

5 min. Throughout this temperature sweep, an oscillatory deformation was imposed at a constant 

frequency of 1 Hz and a strain of 1%, which fell within the linear viscoelastic (LVE) regime of the 

gel. The response was recorded and the resulting G’ and G” were determined by the 

Rheocompass Software (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). All samples were measured in duplicate. 

Large Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (LAOS) rheology 

After the temperature sweep, the emulsion-filled gels were characterized for their non-linear 

rheological behavior, using the same rheometer and geometry as for the SAOS measurements. 

The strain was increased logarithmically from 0.1-1,000% at a constant frequency of 1 Hz and a 

temperature of 20°C. The end of the LVE regime was defined as the strain at which the G’ had 

decreased to 90% of its original value, which was expressed as the critical strain.  

For each imposed strain amplitude, the oscillating strain, stress and shear rate signals were 

recorded. This data was normalized, and elastic and viscous Lissajous plots were constructed. 

The elastic and viscous contributions at each strain amplitude were calculated by the 

Rheocompass Software (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria), and plotted in the Lissajous figures. 

The area enclosed within the Lissajous curves represents the energy dissipated (Ed) per unit 

volume during one oscillatory cycle. This information can be summarized by plotting the energy 

dissipation ratio as a function of strain amplitude. The energy dissipation ratio (φ) is the ratio of 

the dissipated energy at a certain strain amplitude (Ed) over the energy dissipated by a perfect 

plastic material (Ed (pp))161. The energy dissipation ratio is related to the loss modulus (G”) and the 

maximum stress (𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥) at a given strain amplitude γ0 by Equation 5.1162: 

 Φ =  
𝐸𝑑

(𝐸𝑑)𝑝𝑝
= 

𝜋𝐺"𝛾0
4𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

 

(5.1) 
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5.2.8 Statistical Analysis 

All measurements were performed at least in duplicate. The standard deviations of the mean 

values were calculated and used to express the variability. Claims regarding statistical differences 

were supported by one-way ANOVA analysis. Significance was defined as P < 0.05. 

5.3 Results and discussion 

Rapeseed protein mixtures (RPM) were extracted from non-defatted and dehulled rapeseeds 

following our previously reported aqueous extraction process111, and used as starting material to 

prepare the emulsion-filled gels. The followed extraction protocol aimed to simultaneously extract 

napins and cruciferins, and the oleosomes present in the seeds, and to maintain protein and 

oleosome natural physicochemical properties, eliminating process-induced interactions of proteins 

with co-extracted phenols.  

The resulting rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) had an average protein content of 39.4 ± 0.4 wt% 

(as determined from different batches extracted for this study), and consisted of napins and 

cruciferins in a mass ratio of 1:1. The approximate composition of the remaining non-protein 

molecules, based on previous studies, were 12.0 wt% intact oleosomes, 6.0 wt% free phenolic 

compounds, 8.0 wt% ash and 35.0 wt% polysaccharides30,111.  

5.3.1 Physicochemical properties of RPM dispersions 

For the use of RPM as a dual-purpose ingredient in emulsion-filled gels, it was needed to 

understand the physicochemical properties of the protein network (matrix) and the embedded 

emulsion droplets. To understand the matrix properties, we first studied RPM in dispersions at pH 

5 and pH 7. A concentration of 15.0 wt% RPM (which corresponds to 5.9 wt% protein) in EFGs 

was chosen, as from preliminary data (not shown here) this concentration was found to be 

sufficient for gel formation. Thereafter, the emulsion droplets stabilized with RPM were 

characterized. 
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First the effect of the solubility of rapeseed proteins on the shear viscosity of RPM aqueous 

dispersions (15.0 wt% RPM) as a function of pH was studied. Figure 5.1 shows the viscosity of 

RPM dispersions as a function of shear rate at pH 5 and pH 7. The viscosity of the protein 

dispersion at pH 7 hardly changed as a function of shear rate, closely resembling Newtonian 

behavior. At pH 5 the viscosity was higher and showed a decrease with increasing shear, indicating 

shear thinning behavior. Both at pH 5 and pH 7 the backward loop showed the same shear-

dependency of viscosity as the forward loop, indicating that there was no hysteresis in the 

dispersions. Newtonian-like behavior is typically seen for water and oil163 and may indicate the 

absence of large or interacting molecules. The absence of hysteresis at pH 7 implies the absence 

of larger particles and is consistent with the higher solubility of RPM at pH 7111. The higher viscosity 

at pH 5 compared to pH 7 indicates an increased effective protein volume fraction. This is 

supported by the observed shear-thinning behavior, which implies that larger -and possibly 

interacting- particles are present at rest. These protein particles or aggregates either align with the 

flow or break down with increasing shear. In the latter case, the particles must recover in 

timescales shorter than in which the viscosity is measured at a specific shear rate, as no hysteresis 

was observed.  

Figure 5.1 Shear viscosities in forward and backward loop of 15.0 wt% rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) 

dispersions at pH 5 and 7. The shear rate was increased (and decreased) stepwise. All samples were 

measured in duplicate and the standard deviations are represented by the error bars (with some of them 

smaller than the data points). 

The presence of larger protein aggregates at pH 5 compared to pH 7 is in line with our previous 

findings and can probably be related to the lower electrostatic repulsion between proteins at pH 5 

(ζ-potential around -5 mV) compared to pH 7 (ζ-potential around -15 mV)111. Previously it has been 

shown that the solubility of rapeseed proteins is lower at pH 5 compared to pH 7 (i.e. 40 vs 70 
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wt%)30,33,68. The different solubility of proteins at these pH values is also linked with different gelling 

behavior of rapeseed proteins31. 

It has been previously reported that napins are soluble at a broader pH range compared to 

cruciferins, for which solubility increases by increasing pH29, and with minimal solubility reported 

close to pH 4-552,164. Therefore, to determine the type of proteins present in the aggregates at each 

pH, the larger insoluble protein aggregates were removed using centrifugation, and the protein 

composition of the supernatant was determined using electrophoresis. Figure 5.2 shows the 

electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of the proteins present in the supernatant of centrifuged RPM 

dispersions prepared at pH 5 and pH 7. Both at pH 5 and pH 7, we identified a band around 17 

kDa, which is related to napins97. At pH 7 several bands in the range of 20-70 kDa were also 

present, corresponding to cruciferins96. The band representing napins shows a similar intensity at 

pH 5 and 7, indicating that the solubility of napins is not affected in this pH range. The cruciferin 

bands were more pronounced at pH 7 than at pH 5, indicating that cruciferins formed larger 

insoluble aggregates at pH 5, which were centrifuged out and resulted in a lower band intensity. 

The lower solubility of cruciferins at this pH could be a result of the nearly zero net charge of 

cruciferins close to pH 555, which probably cause the formation of cruciferin aggregates29. In 

addition, the phenolic compounds (i.e. sinapic acid) present in RPM can induce aggregation, 

particularly close to the isoelectric point, leading to further protein aggregation37,42. 

Figure 5.2 Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) under non-reducing conditions of the proteins present at 

supernatant of RPM dispersions (0.5 wt% protein) prepared at pH 5 and pH 7, obtained after centrifugation. 
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5.3.2 Properties of emulsion droplets used in EFGs 

The emulsion droplet size is one important parameter that influences the rheological and 

mechanical properties of EFGs165–167. To exclude any effect of droplet size, we standardized the 

mean emulsion droplet size independently of the oil concentration, by keeping the same protein to 

oil ratio and adjusting the homogenization pressure as summarized earlier in Table 5.1. The droplet 

size distribution of the emulsions was similar for all the emulsions independent of the oil 

concentration, with a mean individual droplet size (d4,3) around 2.0 µm (Table 5.1) (size not 

significantly different between samples as P > 0.05). 

Another important parameter that affects the rheological properties of EFGs is the interaction 

between the emulsion droplets and the protein matrix, which is influenced by the interfacial 

composition of the droplets165,167,168. All the emulsions were prepared (prior to the addition of 15.0 

wt% RPM) at pH 7, as from our previous research we know that when using RPM as an emulsifier 

at pH 7, the interface of the droplets is dominated by napins, while cruciferins weakly interact with 

the primary adsorbed layer30. This interfacial composition results in a viscoelastic interface, with 

an elastic modulus (Ed’) of approximately 25 mN/m (at 5% amplitude).  

5.3.3 Rheological behavior of the emulsion-filled gels 

Small Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (SAOS) 

To determine the effect of pH and oil concentration on the gelling properties of EFGs, the protein-

enriched emulsions were subjected to a temperature sweep and the rheological behavior was 

studied. Figure 5.3 shows the storage modulus (G’) of the protein-enriched emulsions at different 

oil concentrations (10.0-30.0 wt%) and pH conditions (pH 5 and 7) as a function of time and 

temperature increase. It shows that even before heating, an increased oil content leads to an 

increased G’ at both pH 5 and 7. At pH 5, the tan δ decreases with increasing oil content and 

approaches a value of 1 at 30.0 wt% oil content (not shown in figure). Upon heating an initial 

gradual increase in G’ was observed in the first 20 min and T < 60°C, followed by a steeper 

increase at 80°C and a second slope at 100°C. The denaturation temperatures of cruciferins and 

napins have been reported as 80-90 and 100-110°C respectively at pH 734,164,169 and decrease with 

decreasing pH29,170. Considering the decreased denaturation onset at pH 5, it is expected that the 

two slopes in the heating stage (at 80° and 100°C) correspond to the onset of denaturation of 

cruciferins and napins, respectively. From Figure 5.3 it is also observed that upon cooling there is 

only a subtle increase in G’, and no gel maturation occurs during the final 5 min holding time at 

20°C. At pH 5 there is also a pronounced G’ increase of the heat-set gels when the oil content 

increases, which implies that the emulsion droplets reinforce the gel.  
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Figure 5.3 Temperature sweeps of the matrix (no oil) and emulsion-filled gels with 0.1 to 0.3 oil mass 

fraction at A) pH 5 and B) pH 7, containing 15.0 wt% rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) in the aqueous phase. 

A darker color represents more oil. All samples were measured in duplicate and a representative curve is 

shown. 

The situation at pH 7 is different; there is a much steeper increase in G’ at the heating stage and 

a less pronounced slope deflection at higher temperatures. Also here the G’ increases to a limited 

extent upon cooling, and no gel maturation occurs during the 5 min holding time at 20°C. Figure 

5.3 shows that the RPM forms a firmer gel (i.e. higher G’) without oil at pH 7, compared with pH 5. 

This is consistent with what has been reported elsewhere for a rapeseed protein isolate55. 

However, in our study we see that with increasing oil fraction there is less reinforcement, eventually 

leading to a similar G’ at 30.0% oil for pH 5 and 7.  

At both pH 5 and pH 7, an initial G’ increase at 20-70°C was observed, which is below the 

denaturation onset temperatures of cruciferins and napins. It appears that a network already starts 

to form at these temperatures. This observation is consistent with another study on the gelling 

properties of rapeseed proteins, where a similar early increase of the G’ was observed at pH 4 

and 755. We also noticed that this increase started earlier by increasing the oil concentration in the 

EFGs. Therefore, we hypothesize that the increase in G’ at low temperatures could be caused by 

emulsion droplet-droplet interactions or interactions with the forming protein matrix.  

To understand the differences in the degree of gel reinforcement in the EFGs at pH 5 and pH upon 

oil addition, in Figure 5.4A we plotted the ratio between the G’ of each EGF (G’EFG) relative to the 

G’ of the protein gel matrix where no oil was present (G’matrix), as proposed by171 (G’EFG/G’matrix). At 

pH 5 the G’EFG / G’matrix shows a steep increase with increasing oil, whereas at pH 7 the increase is 

more subtle. In both cases the increase effect becomes more pronounced with an increasing oil 

content. Similar observations were seen for casein emulsion-filled gels (acidified), polyvinyl 

alcohol-congo red gels, and whey protein isolate gels, in case the macromolecule covering the 

particles was selected on its ability to interact with the matrix171,172. To further understand the 
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reasoning behind the higher reinforcement observed at pH 5 compared to pH 7, additional 

analyses were necessary and are discussed in the following parts, where after a mechanism is 

proposed in section 5.3.5.  

Figure 5.4 A) Degree of reinforcement expressed as G'EFG / G'matrix as function of oil mass fraction and B) 

critical strain as function of oil mass fraction (right panel). pH 5 is represented by green triangles and pH 7 

by black squares. The critical strains are averages from duplicate measurements and the error bars 

represent the standard deviations. 

Apart from the effect of emulsion droplets on gel firmness, another rheological property of the gels 

that can be influenced by the presence of emulsion droplets is the resistance against deformation. 

Aiming to assess how the increase in oil concentration affects the end of the linear viscoelastic 

(LVE) regime of the EFGs, we determined the critical strain of the different EFGs as shown in 

Figure 5.4. In Figure 5.4B the end of the LVE regime, expressed as a critical strain of EFGs at pH 

5 and pH 7, is presented as a function of oil concentration. The critical strain was higher at pH 7 

than pH 5 but remained quite constant with increasing oil concentration for both pH values, with 

critical strain values around 10% and 8%, respectively. In contrast to the increase in G’ by oil 

addition as shown in Figure 5.3, the extent of the LVE regime was much less affected by an 

increased oil content. This result shows that the structural properties of the gel protein matrix were 

not affected by the addition of emulsion droplets, indicating that the structural properties are mostly 

determined by the proteins in the gel matrix. However, this figure only provides limited information 

about the material’s response to deformation and no information about its response beyond the 

LVE regime. To study the emulsion-filled gels response to large deformation, large amplitude 

oscillatory shear (LAOS) rheology was used. 
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Large Amplitude Oscillatory Shear (LAOS) 

The response of the emulsion-filled gels to non-linear deformation was studied by applying a strain 

sweep. At each strain amplitude the oscillatory waveform data was collected and Lissajous plots 

were constructed for an RPM heat-set gel (matrix) and RPM emulsion-filled gels (EFGs) with 

varying oil concentrations, at pH 5 and 7 at five strain amplitudes. Figure 5.5 shows the elastic 

Lissajous plots where the normalized stress versus strain is plotted and Figure 5.6 shows the 

viscous Lissajous plots, where the normalized stress as a function of normalized shear rate are 

shown. In the elastic Lissajous plots (Figure 5.5) and 1% strain deformation, the gels are still within 

their LVE regime and show a narrow elliptical shape, indicating predominant elastic behavior. For 

the viscous Lissajous plots (Figure 5.6) the elastic response corresponds with a nearly circular 

shape. When the strain deformation increases to 50%, the elliptical shapes deflect and an 

overshoot of the stress at maximum strain is observed, indicating intracycle strain stiffening 

behavior. At pH 5 the curves are slightly wider, which indicates that the viscous response at pH 5 

becomes more dominant. This is also seen from the viscous Lissajous plots in Figure 5.6, where 

the shapes change from circular to rhomboidal. At 100% strain deformation the curves widen 

further, and the viscous response becomes more dominant at both pH 5 and 7. At 500% strain 

deformation the behavior at pH 5 and 7 start to diverge. The gels at pH 5 now show a nearly 

rectangular shape, implying a plastic response -an initially elastic response at maximum strain, 

followed by yielding and flow at nearly constant stress- while the gels at pH 7 persist in their strain 

stiffening behavior. The wiggles observed at pH 5, and the bowtie-like shape at pH 7 for EFG0.3, 

probably result from sample or tool inertia effects coupling to the elasticity of the sample.  
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Figure 5.5 Elastic Lissajous plots of normalized stress versus strain, at strain amplitudes of 1, 10, 50, 100 

and 500%. The strain amplitudes were applied on the gelled matrix and emulsion-filled gels with 15.0 wt% 

rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) in the water phase and oil mass fractions ranging between 0.1 and 0.3. 

pH 5 is represented as green and pH 7 as black. The grey lines within the curves represent the elastic 

stress contribution. 
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Figure 5.6 Viscous Lissajous plots of normalized stress versus strain rate, at strain amplitudes of 1, 10, 50, 

100 and 500%. The strain amplitudes were applied on the gelled matrix and emulsion-filled gels with  

15.0 wt% rapeseed protein mixture (RPM) in the water phase and oil mass fractions ranging between 0.1 

and 0.3. pH 5 is represented as green and pH 7 as black. The grey lines within the curves represent the 

viscous stress contribution. 

For a more quantitative analysis of the elastic and viscous dominated stages in the response to 

strain deformation, as well as the transition between them, we plotted the energy dissipation ratio 

as a function of strain, at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz (Figure 5.7). This is the ratio of the dissipated 

energy within one cycle divided by the dissipation in a material displaying ideal plastic behavior. 

As we already saw in the Lissajous plots, oil has little effect on the overall non-linear behavior of 

the emulsion-filled gels. The results confirm that oil has hardly any effect on the breakdown 

behavior of EFGs, and that the protein network structure dictates the linear and nonlinear behavior. 

The above outcome also implies that the connections between emulsion droplets and the proteins 

are weaker than the connections between proteins, as the emulsion droplets do not lead to an 

increased deformability of the gel. The pH, on the other hand, affects the non-linear behavior of 

the gels. Figure 5.7 shows an increase in the energy dissipation ratio already at 20% strain at pH 

5, while at pH 7 the increase starts at 70% strain, which indicates that at pH 5 the EFGs are more 
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brittle than at pH 7. The difference between pH 5 and 7 is probably related to the presence of 

protein aggregates initially in the system at pH 5, resulting in a weaker (lower G’) and more brittle 

gelled protein structure. 

Figure 5.7 Energy dissipation ratios of the gelled matrix and the emulsion-filled gels at A) pH 5 and  

B) pH 7, with a constant RPM concentration of 15.0 wt% in the water phase and oil mass fractions ranging 

between 0.1 and 0.3. A darker color represents more oil. All samples were measured in duplicate and a 

representative curve is shown. 

5.3.4 Microstructure of the emulsion-filled gels 

Aiming to identify whether the differences observed in the rheological properties between the 

EFGs at different pH relate to differences in the microstructure of the EFGs, we used confocal 

laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). In Figure 5.8 the CLSM images of the protein matrices (top 

row) and EFGs with 10.0 wt% oil (bottom row) at pH 5 (A) and pH 7 (B) are displayed. At pH 5, we 

observed a heterogeneous protein matrix that consisted of randomly associated large protein 

aggregates. At pH 7, the protein matrix was more homogeneous with proteins arranged in 

elongated stranded-like structures. Both protein gel matrices also contained oleosomes (around 

1.8 wt% of total mass), shown as spherical droplets, as RPM was extracted from non-defatted 

rapeseeds. Upon addition of emulsion droplets in the protein matrix, the droplets appeared as part 

of the protein matrix both at pH 5 and pH 7, without affecting the way the matrix was structured. 

Here, we present the CLSM images of only the EFGs of 10.0 wt% oil, as the higher opacity of the 

EFGs at higher oil concentrations did not allow us to get high resolution images.  
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Figure 5.8 CLSM images of; Top row: gelled protein matrix at pH 5 and pH 7, containing 15.0 wt% RPM 

where the proteins and oleosomes present are visualized, and bottom row: EFGs containing 15.0 wt% RPM 

and 10.0 wt% oil at pH 5 and pH 7, where the proteins and emulsion droplets are visualized. Proteins and 

oil are stained with Fast green and Nile red respectively. 

Matrix heterogeneity has been previously highlighted as an important parameter for the rheological 

properties of gels136, while the formation of particulate-like or strand-like protein gels is pH 

dependent173. At pH 5 the proteins in RPM were less soluble and pre-aggregated before heating, 

compared to pH 7. This pre-aggregated state resulted in a lower number of connections per unit 

volume of proteins136 and possibly partial unfolding of the proteins upon heating173, leading to a 

weaker and more heterogeneous protein network. The formation of protein strand-like structures 

at pH 7 could be attributed to the relatively stronger electrostatic repulsive forces between the 

proteins at this pH (ζ-potential around -15 mV111) which could lead to a parallel arrangement of the 
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protein polypeptide chains upon unfolding, with increased intermolecular interactions173. This 

arrangement in turn resulted in a more homogeneous and firmer protein network (higher G’).  

5.3.5 Mechanistic understanding for gel reinforcement by the presence of emulsion 

droplets 

It was found that the presence of emulsion droplets reinforces the gel firmness of rapeseed protein 

mixture (RPM) gels and that the reinforcement was more pronounced at pH 5 than pH 7. For a 

better understanding of the mechanism behind this reinforcement, there are three factors to 

consider.  

The first factor is whether the interface of the emulsion droplets interact with the matrix, which 

determines whether a filler is active or inactive165. Earlier research showed that napins dominate 

the oil droplet interface in emulsions stabilized by RPM, as a result of their small size and Janus-

like conformation. Furthermore, cruciferins appeared to weakly interact with the interfacial layer of 

napins30. The napin-cruciferin interactions at the emulsion droplet-matrix interface suggest that the 

napin-stabilized emulsion droplets can be present as active fillers in a protein network built by 

cruciferins. 

The second factor to consider is the stiffness of the droplets relative to the matrix, which can be 

expressed by the M ratio:  

𝑀 = 
𝐺𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟
′

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
′  

(5.2) 

When M < 1 the matrix is stiffer than the filler, and when M > 1 the emulsion droplets (fillers) are 

stiffer than the matrix. Given that stiffer droplets can interact with the matrix (active fillers), they gel 

structure can be reinforced167,171,174. The G’ of the matrix was measured, and the G’ of the filler can 

be estimated using: 

𝐺𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟
′ = 

2𝐸𝑑
′  

𝑟
 

(5.3) 

which is an expression based on van Vliet (1988)171. In its original form, this expression is based 

on the surface tension of the oil-water interface, which is appropriate for interfaces stabilized by 

low molecular weight surfactants. Here, as the interface was stabilized by proteins -which form 

interfaces with a predominantly viscoelastic solid-like behavior- the interfacial tension was 

replaced by the dilatational elastic modulus (Ed’).  
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In earlier research30 the dilatational elastic modulus was found to be around 25 mN/m, and the 

average droplet size of the emulsions (d4,3) was around 2 µm as shown in Table 5.1. Taking into 

account these values the estimated G’filler, and the measured G’ values for the RPM matrix at pH 

5 and 7 were used to determine the M ratio. The M ratios were 126 and 12 at pH 5 and 7, 

respectively. This indicates that the emulsion droplets were stiffer than the matrix, and thus would 

have the potential to reinforce emulsion-filled gels. Considering that the stiffer napin-stabilized 

droplets interact with the protein matrix as suggested earlier, they can reinforce the gel firmness 

by increasing the number of connections per unit volume of the protein network. The 10-fold higher 

M ratio at pH 5 compared to pH 7 (126 vs 12) also indicates that the emulsion droplets are 

significantly much stiffer (higher G’filler) than the protein matrix at pH 5 compared to pH 7. This 

difference can also justify the higher degree of reinforcement observed at pH 5 after the addition 

of emulsion droplets. 

The third factor to consider is the matrix microstructure. In the CLSM images (Figure 5.8), we 

showed that at pH 5 gels with higher heterogeneity built of protein aggregates were formed, 

whereas at pH 7 the gels had a more homogeneous structure built of protein strands. The same 

microstructure was observed upon addition of emulsion droplets. It has been previously reported 

that in EFGs, a higher degree of matrix heterogeneity results in a larger gel reinforcement effect 

by addition of oil, compared to more homogeneous gels175. The suggested explanation for this 

increase is the accumulation of the dispersed droplets in the protein-poor regions of 

heterogeneous protein matrices, increasing the effective volume fraction of the droplets175.  

The higher degree of gel heterogeneity observed here at pH 5 can also justify the higher 

reinforcement of the gel firmness observed at pH 5 compared to pH 7. However, in contrast to the 

suggested changes in the gel structure by oil addition in the aforementioned study (i.e. 

accumulation of droplets)175, in the CLSM images (Figure 5.8) we did not observe any changes in 

the type of protein gel network (i.e. aggregates or strands) or changes in the heterogeneity or 

homogeneity of the structure upon addition of emulsion droplets, neither at pH 5 nor pH 7. The 

unchanged microstructure of EFGs in addition to the unchanged critical strain or response of the 

gel structure to large deformations upon addition of emulsion droplets, suggests that the 

microstructure of the protein matrix and the EFGs is dictated by protein-protein interactions.  

Therefore, the added emulsion droplets, being stiffer than the protein matrix and interacting with 

the protein matrix, act like protein particles that increase the number of connections between the 

proteins. Thus, the size and effective volume fraction of the protein aggregates or strands is 

increased, resulting in higher gel firmness (i.e. higher G’).  
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The rheological data, combined with CLSM images, also give some insight into how the gel 

network is built on a microscale. According to the scaling model developed by Shih et al. (1990), 

the gel structure can be classified by two regimes, in which either the inter- or intra-floc links are 

stronger176. In a weak-link regime, the inter-floc links are weaker than the intra-floc links, whereas 

in a strong-link regime the inter-floc links are stronger than the intra-floc links176. To quantify this 

accurately, one needs to determine the dependence of G’ and γ0 on matrix protein concentration, 

which was out of scope for this study. This is typically quantified for protein gels, without the added 

complexity of incorporated oil (i.e. emulsion-filled gels). The CLSM images suggested that 

emulsion droplets were incorporated within protein network, and that the protein aggregates (pH 

5) or strands (pH 7) increased in size with increased oil content. Rheological data showed that the 

γ0 was hardly affected by an increased oil content. If the gels were in a strong-link regime it would 

be expected that an increased oil content would affect the breakdown behavior, as new type of 

interactions between the matrix and droplet interface are formed. We did not observe an effect of 

oil on the γ0, which is why it is hypothesized that RPM forms weak-link gels. 

5.4 Conclusions 

We showed that when napins and cruciferins are both present in a less purified rapeseed protein 

mixture, can have complementary roles in structuring EFGs, with napins stabilizing the emulsion 

droplets and cruciferins building the protein network. In the emulsion-filled gels, pH played an 

important role in the type of protein network formed upon gelation; at pH 5 a more heterogeneous 

protein network and less firm emulsion-filled gels were formed compared to pH 7, possibly due to 

the higher pre-aggregated state of cruciferins at pH 5. Independent of pH, the presence of 

emulsion droplets led to increase of the gel firmness with more pronounced effects at low pH. The 

mechanism of reinforcement of EFGs by the presence of emulsion droplets is attributed to the fact 

that the added emulsion droplets were stiffer than the protein matrix, and interacted with the protein 

matrix, acting as “effective” protein particles that increase the number of connection points in the 

protein network. Our results can inspire food manufacturers and scientists to exploit the potential 

complementary functionalities of various extracted plant proteins to create multi-functional 

ingredients that can enhance the performance of plant-based foods.  
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Abstract  

Oleosomes or as called lipid droplets, play a crucial role in the biological function of cells, due to 

their ability to traffic lipids through their triacylglycerol core. In this work, by combining experimental 

techniques with molecular dynamics simulations, we show the molecular mechanism behind the 

ability of these natural carriers to traffic lipids and any hydrophobic molecules (absorption or 

release), which is controlled by the oleosome phospholipid monolayer. Through hydrophobic 

forces, lipids can permeate the oleosome monolayer and rest in their core, leading to an oleosome 

volume expansion and decrease of the monolayer density. Similarly, the release of lipids from the 

oleosome core leads to oleosome deflation, like a balloon losing its air content, proving a release 

mechanism through a channel. The ability of the oleosomes to expand in volume or shrink is 

assigned to the weak lateral molecular interactions in the phospholipid monolayer which sits on 

the liquid triacylglycerol core, permitting a reversible dilation. The mechanistic understanding of 

lipid trafficking by oleosomes is ameliorating the understanding the oleosome functions, which can 

lead to delicate and targeted carrying and delivery of therapeutics for disease treatments. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Oleosomes, also known as oil bodies or lipid droplets, are ubiquitous cell organelles increasingly 

acknowledged in cell biology as dynamic molecular machinery, heavily contributing to cell 

homeostasis177. A major contribution of oleosomes to cell homeostasis is by realizing lipid 

trafficking; Oleosomes absorb free lipids to prevent lipotoxicity and regulate lipid supply178, act as 

hubs of lipid synthesis and accumulation19,179–182, or supply lipids to other cell organelles180–182 and 

even invasive microorganisms183.  

During triacylglycerol biogenesis from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)184, oleosomes are formed 

by coating the triacyclglycerols with a monolayer of phospholipids (PL) decorated with enzymatic 

or structural proteins185–187. Many studies have reported that located enzymes188 and proteins189–192 

in the monolayer mediate the production of lipids or their lipolysis in oleosomes and also the 

interaction of oleosomes with surrounded organelles180–182.  

However, it is possible that the phospholipid monolayer of oleosomes provides the necessary 

mechanical properties that make oleosomes capable to absorb free lipids in the cell or to supply 

lipids to other cell organelles. Similar to membrane bilayers, lateral packing, expandability, or 

compressibility of the phospholipids should be very important to oleosome functions193. Diffusion 

of apolar lipids through the phospholipid monolayer into the oleosome core and the supply of lipids 

from oleosomes to neighboring organelles require oleosomes with the ability to deform, by 

expanding in volume or shrink180,181,194. Both phospholipid monolayer density (number of 

phospholipids per surface area) and lateral phospholipid interactions should be pivotal to this 

capability of oleosomes, as they define the resistance of oleosomes to deformation195. The 

oleosome monolayer density also designates the direction of molecular diffusion in or out of 

oleosomes19.  

The exact mechanism and correlation between the phospholipid monolayer properties and lipid 

trafficking by oleosomes is not yet comprehended, mostly due to limitations of the analytical 

techniques being used. In this work, to identify the molecular mechanism behind the ability of 

oleosomes to traffic lipids, we employed experimental soft matter science combined with molecular 

dynamics simulations. The synergy of experimental techniques with simulations helps to bypass 

the limitations of each methodology and suggest on a molecular level the mechanism behind the 

main oleosome regulatory function.  

With this knowledge we are aiming to understand the mechanism that these natural carriers are 

using for lipid trafficking, and use them in turn for selective trafficking of hydrophobic therapeutic 

molecules20,196,197. A schematic overview of lipid trafficking realized by oleosomes resulting to 
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oleosome volume expansion or shrinkage, and the approach used in this work to identify the 

underlying mechanism behind the main oleosome function is given in Figure 6.1. 

Figure 6.1 Schematic overview of lipid trafficking realized by oleosomes resulting to oleosome volume 

expansion or shrinkage, and the approach used in this work to identify the underlying mechanism behind 

the oleosome function. Size of molecules not to scale. 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Materials 

The oleosomes were extracted from untreated Alize rapeseeds stored at -18°C. All chemicals used 

were of analytical grade and were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). 

6.2.2 Purification of rapeseed oleosomes 

Pure oleosomes were extracted using the protocol as described by de Chirico et al. 201860 with 

the following modifications: 100 g of dehulled rapeseeds were soaked in sodium bicarbonate pH 

9.5 (0.1 M) in seeds to buffer ratio of 1:7 w/w for 4 hrs under continuous stirring (RW 20 digital 

stirrer, IKA ®, Staufen, Germany) to ensure proper mixing. After soaking, the seeds were blended 

at maximum speed for 90 seconds (Philips Avance HR2093, Eindhoven, the Netherlands). As a 

first step to remove the solids, the mixture was passed through a cheesecloth. The filtrate was 

centrifuged (30 min.; 10000 g; 4°C; SORVALL Legend XFR centrifuge by Thermo Fischer 

SCIENTIFIC, Waltham, USA) in 250 mL centrifuge tubes to remove extraneous proteins and 

fibers. After centrifugation, the top layer (cream) was collected. The cream layer was spread over 

a filter paper (Whatman ®, grade 4) to absorb most of the remaining liquid. The cream was 

resuspended in new extraction medium (1:4 w/w) and centrifuged under the same conditions. After 
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the second centrifugation, the cream layer was collected in the same manner and resuspended in 

deionized water (1:4 w/w). A third and final centrifugation followed, and the cream layer containing 

purified oleosomes was again collected and stored at 4°C until further use.  

6.2.3 Homogenization of purified oleosomes with free lipids 

The purified oleosomes were dispersed in deionized water to a final concentration of 10.0 wt% 

oleosomes. 70g of oleosome dispersion was first sheared using a disperser (Ultra-Turrax, IKA®, 

Staufen, Germany) at 8000 rpm for 30 s. Next, rapeseed oil was slowly added to the dispersion in 

a mass ratio of 1:1 or 1:3 of LDs in the dispersion (i.e. 7 g) to rapeseed oil (7 and 21 respectively) 

and sheared for 1 min at 10000 rpm. The formed coarse emulsion was further processed with 

high-pressure homogenizer (GEA®, Niro Soavi NS 1001 L, Parma, Italy) for 5 cycles at 300 bars. 

The number of experiments and additional analyses was at least n ≥ 3 of independent experiments. 

6.2.4 Particle size distribution of oleosomes before and after free lipid absorption 

The particle size distribution of the oleosomes after treatment was determined by laser diffraction 

using a Bettersizer S3 Plus (3P Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Odelzhausen,Germany). The 

measurement settings were adjusted to a refractive index 1.46-1.47 and a density 0.91 g/cc for 

rapeseed LDs. 1.0 wt% Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) was added to the samples in a ratio of 1:1 

(v/v) to disrupt possible aggregates and determine the individual particle size. The stirring speed 

of the small volume sample dispersion unit was set to 1,600 rpm. 

The measurements were reported as volume (d4,3 = Σnidi

4/Σnidi

3) and surface (d3,2 = Σnidi

3/Σnidi

2) 

mean diameter where ni is the number of droplets with a diameter of di. The average values are a 

result of measurements of at least three individual samples (n ≥ 3) and the ± symbol represents 

the standard deviation. 

6.2.5 Calculation of surface area and estimation of molecules per surface area before 

and after free lipid absorption by oleosomes 

The total area (AT) of the oleosomes before and after contact with the clustered hydrophobic 

molecules (TAGs) was calculated using equation: 

𝐴T = 𝐴d  𝑁d 

(6.1) 

where Ad is the area of one droplet and equals to 𝐴d = 4𝜋(
1

2
𝑑3,2)

2, Nd is the number of droplets, 

equal to 𝑁d =
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑙

𝑉d
, Vd is the volume of one droplet, equal to 𝑉d =

4

3
𝜋(

1

2
𝑑3,2)

3. 
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The number of phospholipids (NPL) per area was estimated using equation: 

𝑁𝑃𝐿 =

𝑀T
𝑀𝑤

𝐴T
  𝑁A 

(6.2) 

MT equals the total mass of phospholipids in the reference oleosome dispersion, assuming that 

this is 0.6 wt% of the total oleosome mass198. PL in seed oleosomes composes around 0.6-2 

wt%90,198,199 while proteins are 0.4-1.4 wt% of the total oleosome mass26,90. We used PL for 

exemplification, but the same trend is expected for proteins associated with oleosomes.  

Mw is the molecular weight of the phospholipids. Assuming that these are all phosphatidylcholine,  

Mw equals 786.1 g/mol, NA is Avogadro’s number (6.02214*1023 mol-1). The inverse quantity (1/NPL) 

gives the Area per PL.  

6.2.6 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) 

The structure of oleosomes before and after free lipid absorption was studied using a Confocal 

Laser Scanning Microscope (Leica SP8-SMD microscope, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, 

Germany) with a 63x magnification water immersion lens. The samples were diluted 100x in 

deionized water. Nile Red (0.01 wt% in ethanol) was used to stain the lipids in a ratio of 1:200 (v/v) 

dye solution to sample. Nile red was excited at 488 nm and the emission was measured between 

500 and 600 nm. The images were analyzed using the Leica Application Suite X software. 

6.2.7 Dilatational interfacial rheology 

To apply dilatational interfacial rheology, the oleosome monolayer was reconstructed in a drop 

tensiometer using the isolated molecules present in the oleosome monolayer of the purified 

rapeseed oleosomes. First, the purified oleosomes were dried in the oven at 45°C for 2 days. The 

dried oleosomes were defatted using Soxhlet extraction with petroleum ether for 7h. The remaining 

solids (molecules from monolayer) were left under the fume hood for solvent evaporation for 2 

days. The solids were ground to a fine powder using a mortar and stored at -18°C until further use. 

Dispersions containing 0.05-0.001 wt% of the isolated monolayer molecules were prepared in 

deionized water in a conical glass flask. To ensure solubilization each dispersion was subjected 

to an ultrasonication bath for 1h prior to the measurements.  

Oscillatory dilatational interfacial rheology was applied to characterize the interfacial elastic (Ed’) 

and viscous (Ed’’) moduli as a function deformation amplitude using an automated drop 

tensiometer (ADT, Tracker, Teclis-instruments, Tassin, France). The oleosome monolayer 
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dispersions were transferred into the cuvette, the syringe was immersed and 15 mins of waiting 

time was applied for any insoluble material to settle down and any air bubbles created from the 

sonication to reach the surface. Thereafter, the first oil droplet was expelled and a new oil droplet 

with a surface area of 20.0 mm2 was created at the tip of a rising-drop capillary needle (gauge 20). 

Stripped rapeseed oil was used. The interfacial tension γ was calculated from the shape of the 

droplet using the Laplace equation and monitored for 2 h (7200 s) at 20°C. After, the droplet was 

subjected to sinusoidal deformations with an amplitude of 5-50% of its original surface area at a 

constant frequency (0.02 Hz). Each amplitude consisted of a series of 5 cycles followed by a period 

of 5 blank cycles. The interfacial tension and area changes were recorded during oscillations, and 

the dilatational elastic (Ed’) and viscous (Ed”) moduli were obtained according to equations:  

𝐸𝑑
′ = Δ𝛾 (

𝛢0
Δ𝛢

) cos𝛿 

(6.3) 

𝐸𝑑
′′ = Δ𝛾 (

𝛢0
Δ𝛢

) sin𝛿 

(6.4) 

where Δγ is the change of interfacial tension at each deformation, A0 is the initial droplet surface 

area (20.0 mm2), ΔA is the change in droplet surface area and δ is the phase shift oscillatory 

interfacial tension signal. The results are an average of two individual samples (n = 2). 

6.2.8 Contact of purified oleosomes with hydrophobic surfaces  

Fluorescent microscope imaging was employed to study the contact establishment of oleosomes 

with surfaces of different hydrophobicities. A patterned surface consisting of hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic lanes was prepared according to ref.200. The surface was modified with 1H, 1H, 2H, 

2H-perfluorooctyl trichlorosilane (PFOTS), which is hydrophobic. First, microscope coverslips were 

cleaned in ethanol and water then dried. Coverslips were then placed in a plasma oven for 5 

minutes at high energy to ‘activate’ the surface and generate free silanol groups (this allows for 

the trichlorosilane part to form an assembled monolayer on the glass surface). The coverslips were 

then placed in a glass petri dish in a desiccator along with a glass vial containing 100 µL of pure 

PFOTS (the PFOTS is therefore not directly in contact with coverslips). The desiccator was then 

pumped down to high vacuum, the pump was switched off and the desiccator was left overnight 

for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of PFOTS on the coverslips (general method for creating 

coatings on (glass) surfaces). The next day the slides were removed from the desiccator, washed 

with isopropanol, dried, and left in the oven at 70°C for at least 30 minutes. For creating patterns, 

PDMS stamps with line features were cut to an appropriate size (around 0.75 cm2), sonicated in 

ethanol, and then placed on the PFOTS glass surface. Plasma treatment for 4 cycles of 1 minute 
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each was then applied to etch away unprotected areas of the surface. A schematic representation 

of the preparation process of the surfaces is given in Figure 6.2. As a reference complete 

hydrophilic surface, plain microscope cover slips were used which were plasma treated 

accordingly to remove any impurities.  

Figure 6.2 Flow diagram of preparation of surfaces with alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic lanes. 

The dispersions of 10.0 wt% oleosomes were diluted 100 times in deionized water and Nile red 

was added to stain the lipid phase. The functionalized surfaces were fully covered with the 

oleosome dispersions for 10 mins. Thereafter, the surfaces were gently rinsed with deionized 

water to remove the excess oleosomes and dried under nitrogen at very mild flow rates. The 

surfaces were then visualized under a fluorescent light microscope (Leica DMi8, Leica 

Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). To exclude any effect of the added fluorescent dye on 

oleosome contact establishment with the surfaces, samples without the addition of dye were also 

prepared and studied under the light microscope.  

Pure hydrophobic (non-patterned) and hydrophilic surfaces were used to determine their contact 

angles (drop tensiometer). A drop of 5 µl deionized water was placed on the corresponding surface 

and the contact angle was measured using the one measurement option for a rising drop in a drop 

tensiometer (ADT, Tracker, Teclis-instruments, Tassin, France). The values were found to be 102° 

and 60° for the hydrophobic and the hydrophilic surface respectively.  
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6.2.9 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

For simplicity in the analysis, non-patterned modified hydrophobic surfaces were used to study the 

outcome of oleosome contact with hydrophobic surfaces with atomic force microscopy. Oleosome 

dispersions were prepared as mentioned before without the addition of Nile red and the same 

procedure of incubation and rinsing was followed.  

The surfaces were imaged using an atomic force microscope (AFM, MultiMode 8-HR, Bruker, 

USA). A scanasyst(R) air probe was used with a tip diameter of 2 nm. The bruker scanasyst 

tapping mode was used and an image with a scan size of 12.5 x 12.5 µm, scan rate of 0.977 Hz 

and 256 lines was used. The images were analysed using Nanoscope Analysis 1.5 software 

(Bruker, USA). 

6.2.10 Molecular dynamics simulations  

The open-source MD simulation package GROMACS 2020.2201 was used for all simulations. 

Newton’s equations of motion were integrated using the leap-frog algorithm with a timestep of 20 

fs. The coarse-grained Martini 3 force field202 was used to model all components. Most simulations 

were conducted on 28 cores achieving simulation speeds of ca. 300 ns/day. The cutoff for the van 

der Waals and electrostatic interactions was set to 1.1 nm. VMD 1.9.3203 was used for all 

visualizations. Our initial system consisted of an oleosome droplet made of a triolein core and 

DPPC as the single PL in the monolayer, and a similar size droplet of assembled triolein molecules. 

Triolein was chosen as it is the major cellular neutral lipid204, and DPPC as the most commonly 

used PL in molecular simulations202. Both the oleosome and the assembled triolein droplet 

contained 2560 triolein molecules, and had radii of approximately 11 nm (Table A6.1, Appendix). 

The PL density of the oleosome monolayer was varied by using 1200, 1600, and 2000 DPPC 

molecules, corresponding to PL densities of 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 PL/nm2, respectively. These densities 

correspond to the mass range of PL in seed LDs (0.6-2.0 wt%)90,198,199. Radii and PL densities of 

all droplets can be found in Table A6.1 (Appendix). The simulation box dimensions were set equal 

to 52 x 32 x 32 nm. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all directions. The molecules 

from the Martini representation comprising the system were water (WN) as the solvent, DPPC as 

the single PL covering oleosomes, and triolein as the lipid inside the oleosome and the free triolein 

droplet, shown in Figure 6.3. The triolein molecule for Martini was constructed based on ref.205, 

while the force field details for the rest of the molecules are taken from ref.202. Figure 6.3 shows 

the Martini representation of the simulated molecules and the group (bead) names.  
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Figure 6.3 The molecules simulated in this study using the coarse-grained Martini force field
201

. Left: water 

and DPPC, right: triolein. In this study, the number of water, DPPC and triolein molecules used was equal 

to 350,000, 1,200 and 2,560, respectively. The coloring scheme for all molecules is consistent with the one 

used in the main manuscript. 

The initial configurations comprised two subsystems, each one containing a simulation box with a 

hydrated TAG and oleosome droplet, respectively. These two boxes were positioned next to each 

other along the x axis, separated by 0.47 nm. 400 ps runs at 305 K and 1 bar in the isothermal 

isobaric ensemble (NpT) were carried out to homogenize the two subsystems and equilibrate the 

final system. Production runs of 50 ns at 305 K and 1 bar in the NpT ensemble were performed 

for simulating the fusion of the droplets. The Berendsen206 and Parrinello-Rahman207 barostats with 

coupling constants of 12 ps were used for the equilibration and production runs, respectively. The 

velocity rescale thermostat208 implemented in GROMACS with a coupling constant of 1 ps was 

used in all runs. In order to obtain statistics for the fusion phenomena, ten independent production 

runs were performed, each one starting from a different initial configuration. 

For the computation of radial component densities (RCDs), 200 concentric bins were used. The 

RCDs are averaged over the number of beads and timeframes, where timeframes were sampled 

every 10 ps, and divided by the number of frames and the volume of the bin to obtain the 

component density with a unit of nm-3. At least 10 ns of simulation time were carried out for the 

computation of RCDs. 

The standard deviation of a binomial sampling distribution p̂ can be calculated from:  

𝜎𝑝 = √
𝑝(𝑝 − 1)

𝑛
 

(6.5) 

Where p is the population proportion and n is the sample size. 
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6.3 Results and discussion 

In this work, we investigated the correlation of the molecular properties of the oleosome monolayer 

with lipid trafficking, and the underlying mechanism behind this relation. To suggest the 

mechanism behind lipid trafficking by oleosomes on a molecular level, we combined experimental 

soft matter science, including light scattering, advanced microscopy, surface functionalization and 

interfacial dilatational rheology, with coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.  

6.3.1 Oleosomes dispersed in aqueous systems can absorb free lipids and fuse to 

maintain the molecular density at their monolayer 

To investigate the ability of oleosomes to absorb free lipids, expand in volume, and adjust the 

density of their monolayer, we first purified oleosomes from rapeseeds (Brassica napus). We 

chose rapeseeds as a model system since they are eukaryotic organisms with a plethora of 

oleosomes. The purified oleosomes were recovered as a concentrated cream which contained 

24.2 ± 2.8 wt% moisture. Lipids consisted 95.8 ± 0.9 wt% of the total dry weight while proteins 

accounted for 2.0 ± 0.1 wt% of the total dry weight. The protein profile of oleosomes showed the 

presence of mainly oleosins at the interface (Figure A6.1, Appendix), which are the main structural 

proteins related to rapeseed oleosomes209,210. We thereafter dispersed the oleosomes in deionized 

water at a final oleosome concentration of 10.0 wt% and vigorously mixed them with free 

triacylglycerols (TAGs) at different oleosome to TAGs ratios.  

To investigate the response of oleosomes upon contact with free TAGs, we first determined the 

particle size distribution of oleosomes before and after lipid absorption (Figure 6.4A). The initial 

size distribution of oleosomes ranged from 0.5 to 10.0 µm with an average individual particle size 

(d4,3) of 1.7 ± 0.1 µm, which is within the size range generally reported for cytoplasmic 

oleosomes20,187. By adding free TAGs in the oleosome dispersion in a 1:1 Oleosome:TAGs mass 

ratio and after a homogenization step, we observed that there was almost no change in the size 

distribution (d4,3 = 1.7 ± 0.4 µm), suggesting that the number of droplets was doubled. This result 

shows that the number of monolayer molecules initially present in oleosomes were adequate to 

stabilize the additionally created surface. Further increase in the mass of added free TAGs (1:3 

Oleosome:TAGs) led to a shift of the size distribution to higher values and a significant increase 

of the oleosome size, with the d4,3 value increasing from 1.7 ± 0.1 to 3.3 ± 0.5 µm. This increase 

in size suggests droplet coalescence, possibly due to the inability of the molecules present to 

stabilize the significantly higher amount of TAGs and surface area. 
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Figure 6.4 A) Individual droplet size distribution of oleosomes as a volume% at reference state (continuous 

line) and after TAGs addition in the oleosome dispersion at a ratio of 1:1 (dotted line), 1:3 (dashed line),  

B) Total surface area of oleosomes as a function of increasing TAG mass, C) Estimated number of PL per 

surface area (black square symbol) and estimated area per PL (magenta triangle symbol) as a function of 

increasing TAG mass, D) Schematic representation of the oleosome monolayer after free TAGs absorption 

showing changes in the molecular density in the monolayer (size of molecules not to scale), E) CLSM 

images of oleosomes at reference state (REF) and after TAGs addition in a mass ratio of 1:1 and 1:3 stained 

with Nile Red. Scale bar: 25 µm. 
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To assess the changes in monolayer density upon TAGs absorption by oleosomes, we estimated 

the number of molecules per area of oleosomes before and after the addition of free TAGs. For 

this calculation, we first determined the total oleosome surface area before and after fusion using 

Equation 6.1 (Methods), as illustrated in Figure 6.4B. Secondly, we presented the changes in 

monolayer density as changes in the number of PL per Area or Area per PL using Equation 6.2 

(Methods), as shown in Figure 6.4C. For simplicity, we focused the discussion of this manuscript 

on PL, however, since proteins (i.e. oleosins) are also present in the oleosome monolayer we 

expect a similar trend.  

The initial aqueous dispersion of 10.0 wt% oleosomes resulted in an initial total surface area of ca. 

3x1019 nm2 (Figure 6.4B). Taking into account that a minimum of 0.6 wt% of oleosomes are PL198, 

we estimated that the oleosome monolayer surface had an initial density of 1 PL per nm2 (or a 

corresponding area of 1 nm2 per PL) (Figure 6.4C). After mixing with free TAGs in 1:1 mass ratio, 

since the particle size distribution and average oleosome size hardly changed (d4,3 = 1.7 ± 0.4 µm), 

whereas the number of lipid droplets was doubled, the surface area is doubled (7x1019 nm2). As 

the number of PL present in the dispersion was constant, the monolayer density of the newly 

formed oleosomes is now half of that of the reference system (0.5 PL/nm2 vs 1 PL/nm2). This 

monolayer density corresponds to 2 nm2 available per PL instead of 1 nm2 per PL in the reference 

system, suggesting the formation of LDs with surface voids. At the lowest Oleosome:TAGs ratio 

(1:3), the resulted particle size (d4,3 = 3.3 ± 0.5 µm) led to a similar total surface area (7x1019 nm2) 

with a similar PL density (0.4 PL/nm2), corresponding to an available area of approximately 2 nm2 

per PL (Figure 6.4B,C). A schematic representation of the estimated oleosome monolayer 

molecular density after free TAGs absorption is given in Figure 6.4D. The fact that at this LD:TAGs 

ratio (1:3) the surface area and PL density remained almost constant at the expense of an increase 

in oleosome size, indicates that the number of PL molecules present was not adequate to 

sufficiently cover the additional interface to prevent coalescence and create stable droplets211. The 

droplets coalesced (fused) to maintain the PL monolayer density constant and minimize the Gibbs 

free energy. In cells, fusion between oleosomes has also been related to the shortage of molecules 

in the monolayer212–216.  

Given that oleosomes could incorporate even 3 times their initial lipid mass, fuse, and form stable 

droplets with lower monolayer density, is an indication that the intermolecular interactions in the 

monolayer are weak and can be disrupted. The weak lateral interactions in the monolayer are 

probably the reason behind the ability of oleosomes to absorb free lipids in cells at the expense of 

volume expansion. The capability of oleosomes to absorb free lipids is one of the crucial biological 

functions of oleosomes, since it is the mechanism that prevents lipotoxicity caused by the presence 

of free lipids. 
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When investigating the changes in oleosome size upon the incorporation of free TAGs, as shown 

in Figure 6.4A, we noticed that regardless of the increase in d4,3 at 1:3 Oleosome:TAGs ratio, there 

was an overlap of the size distribution curves at the range of 1.0-2.0 µm. This overlap possibly 

indicates that although the average size of the droplets was significantly increased, there might be 

a subset of droplets which retained their initial size. The coexistence of smaller droplets with the 

bigger ones at the 1:3 Oleosome: TAGs was also confirmed with the use of confocal microscopy. 

In the CLSM images (Figure 6.4E) it can be observed that a big share of oleosomes appears as 

spherical droplets with sizes larger than 5.0 µm, but there are also droplets with a diameter below 

2.0 µm. The coexistence of smaller droplets with the larger ones as a result of fusion suggests 

that not all contacts during mixing led to fusion. We hypothesize that a heterogeneous change of 

the droplet size relates to the initial oleosome monolayer density. As it has been previously 

reported, during biogenesis from the ER, oleosomes may acquire a different number of molecules 

in their monolayer, which in turn is connected to the different roles of oleosome21,217. A lower 

surface density of structural proteins212–214 or PL215,216 can facilitate fusion. Therefore, a higher 

monolayer density could significantly increase the stability of oleosomes and decrease their 

likelihood to disrupt and fuse.  

These experiments ratify the potential interdependence between oleosome monolayer density and 

the outcome upon contact with other (hydrophobic) molecules. A direct quantification of the 

monolayer density and the molecular details behind lipid uptake and fusion is further elucidated 

using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.  

6.3.2 Monolayer density regulates molecular orientation and interactions which 

determine the lipid fusion mechanism in oleosomes: An in-silico investigation 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are a powerful tool that provides access to the inter- and 

intra-molecular interactions within the oleosome monolayer218,219. Performing MD simulations 

enables us to suggest and elaborate on the possible physical mechanisms governing the fusion 

of free TAGs into oleosomes that we observed in the experimental data discussed earlier, and the 

effect of the monolayer density on lipid uptake. In this work, we carried out simulations using the 

coarse grained Martini force field202 of an oleosome droplet with a triolein core and a 

dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) as a single PL in the monolayer. The Martini force field is 

the natural choice here since a fully atomistic representation of the molecules would limit the MD 

simulations to timescales at which fusion would not occur (i.e. a few ns). Martini is proven to be an 

indispensable tool for simulating lipid bilayers, polymers and biomolecules220,221. To simulate the 

mass range of PL molecules in the oleosome monolayer that has been reported90,198,199 we varied 

the PL density from 0.7-1.1 PL/nm2 (Table A6.1, Appendix). We created configurations of 
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assembled triolein molecules next to the oleosome in water and investigated the mechanism of 

the diffusion into oleosomes (Figure 6.5). For consistency throughout the text, we will refer to the 

DPPC molecules as PL, and the free assembled triolein molecules as free TAGs. 

Figure 6.5 A) Snapshots of MD simulations showing the initial contact of oleosome having 0.9 PL/nm2 with 

the free lipid assembly. The slightly hydrophilic heads of the TAG molecules are shown in cyan color, while 

the hydrophobic tails are shown in orange color. The color code used for the DPPC molecules is as follows: 

blue color for the head groups, grey color for the glycerol sections and yellow color for the tails. Water 

molecules are omitted for clarity, B) Simulation snapshots showing the time evolution of the fusion process, 

C) Oleosomes of different PL densities showing the PL distribution before and after fusion, and the increase 

in oleosome size after fusion. (only DPPC molecules are shown), D) Radial component density graphs of 

oleosomes (left) and oleosomes fused with the TAG assemblies (right). The bead positions used to 

construct the radial component density are sampled computed from 1000 simulation frames sampled every 

10 ps. Simulations details can be found in the Methods section. 
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In Figure 6.5 (A-B) we outline in detail an example of the molecular mechanism behind the fusion 

of the free TAGs into oleosomes. Initially, to come into close proximity, the neighboring droplets 

should overcome the energy barrier associated with the hydration repulsion222, i.e. the force acting 

between the two solvated droplets keeping them apart. As time evolves, the TAGs of the assembly 

create a contact site with the surface of the oleosomes through the interstitial water film223 (Figure 

6.5A). This contact is initially triggered by the attractive hydrophobic forces between the TAGs of 

the assembly and the oleosome lipid core and PL hydrophobic tails. Lasting contact between one 

or a few TAGs of the assembly with the oleosome surface develops to a stalk223 (Figure 6.5B). The 

stalk formation entails oleosome monolayer deformations222 and specifically requires the 

protrusion of the hydrophobic PL tail of oleosomes towards the free TAGs assembly. The stalk in 

turn expands to create a fusion pore and subsequently a channel. Ultimately, the oleosome 

monolayer opens to absorb the free TAGs.  

Figure 6.5C shows the surface of oleosomes with different PL densities that we used in our 

simulations to study the effect of PL density on the likelihood of fusion. From the droplets shown 

in Figure 6.5C (left column), it is clear that at 0.7 PL/nm2 there is more void space at the surface 

of oleosomes which reduces by increasing the number of PL to 0.9 and 1.1 PL/nm2. Statistical 

analysis of our simulations showed that the likelihood of fusion of free TAGs with oleosomes 

decreased as the number of PL per monolayer area increased. In particular, for oleosomes with 

0.7 PL/nm2 the probability of fusion was found to be 0.7 ± 0.1 (i.e., 7 out of 10 simulations resulted 

in fused systems) while for oleosomes with 0.9 and 1.1 PL/nm2, the probability of fusion was 0.5 ± 

0.2 and 0.3 ± 0.1, respectively. The standard deviations were calculated based on the assumption 

that the fusion process can be approximated by a binomial distribution224. The size of oleosomes 

increased after absorbing the free TAGs (Table A6.1, Appendix), leading to a less dense 

monolayer compared to the initial system (Figure 6.5C right column). It is important to mention that 

before, but also after fusion, as shown in Figure 6.5C, the PLs in the monolayer were not 

homogeneously distributed over the surface within their designated space, but were present as 

detectable molecular clusters, leading to irregular gaps in the monolayer surface free of PL. Phase 

separation and arrangement of PL into random clusters is typically attributed to excluded volume 

and to van der Waals interactions225, and the balance between loss of conformational entropy and 

gain in attractive forces. This cluster arrangement is another indication of weak lateral interactions 

and the absence of strong network formation in the monolayer, which in turn allows the volume 

expansion of oleosomes for absorption of free TAGs.  

To better understand and quantify the effect of oleosome monolayer density on the molecular 

arrangement and likelihood of fusion, we computed the respective radial component densities 

(RCDs). Figure 6.5D shows the RCDs where the distribution of the PL and lipid molecules over 
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the radius of an oleosome droplet before and after fusion is plotted. The graph shows that before 

fusion (Figure 6.5D left column), in oleosomes with low monolayer density (0.7 PL/nm2) the TAGs 

glycerol group (cyan line) is placed towards the surface and overlaps with the PL glycerol (grey 

line) and head groups (blue line). This orientation is imposed by the voids at the LD interface, 

causing the more hydrophilic part of the TAG molecule (glycerol) to move forward in order to limit 

the unfavorable interaction of the TAG hydrophobic tails with water. With increasing monolayer 

density (i.e. decreasing the surface voids), the molecular orientation of the TAG changes in such 

a way that their hydrophobic tails (orange line) move towards the surface to interact with the PL 

glycerol (grey line) and lipid groups (yellow line). As a result of this orientation and interactions at 

increasing oleosome monolayer densities, fewer PL tails are available to protrude towards the 

surface to connect with the free TAGs assembly. Additionally, with increasing the monolayer 

density, the limited surface voids also hinder the hydrophobic interactions of the oleosome TAG 

hydrophobic tails with the free TAGs. For these reasons, we can conclude that increasing PL 

monolayer density results in a decreased likelihood of fusion. 

After fusion is achieved, as the oleosome size increased the area per PL is also increased (Table 

A6.1, Appendix), indicating the creation of new gaps at the interface (Figure 6.5C right column). 

After fusion the molecular orientation changes; In all systems the TAG glycerol group (cyan line) 

moves forward and overlaps with the PL glycerol (grey line) and head groups (blue line), while the 

relatively more hydrophobic TAG tails (orange line) extend to the PL glycerol (grey line) and lipid 

groups (yellow line) (Figure 6.5D right column). This molecular orientation occurs due to the 

presence of new surface voids at the oleosome interface after fusion, imposing the relatively more 

hydrophilic part of TAGs (glycerol) to orient towards water. 

6.3.3 Oleosomes channel lipids and deflate upon contact with hydrophobic surfaces  

Apart from lipid absorption, the second major role of oleosomes is managing cellular stress through 

channeling lipids to other cell organelles226. Studying the mechanism of lipid release from 

oleosomes would allow us to understand the channeling of molecules from oleosomes to other 

cell organelles in order to achieve targeted and controlled release of hydrophobic molecules 

carried by LDs.  

Aiming to reveal the mechanism of oleosome lipid release and the nature of forces behind lipid 

channeling, we deposited purified rapeseed oleosomes onto 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl 

trichlorosilane (PFOTS) patterned functionalized glass surfaces. Due to the plasma induced 

patterning using PDMS stamps with line features (Methods), the surface is designed to have 

alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic lanes. To visualize the oleosomes on these surfaces we 

stained oleosomes with Nile red and used fluorescent light microscopy. Figure 6.6A shows the 
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fluorescent microscopy images of oleosomes on the functionalized surface where oleosomes 

appear in red. We show that after gently rinsing the surfaces with water, the oleosomes were 

mostly present on the hydrophobic lanes, while almost none of them were on the hydrophilic lanes. 

Oleosomes are suggested to have a hydrophilic surface which is negatively charged at pH values 

above 5. Therefore, it is expected that they will not adhere to the hydrophilic lanes which are also 

negatively charged due to the hydroxyl groups. As a result, oleosomes were washed out from the 

hydrophilic lanes.  

In addition, many oleosomes present on the hydrophobic surface were not spherical but had an 

irregular shape showing as free oil. The fact that many oleosomes remained attached to the 

hydrophobic surface indicates strong attractive hydrophobic forces which resulted in the 

channeling of the oleosome lipid core towards the hydrophobic surface and subsequent disruption 

of the oleosome spherical shape. 

To analyze the system using a higher resolution, and confirm the release of the oleosome lipid 

core, we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) which allows the study of the oleosomes on a 

nanoscale level. Figure 6.6B shows the 3D AFM images of oleosomes on a fully functionalized 

PFOTS hydrophobic surface. The analysis revealed the presence of clustered oleosomes with a 

retained spherical periphery (greater height) and a sunken hub (lower height), surrounded by bulk 

material, probably free lipids (greater height).   
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Figure 6.6 A) Fluorescent LM images of purified oleosomes stained with Nile Red on a surface of alternating 

hydrophobic (150 µm broad) and hydrophilic (50 µm broad) lanes. Scale bar: 150 µm. In the schematic 

representation of the surfaces red and light blue represent the hydrophobic and hydrophilic part, 

respectively, B) 3D AFM images of oleosomes on modified hydrophobic surface, C) Graphical visualization 

of the hypothetical mechanism of oleosome lipid release on the hydrophobic surface (size of molecules not 

to scale). 

All the above findings strongly indicate that the mechanism behind contact establishment and lipid 

release on the hydrophobic surface is associated with hydrophobic interactions. These interactions 

can be initiated by contact of the oleosome lipid core with the hydrophobic surface through the 

monolayer voids and realized through PL protrusion, similar to what we demonstrated with MD 

simulations. As oleosomes did not rupture and only deflated upon this contact, we suggest that 

the release of lipids was realized through the creation of a channel/bridge between the oleosome 

monolayer and the hydrophobic surface. As the lipid core was released through this channel, 

oleosomes shrink, and to reduce the membrane tension arising from the very high molecular 

density (crowding) in the monolayer, they finally buckle and deflate. A schematic representation of 
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the proposed lipid release mechanism is shown in Figure 6.6C. This outcome also suggests that 

oleosomes are surrounded by an elastic monolayer that enables oleosomes to deflate and not 

rupture while releasing their core lipids. 

It is important to note that the mechanism of lipid release and oleosome shrinkage upon contact 

with the hydrophobic surface, resembles the channeling of oleosome lipids to other organelles 

inside cells226–228. It has been shown that oleosome contacts with other cell organelles are very 

dynamic, and coupled to growth and shrinkage cycles of oleosomes180. Based on our findings, we 

suggest that when oleosomes come in contact with the membrane of other organelles or 

microorganisms, which also contain lipids and hydrophobic domains, protrusion of the PL 

hydrophobic tails from both sites is taking place and lipid channels are formed. As a result, 

molecules can be transferred in both directions. When oleosomes provide the lipids, they shrink 

and deflate. Deflated oleosomes have also been observed under other cell biological processes, 

(e.g., seed germination), as a result of oleosomes providing “fuels” to the seed180,211,229.  

6.3.4 Oleosomes have a dilatable monolayer which can reversibly expand and shrink 

To investigate the lateral molecular interactions in the oleosome monolayer and its viscoelastic 

properties during expansion and shrinkage, we used interfacial dilatational rheology. Aiming to re-

create the oleosome monolayer we isolated the molecules (i.e. PL and proteins) present in the 

oleosome monolayer surface of purified rapeseed oleosomes and used them to stabilize an 

oil/water interface. For simplicity, we will refer to the isolated monolayer molecules as monolayer. 

First, we measured the interfacial tension γ as a function of bulk concentration of monolayer 

material (Figure 6.7A). The analysis showed that by increasing the concentration in the bulk phase, 

the interfacial tension was decreased, indicating that a higher number of molecules was adsorbed 

at the interface (higher surface density). Even higher concentrations (0.05 wt%), led to a rapid 

decrease of the interfacial tension (γ < 3 mN/m) and spontaneous expelling of the droplet (data 

not shown here). The droplet expelling from the syringe upon interfacial tension reduction could 

be compared with the expelling of oleosomes from ER to the cytosol, which is known as budding 

process230. Budding of oleosomes from the ER is a tension-driven process as it is 

thermodynamically favored when the surface tension of the monolayer and the ER bilayer are 

lowered19. The type and number of molecules in the oleosome monolayer surface determine the 

surface tension and whether or not budding of oleosomes from the ER to the cytosol will 

occur177,231.  

To study the molecular lateral interactions in relation to the molecular density at the interface, we 

further applied dilatational interfacial rheology, where we determined the elastic (Ed’) and viscous 

(Ed”) moduli of the interface as a function of the amplitude of deformation as presented in Figure 
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6.7B. The Ed’ was higher than the Ed” and ranged between 18-20 mN/m in all concentrations 

tested. These Ed’ values are relatively low compared to, for example, interfaces stabilized by 

proteins which interact at the interface (i.e., whey protein isolate Ed’ > 40 mN/m)134, suggesting the 

absence of strong network formation at the interface. At low bulk concentrations (0.001 wt%), we 

noted a slight decrease of Ed’ for increasing amplitude of deformation.  

At the highest concentration (0.01 wt%) we could not apply amplitudes above 15%, as upon 

compression, the increase in molecular density and crowding of molecules led to the expelling of 

the droplet from the syringe. However, by lowering the concentration to 0.005 wt% or 0.001 wt%, 

we could compress the interface to up to 30% and 50% respectively, before expelling of the 

droplet.  

Aiming to dive deeper into the molecular lateral interactions at the interface we used Lissajous 

curves where we plotted the surface pressure (γ-γ0) against the area deformation (ΔA/A0) at the 

highest amplitude that we could achieve at each concentration (Figure 6.7C). At the highest 

concentration (0.01 wt%) and 15% amplitude, the curve had a narrow elliptical shape, implying a 

primarily elastic response of the interface135. Upon maximum compression (lower left part) and 

subsequent expansion the curve has a pointy tip, meaning a similar response in surface pressure 

upon compression and subsequent expansion, indicating weak lateral interactions134. Lateral 

interactions may originate: 1) from PL polar head groups or from the hydrophilic domain of the 

oleosome associated proteins, through electrostatic and/or van der Waals forces, and 2) from PL 

tail groups or the hydrophobic parts of the proteins. However, the main type of PL in oleosomes 

is, phosphatidylcholine232, which is zwitterionic and limits the interactions between polar heads 

while PL tail-tail interactions are counteracted by PL tail-TAG interactions233. In addition, the main 

oleosome associated proteins found in the purified oleosomes were oleosins, which have a very 

small hydrophilic part and an extended hydrophobic domain with more than 70% of the amino 

acids being hydrophobic234. This hydrophobic domain in turn would strongly interact with the lipids 

on the droplet, hampering further protein-PL interactions. Previous study on interfacial properties 

of oleosins has also demonstrated that oleosins do not extensively interact at the interface, forming 

a weak network that can be disrupted upon oscillations235.  
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Figure 6.7 A) Dynamic interfacial tension γ of an oil/water interface measured after 2 h as a function of 

oleosome monolayer concentration in the aqueous phase [in wt%], B) dilatational elastic modulus (Ed’: filled 

symbol) and viscous modulus (Ed”: hollow symbol) as a function of deformation amplitude (10-50%) at 

constant oscillatory frequency 0.02 Hz, C) Lissajous plots showing changes in the surface pressure (γ-γ0) 

upon area deformation (ΔA/A0) at the highest amplitude reached at each membrane concentration. The 

curves include the 3 middle cycles of each oscillation. The arrow pointing to the right indicates expansion 

and the arrow pointing to the left designates compression. Color of the curves correspond to the colors 

used for the concentrations in A). 

By lowering the bulk concentration (0.005 wt%) and reaching 30% amplitude, the shape of the plot 

remained elliptical but slightly wider (more viscous) while we observed non-linearities; Upon 

expansion (upper right part) the curve started to slightly bend horizontally, showing interfacial 

strain softening. This softening behavior eventuates from disruption (weakening) of the molecular 

network at the interface upon higher expansion of the droplet surface area. As more interface was 

created, fewer molecules per area were present (increase in surface gaps) leading to an increase 

in the surface pressure. Unlike lipid bilayers, monolayers can cope with extensive stretching (with 

major variations in area per lipid) at the cost of increasing surface tension236. The results are also 

in line with the changes in PL interactions, clustering, and increase in area per PL that we observed 

in MD simulations upon fusion and volume expansion of oleosomes.  
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At the same concentration (0.005 wt%) upon compression (lower left part) the curve was slightly 

bent vertically. This result suggests strain stiffening behavior on compression, probably due to 

formation of densely clustered regions148 (highly packed interface). PL monolayers have been 

found to form a tangential lattice at close packing and become oriented more normal to the 

interface at lower concentrations233 (e.g., extension). The strain hardening due to increased 

molecular density per interfacial area might also explain the reorganization of the single oleosome 

monolayer into a liquid-crystalline shell that has been reported during consumption of oleosome 

lipids and oleosome shrinkage for metabolic needs182. Both strain softening on expansion and 

strain hardening on compression were even more apparent in the Lissajous curve of the lowest 

concentration tested (0.001 wt%), as the lower molecular density at the interface allowed even 

higher deformations (50% amplitude). Overall, this behavior upon expansion (softening) and 

compression (hardening) indicate the formation of a 2d soft glass phase at the interface135 and 

shows weak lateral interactions which can be disrupted, facilitating the dilation of the oleosome 

monolayer surface. 

The molecular arrangement was restored upon expansion in all concentrations tested, showing 

that all changes were reversible. Oleosomes were proved to be soft droplets that do not rupture 

on compression and can fully recover upon stress release, while monolayer density is also related 

to the mechanical properties237. PL monolayer structures are reversible not only during isothermal 

compression and expansion steps but also during isobaric heating and cooling steps238. This 

unique monolayer property allows oleosomes to deliberately grow and shrink in order to mediate 

lipid trafficking. This oleosome monolayer elasticity could have been already inherited during 

biogenesis of oleosomes, as oleosome formation from the ER requires the deformation of the ER 

monolayer230. Thus, oleosomes acquire a monolayer that is now proven to be significantly and 

reversibly deformable. 

6.4 Conclusions 

In this work we investigated on a molecular level the mechanism behind the ability of oleosomes 

to traffic lipids and hydrophobic molecules. Using experimental soft matter science combined with 

coarse grained molecular dynamics simulations we studied lipid trafficking by oleosomes in 

relation to the oleosome monolayer molecular density, lateral interactions and dilatability. When 

purified oleosomes meet excess free lipids, they absorb the free lipids and expand in volume, while 

adjusting their monolayer molecular density. The number of phospholipids initial present on the 

oleosome monolayer determine the likelihood of free lipid absorption. Higher number of 

phospholipids in the monolayer leads to lower likelihood of fusion between the oleosomes and free 

lipids. The mechanism behind free lipid absorption involves hydrophobic interactions between the 
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oleosome lipid core and PL hydrophobic tails with the free lipids. Lipid release from oleosomes is 

also initiated by hydrophobic interactions and results to oleosome deflation, showing a release 

mechanism through channel formation. The ability of oleosomes to deflate, like balloons when 

losing the air, and not rupture upon lipid release shows a monolayer with high elasticity allowing 

oleosomes to channel lipids. The weak lateral molecular interactions occurring in the oleosome 

monolayer support oleosome volume expansion and compression, while the molecular density in 

the monolayer determines the extent of monolayer dilatability. We anticipate that our findings could 

contribute to a more inclusive discussion on the underlying mechanism of oleosome molecular 

trafficking in vivo and will lead to the utilization of oleosomes as carriers with tailored properties for 

selective absorption and release of hydrophobic molecule. 
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6.5 Appendix 

6.5.1 Methods 

Composition analysis 

To determine the moisture content of the recovered purified oleosomes, samples (~1 g) were dried 

at 60°C until reaching a stable weight (24 hrs). The samples cooled down to room temperature in 

a glass desiccator (Duran, Wertheim/Main, Germany) for 30 min. The moisture content (wt%) was 

calculated based on the weight loss after drying. 

The oil content (OC) of the oleosomes was calculated on a dry-matter weight basis using Soxhlet 

extraction. The lipids were extracted for 7 hrs with petroleum ether (40-60°C) as a solvent. The 

lipid content after extraction was calculated using:  

𝑂𝐶 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100  ( 
𝑀𝑜

𝑀
)  

(A6.1) 

where Mo [g] is the mass of the extracted oil and M [g] the initial sample mass.  

The protein content (PC) of the recovered purified oleosomes on dry-matter weight basis was 

determined using the dumas method (FlashEA 1112 Series, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, US); d-methionine (≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) was used as a 

standard and as a control. Cellulose (Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) served as blank. A 

nitrogen-protein conversion factor of 5.7 was used and the protein content was calculated using:     

𝑃𝐶 (𝑤𝑡%) = 100  ( 
𝑁𝐶 ∗ 5.7

𝑀
)  

(A6.2) 

where PC is the protein content, NC is the nitrogen content, and M is the mass of the dry sample.  
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Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

The protein profile of the proteins in purified oleosomes was determined with sodium dodecyl 

sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The samples were analyzed under 

non-reducing and reducing conditions. Reducing agent (NuPAGE ® Sample Reducing Agent) was 

added to break disulphide bonds in napin and cruciferin chains, enabling the detection of their 

presence. The samples were prepared as follows:  

- 100 µL sample with a protein concentration of 3.3 mg/mL on average.  

- 250 µL NuPAGE ® LDS sample buffer  

- 100 µL NuPAGE ® Sample Reducing Agent or deionized water  

- 550 µL deionized water  

The samples were vortexed and then centrifuged for one minute at 2000 rpm to eliminate 

undissolved material. Subsequently, samples were heated in a heating block (Eppendorf 

Thermomixer C, Eppendorf Nederland B.V., Nijmegen, the Netherlands) for 10 minutes at 70°C to 

denature the proteins. Samples were centrifuged at the same settings again. 18 µL of sample were 

loaded in a NuPAGE Novex® (by Thermo Fischer SCIENTIFIC, Walham, USA) gel (4-12% Bis-

Tris, 1.0 mm, 12 wells), submersed in a NuPAGE® MES SDS running buffer. Ten (10) µL of a 

PageRuler™ Plus prestained protein ladder (10-250 kDa) was loaded. The gels ran for a minimum 

of 35 minutes at a constant 200 V in a Mini Gel Tank (Invitrogen by Fischer Scientific, Waltham, 

USA). Subsequently, the gels were rinsed three times with demi-water and stained with 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 staining solution for 50 minutes while gently shaking at room 

temperature. The gels were rinsed three times with demi-water and destained with washing buffer 

(10.0 wt% ethanol and 7.5 wt% acetic acid in deionized water) for a minimum of two hours at room 

temperature. Afterwards, the gels were stored at room temperature in demi-water filled plastic 

boxes. The lids were covered with aluminum foil to prevent light degradation of the bands.  
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6.5.2 Results on characterization of purified rapeseed oleosomes 

Protein profile 

To evaluate the purity of the obtained oleosomes the protein profile was analyzed using 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The electophoregram (Figure A6.1) shows the protein profile of the 

oleosomes under non-reducing conditions. The oleosins (15-17 kDa), caleosins (20-27 kDa) and 

steroleosins (40-55 kDa) appeared to constitute the majority of proteins present. Above 115 kDa 

some undefined bands were present, which may have been a slight carry-over of enzymes60. 

Almost no bands related to storage rapeseed proteins (napins and cruciferins) were present, 

indicating a relatively pure system.  

Figure A6.1 Electrophoregram (SDS-PAGE) of purified oleosomes under non-reducing conditions. M: 

protein molecular weight marker. 

Molecular dynamic simulations  

Table A6.1 Measured radii (r) PL per Area (nm2) of oleosome droplets and Area (nm2) per PL of LD droplets 

of 1200-2000 DPPC molecules per LD before and after fusion. 

Droplet r [nm] PL/nm2 nm2/PL 

Triolein assembly 10.3 - - 

LD-1200 11.3 0.7 1.34 

LD-1600 11.6 0.9 1.06 

LD-2000 12.0 1.1 0.90 

LD-1200 fused 13.6 0.52 1.93 

LD-1600 fused 13.8 0.67 1.50 

LD-2000 fused 14.2 0.79 1.27 
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7.1. Overview 

The aim of this thesis was to provide a mechanistic understanding of the relation between the 

extraction process and the functionality of less purified rapeseed ingredients (proteins and 

oleosomes) for food applications. In this section, the thesis outline and the main findings of each 

chapter are first summarized. Thereafter, the findings of each chapter are put into perspective with 

the challenges and main considerations in the extraction processes of oilseed proteins with respect 

to protein functionality. Finally, an outlook is given on the potential changes that need to be 

considered in the current oilseed valorization process to promote the exploitation of oilseed 

proteins in foods.  

7.2. Thesis outline and main findings 

The research described in the chapters of this thesis was divided into three main objectives as 

described in Chapter 1; the first research objective was to understand the effect of the extraction 

process on the physicochemical properties of rapeseed proteins and oleosomes. The 

second research objective was to investigate the emulsifying properties of rapeseed proteins 

when present in mixtures with other non-protein molecules. The third research objective was to 

characterize the interfacial properties of rapeseed oleosomes and investigate their 

functionality potential.  

In Chapter 2, the decisions prior to the design of an alternative extraction process were first 

explained. Considering the impact of the current oilseed valorization process on the 

physicochemical and functional properties of proteins, we decided to omit the defatting process 

and use an aqueous extraction to simultaneously obtain the proteins and the oil in the form of 

oleosomes. The intact rapeseeds were first dehulled to eliminate part of the phenolic compounds 

present in the hulls and facilitate the soaking of the seeds. Aiming to extract both storage proteins 

(napins and cruciferins) and oleosomes and to prevent the irreversible complexation between 

proteins and coextracted phenolic compounds (i.e. sinapic acid) the pH of the extraction was 

maintained at pH 9. The soaked seeds were mechanically treated with a screw press to break the 

seed structure and the released proteins and oleosomes were further separated by centrifugation. 

This separation resulted in 1) an oleosome-rich extract, in which around 60% of the lipids initially 

present in the seed were recovered in their natural lipid structure, as a dense oil-in-water emulsion 

(40 wt% oil) and 2) a protein-rich extract containing around 40 wt% of the proteins initially present 

in the seed, with a protein content of about 40 wt% on dry matter. In this protein-rich extract 

(referred to in this thesis as rapeseed protein mixture (RPM)), both storage proteins, intact 

oleosomes and free phenols were present. By applying a diafiltration step, the free phenols and 
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other low molecular weight compounds were removed, resulting in a concentrate (rapeseed 

protein concentrate (RPC)) with about 65 wt% protein content on dry matter. As confirmed by 

the different analyses performed in this study, following this extraction protocol, the 

physicochemical properties of the proteins were preserved, and no complexation with phenolic 

compounds took place, which was also reflected in the bright colors of the protein extracts.  

The second research objective was to assess the functionality of less purified protein extracts. To 

realize this assessment, a mechanistic understanding on the interfacial stabilization mechanism 

was necessary. As described in Chapter 3, first RPM, containing 40 wt% proteins and both storage 

proteins, and non-protein compounds such as oleosomes and phenolic compounds present, was 

used as an emulsifier at pH 7. When oil-in-water emulsions were prepared, we found that only 

napins were adsorbed at the interface, resulting in a soft solid-like interface. Cruciferins appeared 

to weakly interact with the adsorbed layer of napins, forming a secondary layer that provides 

stability to the emulsion droplets against coalescence during emulsification. The oleosomes and 

free phenols present, did not hinder the ability of proteins to stabilize the interface.  

In Chapter 4, the effect of purification (i.e. diafiltration) on the interfacial stabilization mechanism 

when RPM and RPC are used as emulsifiers at pH 3.8 was investigated. In this research, we found 

that the emulsion properties (i.e. droplet size) were different between the two protein extracts, with 

larger emulsion droplets present in RPM-stabilized emulsions compared to RPC-stabilized 

emulsions. The interfacial composition was similar in both systems and with pH 7, with napins 

being adsorbed at the interface and cruciferins forming a secondary layer, preventing droplet 

coalescence during emulsification. The difference observed in emulsion droplet size between 

RPM- and RPC-stabilized emulsions were assigned to the presence of sinapic acid in RPM, which 

interacted with cruciferins inducing their aggregation, and affecting droplet formation and stability 

during emulsification. 

The findings on the interfacial stabilization mechanism when RPM is used as an emulsifier, with 

napins being adsorbed at the interface and cruciferins weakly interacting, guided us to the 

research described in Chapter 5. In this research, the emulsifying properties of napins and the 

gelling properties of cruciferins were combined to created emulsion-filled gels. For this purpose, 

RPM containing both napins and cruciferins was used both as an emulsifier and gelling agent. The 

effect of pH (pH 5 and 7) and oil concentration (0-30 wt%) on the rheological and microstructural 

properties of the emulsion-filled gels was investigated. At pH 5 and in the absence of oil, RPM 

formed a heterogeneous network built of protein aggregates, whereas at pH 7, RPM formed a 

homogeneous network built of strand-like protein structures with higher gel firmness (i.e. higher 

G’). The rheological and microstructural differences observed in the protein gel matrices were 
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assigned to the lower protein solubility and larger protein aggregates at pH 5 compared to pH 7. 

With the addition of emulsion droplets in the protein gel matrix the firmness of the EFGs was 

increased (increase in G’), with a more pronounced reinforcement of the gel firmness at pH 5 

compared to pH 7. The type of gel network did not change by the addition of oil droplets neither at 

pH 5 nor at pH 7, evidenced by confocal microscopy and an unchanged response to large 

deformation. These findings show that the protein backbone dictated the network structure. The 

incorporated emulsion droplets acted as protein particles that increased the size of protein 

aggregates and strands, which led to more connections, reinforcing the gel firmness. 

In Chapter 6, the relation between oleosome phospholipid monolayer properties, such as 

molecular density (number of molecules per area), lateral interactions and dilatability, and the 

ability of oleosomes to traffic lipids was investigated. In this work, experimental techniques were 

combined with coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to provide a mechanistic 

understanding of the relation of monolayer physical properties and lipid trafficking (absorption and 

release). From this research it was found that the ability of oleosomes to traffic lipids is regulated 

by the molecular density and lateral molecular interactions in their monolayer. Through 

hydrophobic forces free lipids can permeate the oleosome monolayer and be stored in the 

oleosome core. By increasing the monolayer molecular density, the adsorption of free lipid by 

oleosomes is limited. Free lipid absorption by oleosomes results in an oleosome volume expansion 

and adjustment of the monolayer molecular density. With a similar mechanism initiated by 

hydrophobic forces, oleosomes can release the lipids from their core. The lipid release in turn 

leads to oleosome deflation, indicating a release mechanism through a channel. The ability of the 

oleosomes to expand in volume or shrink upon absorption or release of lipids respectively is 

assigned to the weak lateral interactions in the monolayer, which allow a reversible dilation. 

An overview of all the chapters found in this thesis and the main findings is given in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 Overview of thesis outline and main findings 
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7.3. (Re) Designing the oilseed valorization 

Oilseeds, due to their high protein content (20-30 wt%), are a good source of new protein 

ingredients for food applications. As discussed in Chapter 1, one of the roles of proteins in food 

systems is to stabilize oil-in-water emulsions. The main oilseed proteins that are currently being 

exploited as emulsifiers in foods derive from soybeans12. In this thesis, we showed that also 

rapeseeds (Brassica napus) are a promising source of sustainable proteins that can serve as 

emulsifiers in foods. However, due to the sustainability demand for new plant proteins, more 

oilseed protein sources should be explored7.  

In oilseeds, such as in rapeseeds, typically two types of proteins -albumins and globulins- are 

present, which have different physicochemical and functional properties. In the oilseed cell matrix, 

the proteins coexist with high amounts of lipids (40-50 wt%) and with phenolic compounds. The 

presence of two types of proteins in combination with the molecular complexity in the seed matrix 

makes the extraction of oilseed proteins a cumbersome process. As a result, oilseed proteins are 

not widely explored as functional ingredients in foods (i.e. as emulsifiers).  

To understand how oilseeds can be utilized to extract proteins and how oilseed proteins can be 

used as emulsifiers, as shown in this thesis, a mechanistic understanding is imperative. 

Understanding the relationship between the extraction process and the emulsifying properties of 

the protein extracts will aid to formulate design guidelines on how to obtain highly functional 

proteins from oilseeds.  

7.3.1. Understanding the protein extraction process  

The first parameter which affects the functional properties of proteins is the extraction process. 

Oilseed proteins are currently extracted from the seeds after lipid extraction. As described in 

Chapter 1, the lipid extraction process starts with the flaking of the seeds to rupture the seed coat 

and the cells and subsequent heating (77°-100°C). Thereafter the seeds are mechanically pressed 

to extract most of the lipids (60-70%). To maximize the lipid extraction yields the remaining lipids 

in the residual pressed cake are further extracted with organic solvents (i.e. with hexane). The 

residual defatted product after lipid extraction, known as cake or meal, is processed in a 

desolventizer-toaster with steam (100°-130°C) to remove the solvent and to improve the nutritional 

quality by removing volatile glucosinolates43,44. The resulting protein-rich meal contains around  

35-40 wt% proteins on dry matter45, and serves as the starting material to extract the proteins. 
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The current extraction process has a tremendous impact on the yield and functionality of the 

proteins. Due to the heating steps and the use of organic solvents, the proteins remaining in the 

residual cake lose their natural physicochemical properties, such as solubility44,239. To increase 

solubility and protein extraction yields, the proteins are extracted in high amounts of water and 

high alkaline pH conditions (pH > 10) are applied68,69,240. The high alkaline pH results in irreversible 

complexation of the proteins with the coextracted phenolic compounds. Under alkaline pH, the 

coextracted phenolic acids are oxidized to more reactive products like quinones41. The protein-

phenol interactions in turn can alter the protein structure15. For instance, in sunflower seeds, 

covalent bonding between proteins and the main phenolic compound, chlorogenic acid, occurs at 

pH 8, with an impact on the secondary and tertiary structure of the proteins81. The structural 

changes of proteins can result in a decreased capability of proteins to adsorb at an interface and 

decrease the surface tension15,37. Covalent bonding between globular proteins and phenolic 

compounds has also been reported to negatively affect the interfacial layer strength and foam 

stability48.  

To further purify the alkali-extracted proteins, acid precipitation is commonly applied47,65, in which 

albumins are separated from the globulins241. The albumin-rich fraction is usually discarded, 

resulting in the loss of a valuable ingredient in this process. Besides, acid precipitation of proteins 

often results in irreversible aggregation of proteins with a negative impact on their functional 

properties. Protein aggregation has been previously shown to result in the formation of less stable 

emulsions against coalescence upon large deformations compared to non-aggregated proteins50. 

Apart from the impact on emulsifying properties, aggregation of proteins has been reported to 

negatively affect the gelling properties of proteins by reducing the gel firmness (G’) upon  

heat-induced gelation of proteins136,152.  

7.3.2 Points of attention in oilseed protein extraction 

In this thesis, to avoid the implications of the current protein extraction process and maintain the 

physicochemical and functional properties of the proteins, it is suggested to reconsider several 

steps and factors in the current oilseed valorization process. Depending on the oilseed source the 

optimal extraction conditions might differ. 

The first step to be reconsidered is the removal of lipids before protein extraction using pressing, 

heating, and organic solvents. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, it was shown that the simultaneous 

extraction of proteins and lipids where no pressing, heating or organic solvents is involved, is 

beneficial for protein solubility, extraction yields, and color of the protein extracts. The negative 

impact of heating on protein solubility, extraction yields, and color has been previously highlighted, 
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with non-pressed or cold-pressed rapeseed meals providing more soluble, light-colored protein 

extracts compared to heat-treated (toasted) meals46.  

Secondly, to prevent the irreversible protein-phenol interactions during extraction, the type of 

phenolic compounds present in each oilseed source should be examined. In rapeseeds, sinapic 

acid is the main phenolic compound, mainly present in the hulls. At pH values above pH 9.5, ionic 

bonding between proteins and sinapine (the choline ester of sinapic acid) occurs, leading to 

coextraction of phenolic compounds40. Further increase of pH above pH 10, accelerates the 

oxidation of sinapic acid to thomasidioic acid and further to quinones which are more reactive41,42. 

In this thesis we showed that dehulling of the seeds before the extraction and maintaining the pH 

of the extraction at pH 9, limits the coextraction of sinapic acid and prevents the irreversible 

complexation of proteins with sinapic acid. Following this approach, the secondary structure of 

proteins and protein solubility was not significantly affected by the presence of free sinapic acid. 

The avoidance of protein-phenol complexations was also reflected in the bright color of the protein 

extracts that we obtained by this process. The coextracted free sinapic acid in turn can easily be 

removed from the protein extract by a simple diafiltration step. Depending on the type of phenols 

present, the optimal extraction pH value might differ. For instance, in the case of sunflower seeds, 

to avoid the irreversible complexation of the proteins with the chlorogenic acid present, the pH of 

the extraction should be lower than pH 881.  

The third factor to consider is the structural and physicochemical properties of each protein species 

present in oilseeds. In rapeseeds, both albumins and globulins -napins and cruciferins- are 

present. The two proteins have different physicochemical properties that can affect their extraction, 

such as isoelectric point and subsequent solubility13,29. Napins and cruciferins have been reported 

to have an isoelectric point at pH 11 and pH 7 respectively13. By adjusting the pH of the solvent far 

from the isoelectric point of both proteins (i.e. pH 9 for rapeseed proteins) and omit the precipitation 

step that separates albumins from globulins, we achieved the coextraction of both proteins in the 

protein extracts. Thus, by studying the physicochemical properties of the protein species in each 

seed before the extraction, a protein extract with a representative seed protein composition can 

be achieved. An overview of the factors to consider for the extraction of proteins from oilseeds is 

given in Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2 Factors to consider for the extraction of proteins from oilseeds 

7.4 The underlying mechanism behind protein emulsifying properties  

An important parameter which affects the emulsifying properties of the proteins is the composition 

of the protein extracts. Depending on the extraction process, the composition of the protein 

extracts can differ. The protein extraction process discussed in this thesis, results to less purified 

protein extracts (40-65 wt% protein purity), containing both storage proteins, and non-protein 

compounds, such as oleosomes and phenols. Several studies on other plant sources, such as 

sunflower seeds86 or peas108,109, have shown that less purified protein extracts have emulsifying 

properties similar to those of highly purified protein extracts.  

As described in Chapters 3-5, under specific conditions (i.e. pH) the different molecules present 

in a less purified extract can compete for the interface, but also show synergistic effects, and hence 

either impair or enhance the interfacial properties of the proteins. Therefore, a mechanistic 

understanding of the interfacial properties of the protein extracts as a function of composition and 

pH is essential. In this thesis, we provided a methodology to gain a mechanistic understanding 

behind the functionality of complex plant-protein extracts. This methodology included 1) the 

composition analysis of the extracts (i.e. protein content, non-protein molecules, protein species 

present), 2) the physicochemical properties of the molecules present in the extracts (i.e. size, 

structure), and 3) the role of each molecule in the functionality of the extract (i.e. the stabilization 

of the oil/water interface).  
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7.4.1 Role of protein species in the interfacial stabilization mechanism  

As it was showcased in this thesis, it is necessary to understand the role of each protein species 

on the interfacial stabilization mechanism. Different types of plant proteins result in the formation 

of interfaces with diverse rheological properties11,103, which is very relevant for the targeted 

application. Second, the effect of non-protein molecules on the interfacial stabilization mechanism 

should be examined, as it allows to determine the optimal level of purification needed for the 

desired functionality.  

In the case of rapeseeds, when less purified protein extracts, containing both albumins and 

globulins, are used as emulsifiers, independent of the pH conditions tested in this thesis (pH 3.8 

and 7), it was shown that the albumins (i.e. napins) predominantly adsorb at the interface. The 

reason behind this stabilization mechanism, is that napins have smaller size than cruciferins  

(r = 1.7 vs 4.4 nm) and their hydrophobic domains are concentrated on one size of the protein, 

resembling amphiphilic Janus particles. Therefore, napins can diffuse faster than cruciferins and 

anchor easily at the oil/water interface. The lateral interactions between the adsorbed napins was 

similar at pH 3.8 and 7, forming a soft-solid structure at the interface which was not affected by the 

deformation of the interface (constant elastic (Ed’) and viscous (Ed”) moduli over a deformation 

range from 5 to 20%.  

By combining the results of the protein profile at the oil/water interface with the dilatational 

interfacial rheology, it was also shown that the non-adsorbed proteins can also play a role in the 

interfacial stabilization mechanism. The findings of this thesis showed that the cruciferins present 

in the extracts interacted with the adsorbed napins and enhanced the interactions between napins. 

These interactions provided additional stability to the emulsions against coalescence during 

droplet formation in the homogenizer. In contrast to napin-napin interactions, the magnitude of the 

cruciferin-napin interactions was dependent on pH. At pH 3.8 the interactions between cruciferins 

with the adsorbed napins were stronger compared to pH 7 (higher elastic modulus) as shown in 

Figure 7.3, possibly due to the dissociation of cruciferins into trimers with increased hydrophobicity.  
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Figure 7.3 Dilatational elastic modulus (Ed’: filled symbol) and viscous modulus (Ed'': hollow symbol) of 

napins (purple circle symbol) and napins and cruciferins (black square symbol) upon amplitude sweeps.  

Moreover, in Chapter 5 it was discussed that the co-existence of the two protein species in a 

protein extract can be beneficial. In this chapter it was suggested that the interfacial properties of 

napins as shown in this thesis and the gelling properties of cruciferins as they have been previously 

reported55,57,58, can be combined to structure emulsion-filled gels. In emulsion-filled gels napins can 

stabilize the emulsion droplets and cruciferins build the protein gel network. By combining two 

analytical tools such as confocal microscopy and bulk rheology, it was shown that pH affects the 

type of gel structure, the gel firmness, and the degree of reinforcement by oil addition; Aggregation 

of proteins at pH 5 resulted in less firm gels (i.e. lower G’) with a heterogeneous structure built of 

protein aggregates, whereas less aggregated proteins at pH 7 formed a homogeneous network 

built of strand-like protein structures with higher gel firmness (i.e. higher G’). The microstructure of 

the emulsion-filled gels with 10.0 wt% oil as affected by pH is shown in Figure 7.4.  
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Figure 7.4. CLSM images showing the microstructure of emulsion-filled gels with 10.0 wt% oil at pH 5 (left) 

and pH 7 (right). Green: proteins, Red: oil. 

In this thesis, by achieving a mechanistic understanding, a link between the composition of the 

protein extracts with the molecular properties and functionality was established, and several 

guidelines for the extraction and functionality of proteins were provided; 1) albumins have good 

emulsifying properties and should not be discarded during the protein extraction process, 2) the 

coexistence of both types of proteins (napins and cruciferins) in the protein extracts is 

advantageous in stabilizing oil/water interfaces and in structuring emulsion-filled gels, 3) the 

aggregated status of proteins can impact the structural and rheological properties of emulsion-

filled gels. Therefore, the current applied separation process of the two proteins during extraction 

by the means of acid precipitation, which affects both protein composition and aggregation status, 

should be avoided in the process design for the application of proteins in emulsions and emulsion-

filled gels.  

Although the above findings suggest that coexistence of the two proteins can be advantageous for 

some food applications and their separation is redundant, for some other applications the presence 

of both proteins might not be favorable; For instance, the use of rapeseed proteins as ingredients 

in high-protein drinks, where high amounts of proteins (around 10%) are heated and must remain 

in a liquid structure, would benefit from the absence of cruciferins and the presence of only napins 

are more heat-stable than cruciferins. Similarly, cruciferins have been suggested as more suitable 

proteins than napins for the creation of nanoparticles via cold-induced gelation for the delivery of 

bioactive compounds242. Hence, it is recommended that the extraction process of proteins should 

be tailored accordingly to obtained protein extracts with the optimal composition for the targeted 

functionality.  
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7.4.2 Role of non-protein compounds on the interfacial stabilization mechanism 

The presence of non-protein molecules in less purified protein extracts, such as oleosomes or 

phenolic compounds can also impact the interfacial stabilization mechanism of the proteins. 

Understanding the effect of non-protein compounds on protein functionality can aid to suggest the 

necessary level of purification during the extraction process for the desired functionality.  

In Chapter 3-5, it was shown that lipids, when present in their natural structures as oleosomes, do 

not influence the interfacial stabilization mechanism of proteins in oil/water interfaces. Similar 

observations were made in less purified protein extracts from sunflower seeds86.  

Regarding the presence of phenolic compounds, in this thesis it was highlighted that pH is an 

important parameter that can affect the interactions of proteins with phenolic compounds. In 

Chapter 3 we showed that the presence of free phenolic compounds did not impact the interfacial 

properties of the proteins at pH 7. However, in Chapter 4 it was shown that at acidic pH conditions 

(pH 3.8) phenolic compounds can interact with proteins and induce protein aggregation. The 

aggregation of proteins reduces the ability of the proteins to protect the emulsion droplets against 

coalescence during emulsification. The effect of sinapic acid on the interfacial stabilization 

mechanism of rapeseed proteins as a function of pH is illustrated in Figure 7.5.  

Figure 7.5. Effect of sinapic acid on the interfacial stabilization mechanism of rapeseed proteins at A) pH 

7 and B) pH 3.8. The size of molecules and the number of cruciferin trimers and sinapic acid in each protein 

aggregate are not to scale. 
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Nevertheless, studies have shown that protein aggregation is not always undesired but can be 

advantageous or even necessary in structuring plant-based emulsion products. For instance, 

Sridharan et al. (2021) showed that protein aggregates formed under acidic pH conditions are 

essential for 3-D printing jammed emulsion systems, as they enhance the interactions between 

the emulsion droplets, providing the necessary plasticity to the system243. In some other cases, for 

example in sunflower seeds, physical bonding of protein with phenolic compounds have shown to 

even be advantageous for the long term stability of emulsions against coalescence140. However, 

as highlighted in Chapter 1, if during the extraction process complexation of phenolic compounds 

with proteins is prevented, the free phenolic compounds can be easily removed via diafiltration, 

when it is considered necessary for the targeted application.  

7.5. Relation of lipid extraction with lipid functionality  

Although oilseeds can be a valuable source of proteins for structuring food emulsions, we should 

realize that the main purpose of oilseeds is to provide oil in the food industry. Oilseed oils are used 

for different food purposes, for instance as bulk cooking oil or as structuring ingredient in food 

applications. In emulsion-type food applications, as studied in this thesis, the oil serves as an 

ingredient to create oil-in-water emulsions.  

Inside the oilseeds the lipids are organized structures called oleosomes or lipid droplets19. In the 

natural oleosome structure, a monolayer of structural proteins and phospholipids surrounds the 

lipids, to provide protection against physical and chemical stresses20. This structure results to 

naturally emulsified droplets in the cells which are stable against coalescence and oxidation.  

During the conventional extraction process of lipids from oilseeds, as mentioned earlier, the seeds 

are first flaked, heated (77°-100°C) and pressed to extract the majority of lipids (60-70%). The 

remaining oil in the pressed cake is further extracted with solvent (i.e. with hexane) to maximize 

the oil yield (> 90%)43,44. One of the purposes of heating is to decrease the oil viscosity and increase 

oil droplet coalescence, to facilitate the oil extraction during the following pressing steps. Organic 

solvents are also used to dissolve the residual oil present in the cake43,44. As a result of the heating, 

pressing and solvent extraction steps, the natural structure of lipids is disrupted.  

However, if the current oilseed processing is redesigned and the defatting step is omitted as 

suggested in this thesis, the lipid structure can be maintained, and the lipids can be recovered in 

their natural structure. Although the lipid extraction yields are lower than the conventional lipid 

extraction process (60% vs > 90%), in this thesis it was shown that preserving the natural structures 

of lipids can provide several advantages; The first advantage of extracting the lipids as a natural 

oil-in-water emulsion, is that the oil does not need to be extracted and re-processed to form 
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emulsion-type products, but can be used as such in these food products. Additionally, by 

understanding the physicochemical properties of the natural emulsion droplets as discussed in 

Chapter 2 (i.e. the charge over a pH range), the interactions between the oleosome droplets can 

be tuned to tailor the rheological properties of the emulsion. The tuning step can be applied during 

the oleosome extraction and recovery; In particular, after the aqueous extraction of lipids and 

proteins, the lipids are separated from the proteins using centrifugation. As shown in Figure 7.6, 

at pH conditions close to pH 4-5, the repulsive forces between the oleosome droplets are weak (ζ-

potential around 0 mV), whereas at pH above pH 6, higher repulsive forces occur (ζ-potential 

around -30 mV). Tuning the pH before the centrifugation step can result in repulsion or attraction 

of the oleosome droplets resulting in oil-in-water emulsions with liquid to soft-solid structures 

respectively. Thus, depending on the targeted application, the optimal separation conditions can 

be chosen. 

Figure 7.6. Charge of aqueous extracted oleosomes as a function of pH. 

In summary, the extraction of lipids in the natural structure of oleosomes, allows 1) the obtaining 

of a natural oil-in-water emulsion with stability against coalescene and oxidation, and 2) the ability 

to tune the rheological structure of the emulsion with simple steps. These properties can lead to 

the exploitation of oleosomes as substitutes of engineered emulsions in a range of oil-in-water 

(food) emulsions.  

Moreover, as highlighted in Chapter 6, oleosomes in cells play a crucial biological role in cell 

homeostasis by realizing lipid trafficking. Driven by the knowledge on the biological functions of 

oleosomes and by implementing experimental soft matter techniques combined with molecular 

dynamics simulations, in Chapter 6 it was shown that oleosomes can absorb and release lipids. 

Therefore, oleosomes have also a high potential to serve as emulsifiers or carriers of hydrophobics 

with controlled absorption and release. The functionality potential of oleosomes, can be exploited 

not only by the food industry but also by the pharmaceutical industry, for controlled trafficking of 

bioactives or therapeutics20.  
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By gaining a mechanistic understanding on lipid trafficking realized by oleosomes as described in 

Chapter 6 and summarized in Figure 7.7, several parameters that affect the ability of oleosomes 

to traffic lipids can be suggested. First, the number of molecules present in the oleosome 

monolayer (i.e. phospholipids) are important in this mechanism, with less molecules in the 

monolayer facilitating lipid absorption. Secondly, it was shown that lipid absorption by oleosomes 

is initiated by hydrophobic interactions between the free lipids and the oleosome lipid core and 

phospholipid tails. Thirdly, it was revealed that oleosomes release lipids from their core, and do 

not rupture but deflate, showing that the release possibly occurs through channels. In the lipid 

release mechanism hydrophobic interactions are also pivotal. Lastly, it was suggested that the 

ability of oleosomes to traffic lipids is related to the weak lateral interactions of the molecules in 

the monolayer that allow the deformation of the monolayer. Similarly, the number of molecules in 

the monolayer are important in this mechanism, with less molecules allowing a higher degree of 

deformation.  

With this knowledge on the mechanism behind lipid trafficking by oleosomes, different points of 

consideration in the use of oleosomes as carriers or for the design of oleosome-inspired carriers 

can be issued; 1) the number of molecules at the interface which will ensure lipid absorption, 2) 

the involvement of stimuli necessary to achieve lipid release from oleosomes (i.e. hydrophobic 

interactions), 3) the selection of interacting molecules that will assure the necessary degree of 

deformability upon lipid absorption and release. 

Figure 7.7. Summary of the mechanism on lipid absorption and release from oleosomes. 
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7.6 Outlook and future perspective on oilseed valorization  

The findings of this thesis highlight that the selection of the extraction processing conditions is 

crucial in obtaining functional oilseed proteins that can serve as building blocks in emulsions and 

emulsion-filled gels in foods. The findings of this thesis recommend that for the extraction of highly 

functional protein ingredients for food applications, several steps in the current oilseed valorization 

process should be reconsidered.  

7.6.1 Proteins 

Ingredient companies should realize that a universal process protocol for oilseed protein extraction 

might not be ideal for bringing the new plant proteins that the food market demands. The findings 

of this thesis showed the significance of studying in depth the molecules present in each oilseed 

and following the appropriate guidelines during protein extraction in order to explore new plant 

protein sources. In this approach, the collaboration of different scientific disciplines is 

recommended; Plant scientists, knowing the structure and physicochemical properties of oilseed 

molecules, such as type of proteins or phenols, and physical chemists, predicting the interactions 

between molecules at different conditions (i.e. pH or heat), should provide insights to food 

engineers on how the protein extraction process should be adapted and optimized for each 

oilseed. Since the protein extracts are intended for foods, nutritionists should also be part of these 

discussions, to provide input on which proteins are of nutritional interest and on which molecules 

are considered anti-nutritional factors that should be limited during the extraction. In this way, next 

to soybean proteins that are currently used in foods, other oilseed proteins such as rapeseed or 

sunflower proteins can be introduced. This approach can broaden the portfolio of plant proteins 

that can compete dairy proteins, increasing the sustainability gain of foods.  

In this thesis a direct link between the extraction process and functionality of the protein extracts 

is provided, necessary to promote the use of oilseed proteins in foods. Depending on the oilseed 

source and the applied extraction process, extracts with different molecular composition and 

subsequent functionality are obtained. In Chapters 2-5, the necessary methodology to determine 

the role of each molecule on the functionality of these complex protein extracts is provided. 

Quantitative and qualitative compositional analysis of the extracts are the first loops in the link 

between extraction and functionality. Moreover, the combination of different analytical techniques 

is crucial to provide a mechanistic understanding behind the function of these extracts. For 

instance, in the study of emulsion-filled gels, the coupling of interfacial and bulk rheology with 

confocal microscopy was necessary to evaluate the effect of emulsion droplets on the rheological 

and microstructural properties of the gels. Additionally, it was shown that to evaluate the necessity 
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of purification on functionality and design accordingly the protein extraction process, the 

functionality of the extract should be determined under various system conditions (i.e. pH). 

In this thesis it was shown that less purified protein extracts from rapeseeds have a composition 

that is suitable to stabilize both emulsions and emulsion-filled gels. The different proteins present 

in these extracts have complementary functionalities, while the presence of non-protein 

compounds (i.e. phenolic compounds), is not always a hurdle for protein functionality. The 

outcome of this research suggests that a less purified protein extract can function as a multi-

purpose ingredient.  

From an oilseed protein ingredient manufacturing point of view, the outcome of this thesis can be 

used to reduce the extraction steps to only soaking, blending, screw-pressing and centrifuging (as 

explained in Chapter 2). With the methodology used in this thesis and the mechanistic 

understanding we provided for complex plant-protein extracts, we showed that a proper 

understanding of the role of each protein and non-protein compound in the functionality of the 

extract can lead to the reduction of the extraction steps, bringing a positive environmental impact. 

In addition, reducing the extraction steps lowers the production costs of the ingredients, bringing 

more cost-effective plant proteins to the market. As the cost of the dominant plant proteins, such 

as pea proteins, is constantly increasing due to the high demand of plant-based foods, the 

production of more cost-effective ingredients will motivate the use of other plant proteins as well. 

From a food product manufacturing point of view, the findings of this thesis recommend that a less 

purified protein extract can serve as an ingredient with multiple functionalities (i.e. both as 

emulsifier and as structuring ingredient in emulsion-filled gels). Using one multi-functional protein 

ingredient instead of many single-function ingredients, reduces the food production steps, for 

instance by omitting the pre-mixing steps of several ingredients needed to achieve a combined 

functionality. Thus, the food industry can reduce the food production steps, increasing the overall 

environmental benefit and reducing the production costs. Moreover, the use of cost-effective 

ingredients in combination with cost-effective production, will also result in more affordable plant-

based products, promoting their consumption, and contributing in this way to the overall protein 

transition.  

However, the complete shift of the current oilseed ingredient industry towards new processes (i.e 

aqueous extraction) and products (i.e. proteins) might not be realistic, due to the fact that the main 

targeted ingredient from oilseeds is the oil. The global oil consumption has raised by 209% 

between 2001 and 2019, up to 200 million tones/year244.  
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We believe that a hybrid process between the conventional oil extraction currently used and the 

aqueous extraction suggested in this thesis, might provide the optimal solution for obtaining 

functional oilseed food ingredients. The hybrid process can include the partial removal of most 

lipids from the seeds as liquid oil, without preheating of the seeds and by using only pressing that 

does not reach elevated temperatures (< 50°C). Pressing at low temperatures ensure the 

preservation of the protein physicochemical properties and enhances protein solubility and 

extraction yields46. This approach is also beneficial for the functional properties of the proteins, 

such as emulsifying properties86. At the same time, previous research has shown that the residual 

oil present in the cake after pressing of seeds at temperatures below 45°C, is in the form of 

oleosomes86. From the residual gentle-pressed cake, highly functional proteins and intact 

oleosomes can be extracted using the aqueous extraction process and guidelines as suggested 

in this thesis.  

7.6.2 Oleosomes 

Except from the highly functional oilseed proteins that can expand the portfolio of plant proteins in 

foods, obtaining intact oleosomes can advance the applications of oilseed oil as we discussed 

earlier. Currently, industry develops technologies aiming to efficiently extract and use plant lipids 

in their natural structures (oleosomes or lipid droplets) rather than liquid oil.  

The first step in exploiting the functionality potential of the natural lipid structures is to understand 

which disciplines have been studying them and what knowledge each discipline can provide. 

Different science fields have given different names to the natural lipid structures; Food scientists 

commonly call them oleosomes, while plant and biology scientists call them lipid droplets. 

However, it is important to understand that all disciplines refer to the same structure, as inside all 

eukaryotic organisms, such as plants, lipids are organized and stored in these naturally emulsified 

oil droplets19.  

In food science, aqueous extracted oleosomes have been mainly studied as natural oil-in-water 

emulsions or as carriers of hydrophobic molecules, such as flavors or colors. However, in plant 

biology and human nutrition and physiology, the same structures are being studied in parallel in-

vivo about their natural structure and stability, and their ability to carry hydrophobic molecules 

inside cells. Thus, there is a lot of common interest and knowledge to be shared between the 

different disciplines about these organelles. 

From the food science approach, as discussed in this thesis, the benefit of using the oleosome 

structures as substitutes of engineered (food) emulsions is that the oil does not need to be 

extracted and re-processed. This approach automatically reduces many processing steps both in 
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the ingredient but also in the food manufacturing industry, increasing the environmental gain of 

plant-based foods. In parallel, the oleosome structure 1) provides the ability to tune the rheological 

properties of the food system and 2) protects naturally the lipids from oxidation and coalescence. 

From a food manufacturing perspective, it means that fewer ingredients such as emulsifiers, 

stabilizers, thickeners, and antioxidants are needed, which could result to “greener” and “cleaner” 

labels in the food products.  

From the biology science approach, as highlighted in Chapter 6, the natural biological mechanism 

of oleosomes is to traffic lipids to other cell organelles. This function of oleosomes can inspire food 

scientists to use oleosomes not only as substitutes of engineered emulsions but also as carriers 

to entrap and deliver sensitive hydrophobic compounds such as bioactives or drugs through foods. 

Moreover, the ability of oleosomes to absorb and release hydrophobic molecules can find 

applications further than foods, like in medical or in environmental sciences20. In medical 

applications, oleosomes can be used to deliver hydrophobic drugs at designated targets (i.e. 

specific human cells). In environmental sciences, oleosomes with modified surfaces have been 

researched for their ability to decontaminate environmental samples245. The latter paves the path 

for medical sciences as well, to possibly use oleosomes not only as tools to deliver desired 

compounds but inversely, as tools to remove undesired toxic hydrophobic compounds from the 

human body.  

But, to explore all the application potentials of oleosomes in different scientific disciplines, an in 

depth understanding of the structure of these organelles and the cause behind the function is 

crucial. How oleosomes can be beneficial for science, what else is there to explore about these 

structures? In this thesis by using a multi-disciplinary methodology, combining soft matter with 

computational science, it was shown that the oleosome monolayer is a very important structural 

element that dictates the function of oleosomes. In Chapter 6 the significance of the number of 

molecules in the monolayer and their interactions on the lipid absorption and release mechanism 

of oleosomes was proved.  

With this knowledge, we can further explore how the increase or decrease in the number of 

molecules in the monolayer affects this mechanism, by adding or removing molecules from the 

monolayer. Moreover, we can further research, how altering of molecules in the monolayer (i.e. 

different phospholipid or protein composition) affects the lateral interactions and subsequently the 

permeability and dilatability of oleosomes. For instance, the phospholipid composition in lipid 

bilayers determines the permeability and dilatability of the bilayer, with unsaturated phospholipids 

giving more permeable and less stable bilayers, compared to saturated phospholipids which form 
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more rigid and impermeable bilayer structures246. This knowledge allows us to modify or design 

oleosomes with specific permeability and dilatability based on the targeted application.  

Additionally, the phospholipid and protein number and composition and the interplay between them 

also determines the curvature of biological membranes, which in turn can influence their size and 

geometry21,247–249. Depending on the relative sizes of the lipid head group to the lateral extent of 

the hydrophobic chains, phospholipids can be represented as inverse cones, cylinders, or 

cones248. Phospholipids with an overall inverted conical shape build structures with positive 

curvature like micelles, cylindrical-shaped phospholipids preferably form zero curvature structures 

like lamellar phase, and conical-shaped phospholipids form structures with negative curvature like 

hexagonal phase250. Proteins, also induce curvature in biological membranes, but, to create 

shapes, membranes must be able to deform230,248. Using a similar methodology as in this thesis, 

which involves both experimental soft matter (e.g. dilatational interfacial rheology) and 

computational science (molecular dynamics simulations), we can further explore the impact of 

different monolayer compositions and lateral interactions on the structure-function relationship of 

oleosomes. The size of oleosomes can also be altered by implementing mechanical treatment to 

the extracted oleosome dispersions. Homogenization can be used to narrow the oleosome size 

distribution, while microfluidics can possibly offer the possibility to create single-sized designer 

oleosomes, using the natural monolayer molecules or other desired molecules. Tuning the 

molecular composition in the oleosome monolayer and the size or geometry of oleosomes, for 

example from µm to nm or from spheres to cylinders respectively, might advance or broaden the 

applications for oleosomes. 

In this thesis, using molecular dynamics simulations, surface modification techniques and 

advanced microscopy, it was also shown that the absorption and release of lipids by oleosomes 

is driven by hydrophobic forces. This finding is very important in understanding the conditions 

under which oleosomes are able to function as carriers, and which stimuli we need to involve in 

order to release the carried molecules in the sites of action. In nature, possibly other stimuli, such 

as specific molecules (i.e. proteins), or environmental stimuli (i.e. heat or light) might also be driving 

forces for oleosome function, and/or affect the tethering mechanism of oleosomes with other cell 

organelles. For example, specific proteins have shown to mediate contact and lipid transfer from 

oleosomes to other cell organelles and vice versa189,251,252. Therefore, more stimuli should be 

explored for their ability to tune the oleosome function. Plant and human biologists should provide 

knowledge on what type of molecules in the oleosome monolayer (i.e. proteins) and what type of 

stimuli (i.e. solvents, heat, light) have been observed in nature to influence the structure and 

function of oleosomes.  
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Combining the knowledge from this thesis with other studies from various disciplines we can 

suggest 1) which molecules on the oleosome monolayer are important in the absorption of 

hydrophobic compounds from oleosomes, 2) which molecules are needed for the interaction of 

oleosomes with cells, 3) how these molecules are influenced by different stimuli, 4) which stimuli 

result in absorption and/or release of the encapsulated molecules. By deciphering the engineering 

principles of nature we can either 1) use natural oleosomes with certain characteristics (i.e. specific 

molecules and structure) as carriers that can target specific cells, 2) modify oleosomes by 

removing or adding molecules to alter the absorption and release mechanism, the shape and/or 

the interactions with specific cells or 3) design oleosome-inspired carriers based on the compound 

we want to encapsulate or the cell we want to target. In this way we can pave the path to expand 

the use oleosomes from substitutes of engineered emulsions in foods to carriers of bioactives or 

drugs for treating various health conditions. 

As the use of oleosomes as carriers of bioactives or drugs targets the human body, human 

biologists, nutritionists and physiologists should collaborate with food and/or medical scientists in 

these studies. The biocompatibility, biodegradability and stability of oleosomes or designer 

oleosomes within the human body, and the conditions and stimuli needed for oleosomes to remain 

stable and selectively deliver the compounds at the desired points of action, should be extensively 

first explored using in-vitro studies.  

Exploring oilseeds as sources of sustainable functional ingredients requires the engagement of 

both academic and industrial worlds, from extraction to application. The collaboration of food, soft 

matter, biologists, human nutrition and physiology and plant science is necessary to understand 

what kind of molecules oilseeds contain, why, what is their role in nature and how the knowledge 

in in-vivo functions can be translated in ex-vivo applications. Ingredient and food production 

companies in turn, should collaborate with scientists to discuss how the single-molecule function 

can be translated into a factory-scale ingredient and product manufacturing. The collaboration 

between all these disciplines will increase the prospect of oilseed proteins and lipids to be used in 

foods or other niche applications (i.e. pharmaceutics), and can enhance the overall valorization of 

oilseeds. 
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Summary 

Oilseeds, containing high amounts of proteins and lipids -essential structuring and nutritional 

ingredients in foods- are one of the most promising ingredient sources for food applications. An 

application of oilseed lipids is to serve as raw materials for oil-in-water emulsion-type food 

products, while proteins can be used in the same type of products to stabilize the free oil in water. 

The current oilseed ingredient valorization process focuses on lipid extraction, while proteins are 

extracted from the residual defatted material. However, this process requires multiple energy 

consuming steps, and the heating and organic solvents applied to the defatted material have a 

negative impact on protein extractability and functionality. A solution to enhance the potential use 

and sustainability of oilseed ingredients for foods might be offered from the development or 

improvement of the current process, by reducing the processing steps. This approach results in 

less purified plant-based ingredients instead of highly purified ingredients, with potentially different 

functionality in food systems. Therefore, in this thesis we aim to enhance the potential use of less 

purified oilseed ingredients for food applications by providing an alternative extraction process and 

a mechanistic understanding on the relation between extraction and functionality of less purified 

oilseed proteins and lipids. 

In Chapter 1, we discuss the motives behind the shift towards plant-based ingredients in foods, 

and the main challenges in the current extraction process and the functionality of plant-based 

ingredients. In this chapter we deliberate about the potential of oilseeds as a source of food 

ingredients, with focus on rapeseeds. An overview of the main compounds present in oilseeds is 

provided and the link between the structural organization in the cell matrix and the physicochemical 

properties of each compound of interest with the extraction process is made. The current oilseed 

valorization process has a tremendous negative impact on protein extractability and functionality, 

due to protein denaturation and complexation with phenolic compounds present in the seeds. 

Additionally, the protein purification process results in selective extraction of the different protein 

species present in the seeds. In this chapter, we highlight the processing steps that need to be 

reconsidered to increase the potential of oilseed ingredients in food application. As an alternative 

method, we suggest omitting of the defatting step in the oilseed valorization process. This process 

results in less purified extracts, in which lipids are extracted in their natural structures, called 

oleosomes, and the different proteins present in oilseeds are co-extracted in protein-rich extracts. 

As less purified extracts might possess different functionalities compared to highly purified 

extracts, a mechanistic understanding on the relation between the extraction process and 

functionality of the extracts is necessary to determine the optimal level of purification needed for 

the desired functionality.
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The first objective of this thesis was to understand the effect of the extraction process on the 

physicochemical properties of rapeseed proteins and oleosomes. In Chapter 2 we describe in 

detail the alternative extraction process of rapeseed proteins and oleosomes and explain the 

decisions prior to the design of the process. In this process we omitted the defatting step and use 

an aqueous extraction to simultaneously extract proteins and lipids (as oleosomes). The seeds 

were dehulled to eliminate the extraction of phenolic compounds present in the hulls and prevent 

their complexation with proteins. As pH is an important parameter for the extraction and 

functionality of proteins and oleosomes, the extraction pH was maintained at pH 9, to prevent the 

irreversible complexation of proteins with phenolic compounds (i.e. sinapic acid), and to extract 

both storage rapeseed proteins (napins and cruciferins) and oleosomes. By mechanically breaking 

the seed structure with a screw-press, the proteins and oleosomes were released and further 

separated by centrifugation. As a result, 1) 60% of the lipids initially present in the seed were 

recovered in their natural lipid structure as dense oil-in-water emulsion (40 wt% oil) referred in this 

thesis as oleosome-rich extract, and 2) 40 wt% of the proteins initially present in the seed were 

recovered in a protein-rich extract referred to in this thesis as rapeseed protein mixture (RPM). 

RPM had 40 wt% protein content on dry matter and both storage proteins (napins and cruciferins), 

intact oleosomes and free phenols were present. Diafiltration of RPM, where free phenols and 

other low molecular weight compounds were removed, resulted in a protein concentrate (rapeseed 

protein concentrate (RPC)) with about 65 wt% protein content on dry matter. Performing several 

analyses in the extracts obtained by this extraction protocol, we confirmed that the 

physicochemical properties of the proteins were preserved, and no irreversible complexation with 

phenolic compounds occurred. 

The second research objective was to assess the functionality of less purified protein extracts 

obtained as described in Chapter 2. In Chapters 3,4 and 5, we discuss the functional properties 

of the less purified rapeseed protein extracts and the mechanistic understanding behind the 

functionality. In Chapter 3 we investigated the interfacial stabilization mechanism at the oil/water 

interface when RPM, containing both storage proteins and non-protein compounds was used as 

an emulsifier at neutral pH conditions (pH 7). When oil-in-water emulsions were prepared, we 

found that only napins were adsorbed at the interface, resulting in a soft solid-like interface. 

Cruciferins appeared to weakly interact with the adsorbed layer of napins, forming a secondary 

layer that provides stability to the emulsion droplets against coalescence during emulsification. 

The oleosomes and free phenols present, did not hinder the ability of proteins to stabilize the 

interface.
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In Chapter 4, we discuss the effect of purification (i.e. diafiltration) on the interfacial stabilization 

mechanism when RPM and RPC are used as emulsifiers at acidic pH (pH 3.8). The emulsion 

properties (i.e. droplet size) were different between the two protein extracts, with larger emulsion 

droplets present in RPM-stabilized emulsions compared to RPC-stabilized emulsions. In both 

systems, and similar to pH 7, napins were adsorbed at the interface and cruciferins formed a 

secondary layer, preventing droplet coalescence during emulsification. The differences observed 

in emulsion droplet size between RPM- and RPC-stabilized emulsions were assigned to the 

presence of sinapic acid in RPM, which interacted with cruciferins inducing their aggregation, and 

affecting droplet formation and stability during emulsification. 

The outcome on the interfacial stabilization mechanism in Chapters 3 and 4, guided us to the 

research described in Chapter 5. In this research, we showed that the coexistence of napins and 

cruciferins can be beneficial in structuring emulsion-filled gels, with napins being adsorbed at the 

interface and cruciferins building the protein network. Thus, RPM containing both napins and 

cruciferins was used both as an emulsifier and gelling agent. The effect of pH (pH 5 and 7) and oil 

concentration (0-30 wt%) on the rheological and microstructural properties of the emulsion-filled 

gels was investigated. By combining analytical tools, such as confocal microscopy and bulk 

rheology, we showed that pH affects the type of gel structure, the gel firmness, and the degree of 

reinforcement by oil addition. Aggregation of proteins at pH 5 resulted in less firm gels (i.e. lower 

G’) with a heterogeneous structure built of protein aggregates, whereas less aggregated proteins 

at pH 7 formed a homogeneous network built of strand-like protein structures with higher gel 

firmness (i.e. higher G’). With the addition of emulsion droplets in the protein gel matrix the 

firmness of the EFGs was increased (increase in G’), with a more pronounced reinforcement at 

pH 5 compared to pH 7. The type of gel network did not change by the addition of oil droplets 

neither at pH 5 nor at pH 7. It was concluded that the protein backbone dictated the network 

structure while the incorporated emulsion droplets acted as protein particles reinforcing the gel 

firmness. 

In Chapter 6, experimental techniques were combined with coarse-grained molecular dynamics 

simulations to provide a mechanistic understanding on the relation between oleosome monolayer 

properties, such as molecular density (number of molecules per area), lateral interactions and 

dilatability, with the ability of oleosomes to traffic lipids. It appeared that molecular density and 

lateral molecular interactions in the monolayer regulate lipid trafficking. By increasing the 

monolayer molecular density, the adsorption of free lipid by oleosomes was limited. Free lipid 

absorption by oleosomes resulted in oleosome volume expansion and adjustment of the 

monolayer molecular density. Oleosomes also released lipids from their core and deflated, 

indicating a release mechanism through a channel. Lipid absorption and release was found to be 
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initiated by hydrophobic forces. Dilatational interfacial rheology studies showed that the ability of 

the oleosomes to expand in volume or shrink upon absorption or release of lipids respectively is 

assigned to the weak lateral interactions in the monolayer, which allow a reversible dilation. 

Lastly in Chapter 7, we revisited the main findings and conclusions of all the chapters of this thesis. 

In this chapter we first aimed to suggest several points of attention and guidelines for oilseed 

valorization. The three key factors to consider during oilseed valorization are 1) the removal of 

lipids before protein extraction with pressing, heating, and organic solvents, 2) the type of phenolic 

compounds present in each oilseed source in order to choose extraction conditions that will 

prevent irreversible protein-phenol complexation and 3) the structural and physicochemical 

properties of each protein species present in oilseeds in order to coextract both proteins and to 

preserve their natural physicochemical properties and functionality. To understand the relation 

between extraction and functionality of less-purified protein extracts, we aimed to provide a 

mechanistic understanding behind the function of all extracts. With this mechanistic understanding, 

we were able to link the composition of the protein extracts with the molecular properties and 

functionality in several systems, and provide several guidelines for the extraction and functionality 

of proteins; 1) selective extraction of proteins by means of precipitation, which results in globulin-

rich extracts and neglects the albumins should be avoided, as albumins (i.e. napins) have good 

emulsifying properties, 2) the coexistence of both types of proteins (napins and cruciferins) in the 

protein extracts is advantageous in stabilizing oil/water interfaces and in structuring emulsion-filled 

gels, 3) the aggregated status of proteins can impact the structural and rheological properties of 

emulsion-filled gels and 4) the removal of non-protein compounds (i.e. phenolic compounds) might 

be necessary in specific system conditions (i.e. pH) to achieve the desired functionality. Finally, in 

this chapter we provide an outlook and future perspective on oilseed valorization. Our findings 

show the significance of studying in depth the molecules present in each oilseed and of providing 

a direct link between the extraction process and functionality of the protein extracts, to promote 

the use of oilseed proteins in foods and bring new plant proteins in the market. In parallel, by 

providing in this thesis a mechanistic understanding behind the ability of oleosomes to absorb and 

release lipids, we showed that the oleosome monolayer is a very important structural element that 

dictates the function of oleosomes. The findings of this thesis on the relation between the number 

of molecules in the monolayer and their interactions with lipid absorption and release, pave the 

path to explore further how we can tailor the oleosome monolayer properties in order to expand 

the use of oleosomes as carriers of sensitive hydrophobic molecules in food and/or medical 

applications.  
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